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SCOTLAND ;

ITS FAITH AND ITS FEATURES.

CHAPTER I.

Diary resumed — The Harvest-Loch Leven Castle-Scotch

Cottagers — Ministerial Remarks — Glen Farg - Balmanno

Castle - Bridge of Earn - View of Perth - The Tay and the

Tiber - Attentive landlord .

· August 26. Edinburgh to Perth . — We

left Edinburgh this morning, on a day of

fairer promise than any during the last three

weeks, throughout which we have had very

wet, variable, and inclement weather, as , in

deed, has been the case in all Great Britain ,

and the neighbouring countries of Europe.

Scotland , therefore, is not peculiar in the

unfavourable nature of its climate this year.

I was quite surprised to see the harvest com

VOL. II . B



2 THE HARVEST.

ceas
e

. "*

menced in some fields close to the town of

Edinburgh . The grain had certainly ripened

without any sunshine of customary summer

warmth . But still , as ever has been, and

as ever shall be , the gracious promise holds

good that, notwithstanding much human

anxiety on the subject, and certain degrees

of failure and deficiency, notwithstanding all

this, “ while the earth remaineth , seed-time

and harvest , and cold and heat, and summer

and winter, and day and night shall not

I have heard it quaintly, and aptly

remarked , that we may note little of genial

warmth shining on the crops, but that the

fields are up early, and out till late . They

lose not one single ray of all the genial

beams put forth from the sun in the firma

ment ; and a deep natural truth is con

tained in those few and simple words of the

Psalmist, “ there is nothing hid from the

heat thereof.” +

After driving nine miles, we reached Queen's

Ferry , where the waters of the Firth of

Forth for a short space become very narrow,

and the two opposite headlands closely

approach one another. A steam-boat plies

+ Ps. xix . 6.* Gen. VIII . 22 .



LOCH LEVEN CASTLE. 3

every hour to convey passengers and car

riages across . The northern shore presents

a line of picturesque cliffs ; and a small

island, with ruins upon it, occupies the very

spot on the waters, where such a feature

seems most adapted to embellish and com

plete the scene.

We thought the country rather uninterest

ing , except so far as the well-tilled fields

attracted our attention , until we drew near

to Kinross-- a neat town on the border of

Loch Leven . The immediate banks of this

lake are not remarkable for their beauty ,

although I was much struck with the bold

and varied grandeur of two mountainous

heights, between which its waters lie in

calm shelter and security ; a little green

island, almost level with the waters, is like

wise there ; and on this island a castle

stands Loch Leven Castle - of which I

shall say no more than just mention the

name .

If one says any thing of Mary Queen

of Scots, I do not see how one can avoid

saying more than will suit my inclinations,

as a mere passing traveller, and observer of

Scotland as it is at the present moment :

B 2



4 . SCOTCH COTTAGERS.

while , with regard to mere local matters ,

regarding a scene so thoroughly and fre

quently described, I have no desire to enter

into competition with Guide Books and

Travelling Companions , by notices of that

description , which, in all likelihood, will

be far better given in the pages of those

works . *

During the day we visited several cottages

of the poor, and found them generally well

supplied with Bibles and religious books .

It struck me that those, with whom we con

versed, made more frequent use of lan

guage and expressions, such as would result

from the knowledge of the Bible , and also

from general reading, than we should have

heard in England , as coming from a similar

class . I have been told by those qualified

to form a just opinion on the subject, that

sermons, entirely of an argumentative and

doctrinal character, are welcomed and listened

to by the Scottish labouring classes in a

manner quite surprising to those who only

* Among the numerous and excellent Guide-Books written

for travellers in Scotland, I know none which equals that

of Mr. Black , which is admirably arranged, and treats of all

appropriate topics in a very graphic and interesting manner .
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know the kindred order in the south . I

can certainly answer for the southerns , that

sermons meekly addressed to the head , with

out appeals to the heart, and without light

and shade, (if I may use the expression to

denote variety of subject and illustration) ,

are most unacceptable to them . The first

thing needful for a hearer — I mean attention

-is not won at all , far less sustained . We ,

as Clergy , might learn no ineffectual lesson

from an old writer, much studied by many

of us, who treats much of the guvola axpoate.

What can so secure the good-will of our

hearers , as a body, than an evident, un

wearied , and affectionate endeavour to in

terest their minds and hearts ? And this may

be made a constant object of our study

without the slightest derogation to our faith

fulness, without the slightest disregard of

the spirit and letter of God's will , so con

stantly and fully expressed by St. Paul, as

to simplicity , plainness of speech , and the

liligent avoidance of all undue decoration

in preaching the Gospel of Christ . * May

God give to his Ministers grace , and wis

dom , and love to study their hearers , who

* See 1 Cor . II , 4. , 2 Cor. III . XII . v . 11. 3 .
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.

soever they may be , and while they preach

sound doctrine , so to speak it-I dwell on

the word so* that multitudes
may

be

lieve !

We were greatly delighted with the last

ten or twelve milesjourney before reaching

Perth . During four or five miles' of this

distance, we went through the deep valley

or defile of Glen Farg — well wooded, orna

mented with rock and heath , and enlivened

by a sparkling stream . From this valley,

we suddenly emerged into an extensive plain,

whose flat surface, boundless fields of corn

almost without any division, and circling

belt of wooded hills, including those called

the Ochill-hills, strongly reminded me of

some of the wide-spreading vallies between

Tarbes and Pau, at the foot of the Pyrenean

range. Nothing but the snow-topped pin

nacles were wanting ; and every traveller

knows how often such snow-topped pinna

cles are invisible , in consequence of the

atmosphere. A very long straight road, and

the absence of hedges, or divisions of any

kind, added much to the similarity of the

scene . I was glad to see the corn so yellow

* See Acts xiv, 1 .
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as it is here, and little , if at all, laid by the

late rains .

We passed Balmanno Castle on the left.

It is a fine specimen of the old Scottish

castle and mansion house, and in complete

preservation . Part of the structure is of

great antiquity. Near it stands a Church

and Manse, of a very superior character, and

all the three buildings are delightfully situated

at the foot of the Ochill -hills, among em

bowering woods , and with a plain before

them stretching far and wide, and covered

with the “ lætæ segetes, ” which , notwith

standing rain, cold , and mist, are now richly

waving around, and bearing a special token

in this unfavourable year to Scottish industry

and skill , directed under God's blessing, to

the cultivation of the soil .

Towards the end of this fertile plain we

passed a range of neat dwelling-houses, and

met various parties strolling about, whose

appearance at once suggested that we must

be near the mineral waters or baths. Bathers

and water-drinkers have certainly their own

special character and mien , as distinct from

that of persons occupied with their daily

avocations of life, as it is from that of the



8 THE PITCAITHLY WATERS.

active and engaged traveller. I stopped and

inquired the name of the place , and added,

“ Do people come here to drink mineral

waters ?” “ Yes ! the Pitcaithly waters.”

The habitations and lodgings are new ,

and bear the name of the Bridge of Earn

a very handsome bridge being close at

hand.

The following curious passage taken from

the Session Records of the Parish of Dun

barny shows the estimation in which these

waters have been long held , and also illus

trates the religious character and history of

the times on the subject of the Lord's Day .

The date is that of the 20th September, 1711 .

“ Session met according to appointment, and

took into consideration the profanation of

the Sabbath , by people frequenting the medi

cine-well of Pitcaithly, whereupon some of

the Elders were desired to inspect the well

every Sabbath morning, and dehort the people

from coming to it on the Lord's Day, and

inquire what parishes they belonged to, that

word may be sent to their respective minis

ters to discharge them ; and John Vallance

is forbidden to give them passage at Dun

barny boat, and Thomas Drummond desired
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to spread the report that they are to be

stopped by constables, by authority of the

Justices of the Peace . "*

Advancing a little onward , and leaving the

valley by a gentle ascent , which winds up

to the right, we went through Craigend ,

where there is a series of substantial, and ,

at the same time , ornamental cottages , with

sloping gardens attached , as pleasing to look

at as they are productive. I heard that

these dwellings were erected and partly

arranged by the late Sir David Moncrieffe,

and partly in consequence of his wish ex

pressed on a death-bed. This was the in

teresting testimony given to me by an elderly

woman , who had been the occupant of one

of these cottages. She spoke with much

affection of her late home . I say her late

home , not as if she had been turned out by

her landlord, but because she was obliged to

leave it in consequence of its demolition, to

make way for a new railroad , soon to be

established here with all the “ ferrea regna”

Two shafts are now in progress

in order to tunnel this hill, and these are

the first intimation of the works to be

of its sway

* Blackwood's Statistical account of Perthshire, 1844.

B 3
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carried on in this immediate neighbour

hood .

On reaching the brow of the hill , Perth ,

the river Tay, and all its surrounding

beauties appeared at once spread out beneath

us . From such a spot, perhaps, as this the

Roman legions, beholding the river and its

neighbouring locality, with one voice ex

claimed, “ Ecce Tiber ! Ecce Campus Mar

tius." Nor do I wonder that they were

struck with the similitude, although I must

say that no point from which I ever saw

the Tiber, presented that Roman river in

any degree of beauty comparable with that

of the Tay. But similitude of character is

one thing. Comparison as to degree of

beauty is quite a distinct matter. I shall

speak of this river again , and willand will now

only add, as one of the pleasant remem

brances of our journey this day, that we

entered Perth under a fine avenue of trees

(such as form the approach to so many

foreign towns, and to so few in Great

Britain) and across one of those verdant

open pleasant grounds - locally called the

Inches,” in which , at each end of the

town respectively, the citizens of Perth
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enjoy two of the most valuable public ac

quisitions of the kind , which any city can

possess . We lodged at the Star, a well

conducted inn , with a very obliging and

attentive landlord .

1
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CHAPTER II.

Perth - Scone - The Inches — The Harvest - Kinfans Castle

Conversation · The Highlands - Dunkeld Travellers

The Cathedral – Evening Prayers—Ancient Record — Tracts

-Tartans - A Fisherman Cottage Hospitality — Blair

Athol - Our Lodging .

August 27 . Perth to Dunkeld . - The tra

veller should not hurry out of Perth too

rapidly, and I only desire for any travelling

friend, that he may have as glorious a day

for enjoying it and its neighbourhood as

that with which we were favoured . The sun

was glowingly warm , the sky brightly blue,

and the few clouds which floated in the

heavens, though of deep and dark hue, threat

ened no rain to one acquainted even in a

slight degree with the atmosphere of this

land . We obtained a side-saddle for one of

the ponies , and Mrs. T—- accompanied me
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on a circuit , which included a survey of the

town and Kinfans Castle . We failed in our

attempt to see Scone, as Lord M-M, the

owner of Scone, will not allow any stranger

to visit it . This is not very obliging on the

part of his Lordship ; and , when we con

sider the historical reminiscences attached to

the place, the prohibition is rather a strong

illustration of a man doing what he likes

with his own. I went to Lord M -_ ' s

agent in Perth, to whom I was directed ,

on the possibility of obtaining an order

for admission , but, though most civilly

received at Mr. C's office, I found that

on no day of the year, and on no occasion ,

whether his Lordship was present or absent,

could Scone be seen by a stranger. Some

damage and mischief done on some former

occasion in the grounds, is the reason given

out, or at least understood in the town as

the cause of the prohibition ; but I should

imagine that, if the misconduct of one or

two parties was thus generally visited , the

public would be excluded from every inte

resting place of the kind . I do not suppose

that Perth is derived from " perdo,” or that
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travellers become more destructive here than

at Chatsworth, Hampton, or Powerscourt .

It might be well if the noble owner of Scone

would re - consider his resolution, remem

bering what Scone was in old time, and in

history is still .

In going to Kinfans Castle we traversed

a portion of the chief streets , and most

stirring part of Perth, and then reached the

bridge. However, on arriving there we were

instantly arrested by the beauty of the pros

pect which met us on all sides, but especially

by that northward , which includes the curv

ing and wooded bank of the Tay — the full ,

wide , sparkling, amber-colored water of that

river, which flashed onward in the brilliant

sunshine—the large turf-covered expanse of

the North Inch, with a line of handsome

dwellings on its border, and a clearly defined

range of mountains encircling the whole in

the distant horizon . The river here reminded

me of some parts of the Seine, and the like

ness was much increased by the steep ridge

rising from the river towards the south , with

houses, terraces, and gardens scattered about,

very much in foreign style. Neither could
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any one , accustomed to foreign scenes , omit

to observe a large number of washerwomen

employed in their calling on the banks of

the river, exactly as they are in the neigh

bourhood of French towns .

On passing the bridge we ascended the

opposite hill for about two miles ; and after

the anxieties of this year on the subject of

the crops , we were specially pleased with

seeing twelve or fourteen reapers employed on

a field of barley, quite ripe, erect, full in the

ear, and not in the least injured by the late

inclement weather. The labourers were cut

ting it down with a scythe of a different con

struction to any which I have ever seen in

England. It had two handles, which were

joined in one at a short distance from the

blade, and instead of one short cross-bar near

the end of the handle, it had four thin curved

bars of iron, one end of these bars being fixed

into the shorter of the two handles , and the

other, in each , curving round to a point , but

only fixed or joined to the implement at one

place. The reapers seemed to consider this

plan a great assistance in gathering and lay

ing the swathe, at each stroke of the scythe,
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but said it was not by any means general in

this part of the country. "

After ascending a certain height we arrived

at the lodge gate belonging to Kinfans Castle ,

and entering the park , turned round to the

right in order to see the celebrated view

from the tower on the summit of the neigh

bouring hill-I believe Kinnoul Hill. The

green road leading to that spot is carried

along glades and plantations with an under

growth of fern and mountain heath , giving

cover to abundance of game, which enlivened

our way

The tower stands on the edge of a lofty

cliff, partly covered with pines, and partly

grey with rock , hanging in precipitous ridges

of the very boldest character. Below these

were green pastures , also on a very steep

slope ; these were succeeded by a certain

breadth of valley, perfectly flat, and covered

with the yellow harvest ; and then flowed the

wide river , occasionally somewhat narrowed ,

* I have before me the drawing of a scythe, very simi

larly formed - viz , the " Improved reaping scythe" of W.

Drummond and Sons, of the Agricultural Museums of Stirling

and Dublin .
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and at other parts so much expanded as to

bear quite a lake - like appearance ; and then

there was another line of waving corn , and ,

beyond , a mountainous ridge, with its wall of

foliage and rock, rising high into the air .

Some boats were plying on the river, look

ing like mere specks from the height on which

we stood ; and two or three ships with masts

and sails , most unexpectedly to me, appeared

in our sight . Kinfans Castle rose among the

trees on the left, while several clusters of neat

labourers ' residences , two or three ornamental

cottages, and some compact farms, added

the thought of human comfort and human

habitation to the other pleasant feelings

awakened by the scene around.

We were favoured with the clearest and

most brilliant sunshine ; and I may truly say ,

that I never saw a combination of similar

objects with more admiration and delight

than from Kinnoul Hill .

We afterwards visited the Castle itself : a

very handsome and comfortable residence,

with good library, a collection of scientific

instruments arranged in an apartment called

“ the shop,” and many objects of art and

taste . We returned home along the lower
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- Do you

road, near the banks of the river ; and I would

strongly recommend every traveller visiting

this neighbourhood, and desirous of enjoy

ing a noble view , to pursue exactly the same

course as that which I have just described .

During the day I accosted an old man

and gave him a tract, saying,

like such books as these ? "

Yes,” said he. “ I'm a Non - intrusion

man .”

Why ?” said I.

“ Because other folks are."

The opponents of the Free Church say,

that this among the poor is a very common

reason. However, any opinion as to the fact

whether it is so or not must be formed by

induction — by a watchful observation and

diligent inquiry on the subject, in various

cases and various localities, and under va

rious circumstances ; and such I am

deavouring to make wherever I go . However,

having previously given one instance of dis

crimination among the poorer classes, on this

subject, I may now mention a case just

of an opposite character. This appears only

fair .

In the afternoon we drove on to Dunkeld ,

en
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and during this stage, when very near that

town , entered the Highlands, passing the

boundary, which is considered as the line of

separation between them and the Lowlands.

In a map , which I have with me, I see that

this division line is marked as commencing at

Nairn, on the Moray Firth , whence it crosses

Scotland diagonally from the above-mentioned

point, not far from Inverness, first stretching

eastward for a short distance ; then descending

due south to Alyth , and then bending in a

south-western direction by Blairgowrie, Dun

keld , Crieff, Doune, and Drymen , to Dun

barton on the Clyde, where it terminates .

Scotland is thus divided into two distinct

portions ; that of the Highlands being consi

derably the largest. I have traced out this

demarcation, as those unacquainted with the

country have often a very indistinct apprehen

sion of the subject.

As we approached Dunkeld, the mountains

rose before us in wilder and grander forms

than any we had yet seen in this line of

country. They are to a great extent clothed

with wood, through the great and indefati

gable energy, as a planter, of the late Duke

of Athol. At the same time their topmost
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summits bear the true Scottish features of

purple heather and grey rock. The two

loftiest and most conspicuous heights stand

right opposite to one another, and approach

so closely at their roots as in some places to

leave little more than sufficient space for the

course of the river Tay, which flows between

them in a broad and sparkling stream.

These two mountains bear respectively the

stern names of Craig-y-barns and Craig

vinean .

The poet Gray, who visited Dunkeld in

1766, thus describes the approach to and

situation of the place

· The road came to the brow of a deep

descent ; and between two woods of oak we

saw , far below us , the Tay come sweeping along

at the bottom of a precipice at least 150 feet

deep, clear as glass, full to the brim , and very

rapid in its course . It seemed to issue out of

woods , thick and tall, that arose on either

hand , and were overhung by broken rocky

crags of vast height above them ; to the west

the tops of higher mountains appeared , on

which the evening clouds reposed . Down by

the side of the river, under the thickest

shades , is seated the town of Dunkeld . In
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the midst of it stands a ruined cathedral
;

the tower and shell of the building are still

entire . A little beyond it, a large house of the

Duke of Athol extends a mile beyond the

town ; and as his grounds are intersected by

the streets and roads , he has flung arches of

communication across them that . add much

to the scenery of the place.”

The crowd of travellers is now pouring

rapidly into the Highlands . Inns and coaches

are as full as possible ; and I heard that

partly in consequence of the railroad leading

to Scotland, and partly from the commercial

and general prosperity of this year, the number

of persons of a class less wealthy than that of

which travellers is generally formed was

greatly beyond anything hitherto known .

This district has also been brought into

increased notice and celebrity by Her Majesty's

late visits , and known interest in these

scenes .

We could neither find lodgings at the pleas

antly situated inn at Birnam , just outside

Dunkeld, nor at the Athol Arms, near the

bridge . “ Not a corner vacant,” was the

answer at the latter place . However, on

driving to the other end of the street, we
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found accommodation at Fisher's Hotel ,

though that house was very much crowded

also .

In the evening our prayers were attended

by the landlady and eight or nine others,

including the ostler . That the will makes the

way, was clearly exemplified here ; for not

withstanding the throng in the house, there

was this full attendance at our evening worship

on the part of the landlord's family, while

sometimes we have found that a very trifling

obstacle , real or imaginary, has been used

as a reason for declining to attend .

However, I generally have some additions

to our own small party. Last night there

were five or six . This evening the landlady

thanked me in a most feeling manner ; she

came to our service again the next morning,

and showed us every attention and kindness

during our stay. I also liked very much our

friendly and chatty landlord ; and certainly,

with the attractions of the country, and our

pleasant reception , I could not help at least

a partial echo to the kind wish expressed on

parting, that we should remain a month at

Dunkeld instead of a single day.

August 28. Dunkeld to Blair -Athol.-- We
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visited this morning the cathedral of Dun

keld , part of which forms a beautiful ruin ,

roofed only by the sky, though otherwise

not much dilapidated, and part a church of

the Presbyterian establishment. The ravage

done here took place in the year 1560 , when

all the combustible parts of the structure were

burnt by the populace, acting on or rather

over-acting the following order from the Privy

Council in Scotland .

“ To our traist friendis, the Lairds of Arn

tilly and Kinvaid.

“ Traist friendis, after maist harty commen

dacion , we pray you faill not to pass inconti.

nent to the Kyrk of Dunkeld, and tak doun

the haill images thereof, and bring furth to

the Kyrk -zayrd, and burn them openly, and

siclyk cast doun the altaris, and purge the Kyrk

of all kynd of monuments of idolatrye ; and

this ze faill not to do , as ze will do us singular

empleseur ; and so committis you to the

protection of God .

“ From Edinburgh , thé xii of August, 1560 .

“ Faill not, bot ze tak guid heyd that

neither the desks, windocks, nor durris, be
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ony ways hurt or broken-eyther glassin

work , or iron wark .

.6 AR. ERGYLL.

“ JAMES STUART .

• RuthVEN .”

The view of this Cathedral , of Lord Glen

lyon's garden and residence, of the Dunkeld

woods , and of the mountains in the back

ground , as obtained from the end of the bridge ,

is of the most beautiful description.

An excursion to a most picturesque water

fall, called the Hermitage , whither we went

by the high road , and a subsequent walk

home through a portion of the Duke of Athol's

vast pleasure grounds , with a visit to the half

risen walls of a mansion commenced by the

late Duke , but suddenly stopped at his death ;

and to the two first larch trees planted in

Scotland , formed our course to-day, as it is

that of most visitors to the place.

I have never been in a country where the

tracts are more warmly and gratefully received

than in Scotland . Sometimes on passing a

shepherd on the hills , we hold one up , and in

general the man comes running down ; and

when he ascertains the nature of the little
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gift, and reads the title, a welcome response

to the offer invariably ensues. We carry with

us both English and Gaelic tracts, a plan to

be recommended for adoption in the High

lands , as we have personally experienced,

for we generally ask which would be most

acceptable, and generally receive a decided

answer, one way or other. Some say they

cannot read English, and others that they

cannot read Gaelic, but all read either one or

the other.

The dress in these parts is national and

characteristic . Tartans of various colours are

worn by men, women, and children . The

boys very generally wear kilts , often gay in

colour, but as often much tattered .

The drive from Dunkeld to Blair Athol

lies in the midst of very fine scenery . You

first wind round the base of one of the neigh

bouring mountains , then proceed along the

borders of the river, through woods hanging

steeply over it , then approach the pass of

Killicrankie, which forms a short portion of

the way to Blair Athol. Here the sudden

bend of the valley, with its current of water,

rushing deeply among bold and rugged rocks,

and having steep wooded heights , and craggy

VOL. II . с
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mountains beyond these at each side , well

deserves the praise and admiration which it

wins from every traveller in this beautiful

region .

At certain points of the road, and not far

distant from one another, are two bridges ,

with narrow and impetuous streams, flashing

and foaming along beneath each lofty arch .

Either, or both well deserve to arrest the

traveller a few minutes on his way, as to see

them with advantage it is requisite to diverge

about a hundred yards from the high road .

On looking over one of them , I saw a mode

of salmon fishing perfectly new to me , and

which I should think must require no small

supply of that predatory patience, for which

fishermen seem proverbial . Just on the edge

of a narrow but violent torrent sat a man with

a long-handled sharp hook , or “ gaff ” in his

land, and with his legs hanging over the

water, in a position apparently most insecure .

There he remained, watching the tumbling

and foaming stream , which fell into a small

hollow in the rock within the reach of his

piscatory weapon, and occasionally dipping

his gaff ; with a short upward jerking motion,

into the current , as it fell into the foaming
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cavity in which it was received below . I

went down to ask him something about his

proceedings, but so loud was the noise of the

torrent, that though I went within four or

five feet of him behind, (and there was no

way of approaching him, except along a

jutting rock in the rear), I could not make himn

hear my call ; and I literally stood behind him

for some minutes , under the apprehension of

startling him by touching him on the shoulder,

or roaring in his ear , and so endangering a

fall into the waters. Probably the stalwart

Highlander would have smiled at my imagin

ing him of a nervous temperament , but such

was my feeling at the time . Presently,

however, he turned round, and perceiving

me , entered into conversation . This mode of

sport seemed to be in high favour ; and in

answer to my question as to the number of

fish which he caught, he said , from one to

four in a day . His practised eye saw when

to strike at a salmon in the current, which

he did three or four times , while I was look

ing on, though I could not observe the least

intimation of a fish at one moment more than

another.

c 2
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While I was observing these singular pro

ceedings, Mrs. T—- went into the little

lodge close at hand, belonging to a residence

most romantically situated , and standing on

the side of the deep defile and completely

embowered with trees . She had some con

versation with the occupant of the lodge , a

woman of a pious spirit , whose dwelling was

neat as dwelling-place could be .

With the usual hospitality of this country ,

which certainly extends itself to the very

humblest roof, she was quite desirous to make

some tea for her visitor . We have experienced

similar offers repeatedly during our journey,

and have universally met with the most

obliging kindness from the peasantry and from

all with whom we have had any thing to

do in the kindred classes of society.

A little farther on we observed a large

modern building, standing between the high

road , and the river, on some picturesque

ground . I at once guessed that this was

one of the many Free Churches recently

erected in Scotland, about which I had heard

so much before leaving England. I had seen

many of stone, but this was the first which
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I had met with of a more temporary charac

ter. The building is large , tiled , and com

modiously arranged inside . It is about two

years since it was erected .

At Blair Athol we found the two hotels

filled to every corner . The prospect for the

night appeared here rather dubious, as there

are so few houses in the said place, that it

seemed scarcely probable that any lodging

could be had elsewhere . However, the land .

lord directed us to a small tenement, at which

the post-office is held, and there we were at

once very pleasantly received by the mistress

of the house, and her whole family, who

quite succeeded in their united efforts to make

us comfortable. Though their house was

small ; we were just as well pleased to be

there as in the most splendid hotel.

There is something in simple friendliness

of manner, and in a tone or habit, in cha

racter with that country where you may be ,

which makes the reception in some small inn ,

or quiet lodging, unknown to those who

travel in state, far more agreeable to me, than

when we step out into Londonized rooms,

have to do with stiff, polished waiters , dressed
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and drilled to the highest point, and find all

the arrangements just calculated to efface

the local effect of those wild and peculiar

scenes, with which they seem so little to

accord .
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CHAPTER III.

Scotch Mountains — Their attractions — Parish School- Good

reading - Blair Athol --Lord Glenlyon's child - The Queen .

I Must here introduce a few words on the

leading and characteristic features of the

Scotch mountains , as they struck me on

comparing them in my memory, not only

with others of Great Britain and Ireland ,

but also with their Alpine and Pyrenean bre

thren . In line and extent , uninterrupted by

plains, cultivated land , or human habitation ,

they seem equal to the mountains of any

land ; because, though of more limited dimen

sions , geographically speaking , still they quite

fill up and exceed any compass of the most

far -seeing eye. As to height, they are of

course far inferior to the great mountain

chains of Europe ; and they do not rear up

the abrupt and sharp pinnacles, les aiguilles,
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.

either covered with snow, or shooting aloft

in bare rocky points , which form so much

of the beholder's delight and admiration on

the borders of Spain, and still more in Swit

zerland . In lakes they are far superior to

any in the Pyrenees, and far inferior to the

Alps . To me their chief charms, as a matter

of comparison with all other mountains

which I have ever seen , consist in their

colour and in the details of their surface.

Their colour is perfect, chiefly in consequence

of the purple heather—the varied and lovely

vest thrown over them by the Great Creator

of these everlasting hills.” It is at all

times beautiful, and specially so when brought

out into rich and bold relief by the rays
of the

glowing sun . Never did I see the “ morning

and evening spread upon the mountains”

with a more admiring eye ; and , to my mind ,

neither the verdure of meadow and pasturage,

nor clothing trees, nor glistening snow, nor

any other garb is near so lovely as this truly

Scottish hue - almost claimed as their national

colour, and that not without right .

Again , the details of their surface are a

constant source of pleasure to the eye .
For

once that a traveller enjoys a wide and exten
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sive scene, he must , and will gaze, perhaps

hundreds of times , at foregrounds close to his

path . Now one cannot look upon the face or

side of a Scotch mountain without looking

into a most picturesque intermixture of rocky

eminence , sinking hollow, called here a

quarry ,” or dark winding water course

with grey , brown , purple and green hues

most harmoniously intermixed .

Such is my attempt, faint as it is , to

transfer to my page a few of my own impres

sions with regard to these Scottish scenes :

and I say to the traveller, however familiar he

may be with “ Alps and Appenines , the Pyre

nean and the river Po, " do not listen to those

who would persuade you, that , having seen

what Europe can thus offer, Scotland's moun

tains will seem tame. Do not listen to them !

Visit the land , and judge for yourself, and I

hope that you will have such a sun shine to

brighten them before you, as that which now

lights them up around me ; a breeze, such as

that which now, according to Shakespeare's

accurate description of Scotch air, " nimbly

and sweetly recommends itself ” to our senses ;

an atmosphere as that which now so sharply

and distinctly marks every rise and every

1

C 3
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fall in the line of their border aloft ; and

may we both join in fervent adoration of

their great and glorious Maker, who, in His

wisdom and might has bound the earth with

each chain , ridge, and cluster of His ever

lasting hills !"

August 29. Blair Athol to Tummell Bridge

Inn . - At the back of the house, in which we

are now lodging, the Parish school is held .

Happily for Scotland the law of the land is ,

that a school should be maintained in every

parish ; and with this object a fixed salary

is secured to the master.

On going into the school, I found the

teacher occupied with the instruction of a

class of boys and girls arranged together,

out of a book of reading lessons—partly

prose, and partly poetry . On opening the

door , I heard him reading out to the chil

ren , with strong, but very good intonation

and emphasis, a passage from Wordsworth's

poetry . Every child in turn read a portion

of this passage after him ; and I must do him

the justice to say, that he took very great

pains to make every one of his scholars

pronounce the allotted portion firmly, clearly ,

distinctly , and with the right accent ; in a
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word , so as to be well understood by the

hearer. I dwell on this point , as it is one

in which it appears to me that the English

education , both of the poor and rich , is most

culpably, and , unfortunately, deficient. I

say of the poor and rich , because I scarcely

know which is the most objectionable ; the

spouting pronunciation learnt at public

schools , or the monotonous, unintelligible

gabble, too often heard in the weekly and

Sunday institutions for the poorer classes of

society. I speak without exaggeration in

saying, that, while a child taught by a feeling

and intelligent mother will sometimes read

in the most impressive manner, and while

men of mature years will frequently do the

same, in the intermediate period the school

tone so tenaciously clings to the organs of

speech , that the art of reading is , indeed, at

a low ebb among the young men of our

country. My mind at present chiefly reverts

to the subject of reading the Scriptures, so

as to give due effect to their holy contents,

and I would earnestly commend the matter

to the consideration of all whom it may

peculiarly concern - specially to all clergy

men, parents , and all teachers of the young .
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The word of God says that " faith cometh

by hearing ;” and , though without doubt a

blessing from God may , and does, frequently

attend the very worst enunciation of His

word , yet none but He, who made the

flexible and beautiful organs of speech , can

possibly tell how much loss congregations,

and families, and hearers in general may

suffer by bad enunciation, and how much

benefit for intellect, heart , and spirit a better

system of reading might effect, as an instru

ment in God's hand. We are told in the

Book of Nehemiah; * that “ the people wept

when they heard the words of the law .” The

preceding verse tells us that those who read ,

read them “ distinctly.”

These parish schools are under the superin

tendance of the minister of the established

Church in each separate locality. The

master told me that his fixed salary was

thirty -four pounds a year, besides some addi

tional payments on the part of the scholars.

Many of the boys wore the national kilt

as , indeed, do many of the grown up men of

this neighbourhood. I have heard that this

* Neh. VIII. 89.
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ancient dress is more used in these districts

than in any other part of Scotland .

During the morning we walked through

the grounds of Blair Athol, the residence of

Lord Glenlyon , most nobly and romantically

situated , in the midst of bold Scottish moun

tains, now purple with heather, and lit up

with a sunshine , so clear and transparent ,

that Italy, or Southern France could scarcely

surpass it. As we drew near the house, of

course , under the direction of our guide, and

not as intentionally choosing such a moment ,

a party of his Lordship's guests were just

going out to shoot on the neighbouring

heights. To us, as southerns, and fresh in

Scotland , it was an interesting scene to

witness the assemblage of sportsmen, the

led horses , prepared for bringing home stags

and other game, the stout, kilted attendants ,

and Lord Glenlyon himself, in highland ap

parel , at the door of his mountain home .

His beautiful boy, too, was there, wearing

the national dress, and clad in tartans of

velvet and silk ; but the bright waving rin

glets of the mountain child hung far down

over his back , and formed a fairer mantle

than any which art could produce, though
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fair colours and designs were richly woven

for his garb . The boy was mounted on a

highland pony , and appeared between four

and five years old.

After passing Lord Glenlyon's residence ,

and the assembled party, which I have thus

alluded to , we were conducted by a broad

green walk - resembling those of which there

is such an extent in the pleasure-grounds

at Dunkeld — to the borders of the river

which flows through the domain . The water

is of that deep, clear brown hue, so often

seen in the rivers of this country . This

brown becomes a black of equal clearness

—though to call black clear seems some

what strange - in some of the deep cavities

which here and there harbour the stream .

Some fine rock-bound water scenes, and

a cascade viewed from under a large arched

grotto opposite, will arrest and charm the

traveller on his way ; and if of a loyal spirit,

the thought of his beloved Queen, and her

appreciation of this glorious neighbourhood

will not be absent from his heart .

It is well known how much interest and

pleasure was derived by her Majesty from

a residence of some continuance at this
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abode of one of Her chieftain subjects ; and

well was Her choice exerted , and right well

was Her taste exhibited , in dwelling awhile

here, amid the free-blowing breezes, the

heaths, and the heights of Blair Athol. The

sentry -box still remains at the corner of the

castle, in which guard was kept during Her

Majesty's stay .
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CHAPTER IV.

Romantic Bridge - Loch Tummell — Abundance of Game-Rent

of the Mountains --- Highland Heroes-Scotch fare - Tay

mouth - The Queen - The Bisons — The Capercailzie - Anec

dote-Loch Tay - Killin - The Sabbath .

In the afternoon we proceeded by a stage

of sixteen miles to Tummell Bridge Inn ,

retracing our way to the pass of Killicrankie,

then turning down by a steep descent on the

right, and crossing the river Garry by a

bridge , spanning high in air the two preci

pitous walls of rock, by which its waters are

confined to their dark, deep , channel . As we

passed the parapet wall, we found it employed

as a table for luncheon by a party whom we

had met on our travels , and having been

rather hurried in setting off, we were not

sorry to partake of the provisions which

were kindly offered to us-a most unex
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pected refreshment on our way . We then

entered a glen of wild and most varied beauty ;

and having left the high road , the turns and

the narrow line of way were far more appro

priate to the scene than the broad, straight ,

and more symmetrical turnpike road . I dare

say that it has often struck travellers how

much the old road, generally, and in most

countries , surpasses the new, as to the beauty

and variety of its course, however it may

yield in convenience asas a carriage way .

Here we proceeded through woods, coppices ,

and opening glades along the mountain side ,

and then came upon bare, and heathy slopes ,

first letting in a view of Loch Tummell, and

then of the head of the lake, where it re

ceives the river of the same name . This river

flows in a very peculiar way, twisting and

winding about in a multitude of circling loops

among meadows and groves, where it long

lingers. We then ascended a hill , and had

around us a grand, uninterrupted circle of the

bold mountains, glowing in the bright sunset.

Soon after, we reached Tummell Bridge Inn ,

standing close to the structure, whence it

takes its name one of General Wade's works,

and very tall and shapeless, but not out of
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character with the scenery around , and the

dark , confused masses of rock on which its

rude masonry is based . The landlord, a

Cameron, was so taken up with admiring

one of my ponies, that he would scarcely

attend to its owner ; but to one who values

and loves his four- footed friends and com

panions , this is no very serious offence . I

had just time to climb the mountain , which

stands behind the house, and was glad to find

that its apparent summit proved its real

summit—a rare circumstance to one climbing

hills , when (as happens to the climbers of

this world in general) many, or, one might

rather say, all seeming acquisition of heights,

viewed from below , is but a step to new and

still more anxious toil . Standing on the

pinnacle, which I reached, and which formed

a good central point for an uninterrupted

view, I turned each way , and on every side

the circular belt of mountains extended

itself, and the setting sun still lingered on their

summits , while all below was in deep and

dark shadow. I much enjoyed the spectacle;

and my way, step after step , was enlivened

by the wild tenants of the height. Hares and

rabbits were springing up on all sides , and
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more than once grouse rose up before me .

The quantity of game must be great , if one

person walking such a short distance up the

mountain side could raise so many birds

and beasts as I saw this evening. Indeed ,

many parts of Scotland seem to me abounding

in these “ feræ naturâ” beyond any other

country which I have ever traversed .

Neither must these mountains be thought

unproductive , at least so far as revenue and

their owners' interest is concerned , for the

rent given by sportsmen from England for

the wild mountains and heaths of Scotland is

often very large, and specially when it is re

membered that they require none, or at least

very little of the annual outlay and expendi

ture which falls so heavily on land under

those circumstances which usually attend its

possession. I was told the other day that the

Duke of pays for the right of shooting

over one forest alone (and a forest in Scot

land does not imply trees) no less a sum

than sixteen hundred pounds a year. This

and many similar instances prove how much

the value of moor and mountain territory

here is influenced and enhanced by circum

stances comparatively bearing little on other

parts of Her Majesty's dominions .
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August 30. Killin by Aberfeldy. — Early this

morning we quitted the wild scene where we

had passed the night, and reached a verdant

and attractive district of woods, meadows , and

streams . We passed multitudes of sheep ,

black cattle, and ponies , coming down to the

tryst (or fair) of Falkirk , from Rosshire and

Sutherlandshire. They were attended by

well dressed , handsome , and intelligent

Highlanders, who all seemed much gratified

on the reception of tracts ; and when the

little gift was accompanied by a word of

Christian communication, some response,

showing acquaintance with the Scriptures,

was almost invariably given. Earnest as the

shepherds generally seemed in the care of their

flocks, one of them , with true Scotch love of

reading, could not resist the attraction of a

book , and as long as we could look back ,

stood planted in the middle of the road ,

leaving his five or six hundred sheep to their

own inclinations for the time of his study .

Drawing near to Aberfeldy, we saw, under

the lofty precipices and wooded slopes on the

left, the very interesting specimen of an old

Scottish residence, called Menzies Castle,

erected in the 16th century , and now rendered
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a very handsome dwelling -house, without the

forfeiture of its ancient and peculiar character.

We breakfasted at Aberfeldy, and nothing

could be better than the supply provided for

us , as travellers, at the Breadalbane Arms.

Indeed at all private houses, where we received

hospitality, as well as at the inns, where we

have sojourned for a day or hour, throughout

our whole journey we have not only partaken

of all the excellent fare which England affords,

but also of other things, either entirely local

and national in their character, or at all events

habitually given here, while more rarely or

never offered in the south. I cannot stop to

give a culinary list , but must hasten on to

mention Taymouth , and the many interesting

objects which we met on our way to Killin ,

where I now write, especially as I already see

that this lovely spot will itself demand no

cursory notice , if I would do justice to a

place where so much attraction has already

met our eyes. I allude to assembled beauties

of rock , mountain , river, lake, wood, coppice,

verdant pasture, gardens , and fresh - bound

sheaves, now telling of God's renewed bounty,

“ filling all things with plenteousness.”

From Aberfeldy, a short drive through one
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continued succession of verdant park scenery

leads to Kenmore by a road , which , skirting

the grounds of Taymouth Castle, on a line

considerably higher than the valley in which

that edifice stands , presents to the traveller's

eye several most striking views of that mag

nificent abode. The entire pleasure-grounds

are shown to visitors , under the direction of

intelligent and handsome guides , who are clad

in Highland costume, and in the summer,

continually attend at the lodge gate to

receive and accompany the traveller. In

saying that the entire pleasure- grounds are

thus instantly thrown open to inspection , I

take the opportunity of giving expression to

those thanks , which , as it appears to me are

due , in a special manner, to every proprietor

who acts thus, regarding the place of his

own actual residence. Privacy is certainly the

taste of our countrymen , in every rank of

life ; and this privacy would only be partially

interrupted by admission on certain days, and

not at all by admission during the absence

of the owner ; but when Lord Breadalbane,

Lord Glenlyon, Lord Willoughby, and so

many others , day after day admit the mul

titudes , of which the assemblage of travellers
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in Scotland is composed, to wander up and

down their grounds , whether they are resident

or not , it seems to me that every visitor

should feel sincerely obliged, and show his

sense of obligation by scrupulous delicacy of

conduct, proportioned to the favour, which,

under such circumstances, he enjoys. The

utmost caution should be exercised, as even a

mere look wrongly directed , an inquiry wrongly

made , an observation unappropriately uttered

before the servant of another, a step taken

where it should not be, such , and many

other similar proceedings, apparently small in

themselves, are not small under such circum

stances , and may be gross violations of the

rule which ought to be so strongly present

to every individual thus brought within the

precincts of another man's domain .

Taymouth Castle is a large and castellated

building of very fine general effect, standing in

a deep valley amidst extensive lawns and

gardens . Steep ridges of mountain, richly

wooded below, close it in behind and before,

while the broad and sparkling river Tay

forms the cheerful and musical boundary to

the walks of its wide gardens. In the midst

of this fair palace of nature , her present
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I was

his men ,

Majesty was received by Lord Breadalbane

and his troop of Highlanders . I heard from

one present, that Her Majesty's arrival was

a most thrilling and brilliant scene.

told that when the Sovereign's approach was

announced to his Lordship, he called out to

Highlanders, be ready to receive

your Queen. Highlanders , draw your swords.”

A few moments passed , and Her Majesty was

among the assembled multitude, and received

the welcome of Lord and Lady Breadalbane,

while the circle of Highlanders in the imme

diate presence, the mounted soldiery beyond

them , and thousands, and ten thousands of

her people , from every glen and mountain

around , received Great Britain's Queen with

one loud acclaim of loyalty, love , and joy .

We had a long and delightful walk through

the grounds of Taymouth . At one part of

it , we entered an ornamented dairy of the

most attractive kind . Its useful as well as

ornamental character was proved by the

quantity of cheese which I saw stored up

for the use of Lord B-w's household .

I tasted some which was about a year old,

and its excellence did much credit to the

skill of the dairywomen .
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Another part of our walk was enlivened

by a sight of some of the red deer which

are so abundant on this property. We saw

also some bisons which are kept in a pad

dock near the house. Their form resembles

that of the buffaloes delineated in Mr.

Catlin's representations of Indian prairies and

hunts. Till of late, none of these animals

have shown vice and ferocity, and have been

allowed to feed in another part of the park ,

where persons were continually passing by ;

but to the great distress of their owner, one

of them lately killed an old and attached

servant of the family, and they are now

placed where they can do no mischief.

Their unwieldy appearance, in immense depth

and massiveness of body, and in size of

head , all which is increased by the profusion

of long hair hanging around them , and caus

ing them to look half oxen half lions , would

perhaps make one imagine that escape from

their pursuit would not be very difficult ;

while their dull, heavy bearing, when not in

motion , would suggest that one might pass

them by without notice . However , I saw

enough of their agility and quickness of eye

VOL. II. D
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to form a very different opinion of their

powers of locomotion and observation ; so

much so, that I would strongly recommend to

any amateur of such cattle to be very careful

of too familiar access, or of a short cut , at

home or abroad, across their pasture . It

happened that just as we reached the field

in which these animals now are, a dog

was searching for his master, whom he had

missed in the immediate neighbourhood, and

crossed the paddock two or three times at

considerable speed.

This gave us a most amusing spectacle,

as the bisons were cantering about after the

dog with the greatest zeal, and at a pace

which would no doubt have overtaken a

man , even supposing that he was quite free

from agitation at the thought or sight of

the black monster behind him. The pace

was a long, leaping canter, and the hind

legs were most effectively employed. Once

or twice the bisons missed the dog behind

ridges of the field , but they evidently looked

out for him most keenly and slyly . The

moment they got sight of him , off they went,

like a pack of hounds , in pursuit. All who
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saw the chase were amused, and it altogether

gave us quite a new insight into the agility

and capacity of these curious animals.

The sportsman on his travels will find at

Taymouth a still more interesting race of

animals than the bison, notwithstanding its

strange appearance and occasional gambols .

I mean that of the capercailzies, which had

been a stranger in Scotland for about seventy

years. In the course of 1837, twenty-eight

birds of this beautiful species were brought

from Sweden to Taymouth . Of these, some

are still kept in confinement, while a consi

derable number have been allowed to go at

large, and are now doing well, and multiply

ing

I heard rather an amusing anecdote in

connexion with this neighbourhood , proving ,

if genuine, that Premiers must go a long

distance indeed before they are out of the

reach of applications for place, and that

Highland hills, no less than other localities

nearer to Downing Street, can produce appeals

of every variety when patronage is in question .

I heard the story as follows, but claim no

more for its veracity than as a matter of

hearsay . At all events it is innocent in its

D 2
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character, and therefore may be introduced

without scruple.

I heard that when Sir R - P-- was

for the first time at —- , he was accompanied

in his shooting excursions by a “ gillie,”

or Highland sporting attendant , with whose

skill and service he was much pleased . Sub

sequently , Sir R-- bestowed some desirable

situation on the man's son . On Sir R--'s

return to -- in a subsequent year , he did

not forget his former mountain follower ; and

when the man called to pay his respects and

acknowledgments
, he was most courteously

received by the Premier, who, after some

friendly conversation , bade him good bye, and

his Highland friend left the room . However,

in a few moments after, the door was opened

again . In walked the gillie , and said , without

further preface : “ I thought it jest right to

tell
you , Sir R-, that I've got anither

son . Gude day, Sir R- " I should think

that a Premier might not be unfrequently

reminded of those words, “ anither son .”

In the afternoon we went on to Killin ,

where we intended to pass the Sunday. Loch

Tay was in view during the whole distance,

and for many miles presented such an equality
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of breadth as to its waters , and such regu

larity of line as to its banks , that it looked

exactly like some river of the grandest di

mensions , like the Rhine or the Loire, extended

to about a mile in width . I do not remember

to have ever seen any lake which bore this

peculiar character so strongly as Loch Tay ;

and at one point there was a bend or sweep

in its course, which increased the particular

effect to which I now allude.

We passed on our road , and close to us

on the right, the lofty mountain called Ben

lawers , which reaches the height of four

thousand feet above the level of the sea,

and well deserves an ascent should time and

opportunity admit.

Shortly before we reached Killin , a mul

titude of fair successive pictures appeared

at every step. The road descended into the

village by a winding course, through woods

and glades , presenting at each turn rocks,

pastures, gardens, waters, and mountains in

the most varied assemblage of beauty. The

variety of objects was the striking character

istic, as I observed at once ; and that it

strikes others in the same manner has been

since confirmed by a descriptive passage in
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which Dr. Macculloch dwells on this very

spot .

He styles it , “ A perfect picture gallery in

itself, since you cannot move three yards

without meeting with a new landscape. A

busy artist might have drawn a month and

not exhausted it. Fir-trees , rocks , torrents,

mills, bridges, houses, these produce the

great bulk of the middle landscape under

endless combinations ; while the distances

more constantly are found in the surrounding

hills , in their varied woods, in the bright

expanse of the lake, and the minute orna

ments of the distant valley ; in the rocky

and bold summit of Craig Caillach , and in

the lofty vision of Benlawers, “ which towers

like a huge giant to the clouds, the monarch

of the scene. "

Mr. Mac Tavish's Inn at Killin is a single

house, admirably situated on a bend of the

river, and offering excellent accommodation .

“ Are your ponies to be hoosed ? Twa

bonnie beastie !" said the landlord's quick

little boy on our driving up.

I have not seen in Scotland a more attrac

tive resting-place, and it gave me much plea

sure to find that we were to pass the Lord's
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Day in this delightful scene. Better is it to

pass such a season in the most distasteful

abode , than to trespass in any way on the

defined limits of that sacred time; but when

to other gifts of the Lord , He adds the gift of

some sweet locality like this, wherein to

spend it , we feel thankful, and surely we

need not conceal these feelings, lest we should

seem to compare such minor things with

gifts essential to our welfare. Oh no ! There

are such things as the overflowings of God's

indulgence and love to His creatures,like

the bright spray of some gushing fountain,

which charms the eye, and moistens the

cheek on a hot summer's day, though to

slake and satisfy his thirst the traveller must

drink of the full and bountiful stream , flowing

to give health and life .
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CHAPTER V.

Church Matters -- Churches - Lord B-, -Scotch Worship

Gaelic Service - Scotch Elders — Church matters - Rev. Mr.

S - , - Religious knowledge.

August 31 .31. At Killin . — A lovely day

wakened us on this our first Sunday in

the Highlands. Its extreme clearness , sere

nity, and warmth , was truly cheering to the

spirits . We had made, on the previous

evening, a few inquiries as to the spiritual

affairs of the parish , and found that they

fully exemplified a very general condition of

existing matters, concerning ministers , the

congregations, and the churches , or eccle

siastical buildings . Immediately opposite the

door of our inn stands a plain building, with

little of ecclesiastical architecture in its cha

racter, but which we found, on inquiry , ' to

be the Church of the establishment. A little
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farther
up the village, on the left hand , anc.

at a short distance from the road-side , stan us

a wooden construction of recent erection , and

for a short time used as a place of assem

blage for those who adopted the principles

of the Free Church , or “ came out," as the

common and vernacular expression in these

quarters . A little further on, at the left side

of the road is a new edifice of stone, plain,

but of a more ecclesiastical character (at all

events to an English eye ,) than the old

Church, and capable of holding - I should

suppose — from five to six-hundred people .

The Manse, or Parsonage house of the Esta

blished Church Minister is a plain, small

residence, delightfully situated on the brow of

a hill, within a short distance of the Church .

There is no Episcopal Church whatever in

the neighbourhood.

Having spoken of the buildings , I shall

now notice the respective positions of the

two ministers who officiate in each .

At the time of the “ disruption ,” the Rev.

Mr. Stuart was the Established Church

Minister of the parish. He was one of thos

who joined the Secession, or Free Church ;

but remained in the parish as minister to

D 3
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those who had adopted similar principles

with his own. On joining the Free Church

he had of course to quit his previous

Church , as the place of his ministry, and

the Manse, as the place of his residence,

and to give up all the emoluments of his

previous position. Another minister was

appointed in his room ; one, of course, who

adhered to the Establishment. The Patron

is Lord Breadalbane, one of the strongest

supporters of the Free Church among the

nobility or gentry of Scotland , and himself

a member of that body. He provided a

residence for Mr. Stuart, of which I shall

speak by and by) and , as at Kenmore , where

he himself attends , so here he contributed

largely towards the erection of the new

Church , of which I have spoken before.

Both Kenmore , and Killin are his Lordship’s

property, as indeed every thing else seems to

be within sight , or observation in these parts .

And now, regarding the congregations .

The largest part of the population has joined

the Free Church ; though a certain number

still adhere to the Establishment , or remain

" in .”

This short and simple word is a common
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expression to denote principle and practice

on the matter in question .

I am not aware , that , as to the mode of

conducting public worship , there is any differ

ence between the Established and the Free

Church ; and it may not prove unacceptable

to my English readers , to have the usual

course of Scottish services briefly set before

them .

As the time of public worship approaches,

the Precentor, whose business it is to lead

the singing, and who in some respects cor

responds with our clerk , enters his desk below

the minister, and the books, viz .: the Bible ,

and Psalms in metre , employed by the minis

ter, having been carried up into the pulpit , he

himself soon follows, dressed in a black gown ,,

and commences public worship by giving out

a psalm, of which he reads the whole portion

which is intended to be sung. The Precentor

then sets the tune, leading with a loud

voice, and the people generally join in with

a full body of song, at about the second

line.

The old version of the Psalms is in use .

An extempore prayer follows, and sometimes ,

but not always , another psalm. Then one
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chapter of the Bible is read, at the selection of

the minister. Then there is another psalm .

The congregation stands during the prayers ,

and sits during the psalms . Then follows

the sermon ; then a prayer,—then a psalm ,

—then the blessing .

At both the Churches in Killin , the first

service begins at twelve . The minister , in

each , first officiates in English , and then

repeats the same course of service in Gaelic .

He has no rest whatever between the two

services . Directly the one is concluded, the

other is begun , each lasting about two hours .

The fatigue consequent on this to the minis

ter, must, I should imagine, be great ; but I

have understood, that the system appears

requisite , from the people coming from con

siderable distances, * having no place to

which they could adjourn for the interme

diate time and being much attached to the

plan . A certain number departs on the Eng

lish service being concluded , and a certain

number enters ; but by far the largest propor

tion of the people, understanding both

* I was told, that some came in here from a distance of ten

miles .
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languages, and (like the Scotch in general,)

enjoying long ministrations, remain through

out the whole time employed in the two

services.

The only Gaelic Psalm which I heard

to-day , was sung in a different manner from

the English . In the former, the Precentor

read one line at a time, and the congregation

then sang the line. This was continued

throughout. It appeared to me, that the

people joined in with more spirit , and energy,

during the Gaelic , than during the English

psalmody ; and I heard that , in general ,

those who understood both languages, pre

ferred the Gaelic ministrations.

In the Established Churches I have gene

rally observed pews ; but in the Free Church,

the opposite system . In both the one and

the other, a small enclosed space, immedi

ately around and below the minister, is

allotted for the elders ; men chosen by the

communicants of each Church to form their

Kirk Session , and regularly ordained to their

office. They have a voice in all the affairs

of the Church , and are considered as helpers

of the minister, not only in matters less

decidedly pastoral, but also in the general
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care of his flock , as visitors of the sick , and

helpers in prayer, instruction, and general

superintendance. It would be a great mistake

to suppose that, in practice , the theory of this

system is fully carried out, as to the spiritual

care of the flock - at least, so I have under

stood from those best qualified to give me

information on the subject.

Mrs. T- and I were kindly invited by

the minister of the Free Church, Mr. Stuart,

to drink tea at his new abode. It is beau

tifully situated in some wooded park-like

ground attached to an old castle , now in

ruins, belonging to the Breadalbane family.

Adjoining this castle is the burial-ground, in

which the members of that family are interred .

Both the old castle, and the mausoleum

stand on a picturesque eminence, crowned

and girded with fine old trees. Altogether,

the place is most appropriate for that solemn

purpose, to which it is assigned.

Before leaving Killin , I had some conver

sation with Mr. Se on the subject of the

Free Church, and the Establishment. Without

affecting, or assuming undue “ right of

search , ” (if I may so express myself ), I did

not fail to seek information on these most
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important subjects from all whom I met on

my journey , qualified and willing to afford it .

Elsewhere, I have spoken on this topic at

some length , and I have thought it far better,

and far more consistent with the obligations,

under which a stranger lies , who has been

received and treated with such cordiality, and

confidence, as I have experienced on all sides

in Scotland , to abstain as a general rule from

repetition of stated conversations on this

topic . That they have been very frequent,

I will not deny ; and so far from hearing one

side only (the common lot of travellers on so

many subjects of inquiry) the contrary has

been my case, even far beyond my previous

expectation . I had imagined that religious

opinions would have been far more classed ,

according to localities, and ranks, than I have

found to be the case ; and I may say , without

hesitation , that from the degree, to which the

members of society are individually separated

on this question at the present moment , I

have had , even in my short course and

sojourn, various opportunities of meeting with

representations of each distinct principle , and

of hearing both sides fairly and strongly sup

ported by their respective adherents. However ,
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having said this , I will add that our friendly

intercourse, with Mr. S—, and his readiness

in telling me whatever I wished to know,

relative to the tone and habits of the Scotch

people, connected with the pastoral and minis

terial charge, added much to the pleasure of

our short stay at Killin . Our acquaintance

began in the most simple and primitive

manner : -no introduction , no mention of a

mutual friend,-no step on either part , but a

simultaneous recognition of one another on

the road side , as servants of Jesus Christ ;

a desire on his part to show kindness to a

stranger, and on mine to have a little com

munication with one , of whom I had heard a

good report” within a few minutes after I

had entered the place.

There is no English, or Episcopal service

in the neighbourhood. In the evening, about

twenty persons attended at our family wor

ship in my room : and here , as invariably has

been the case in all these little assemblages,

which I have gathered on my way in Scotland ,

the most fixed attention was paid, apparent

intelligence on Scriptural subjects shown, and

all that encouragement given to the speaker,

which results from apparent comprehension ,
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and an earnest response on the part of his

hearers . I am well aware that, as ministers,

we ought not to allow the contrary exhibition

to affect our endeavours, or even our spirit ,

while we are declaring the glorious truths of

the Gospel ; and I am also well aware, that

there
may

be much attention of the intellect ,

without any reception of Divine truth, in the

heart . But , notwithstanding all this, happy

is that land where the Word of God is com

paratively well known to the great body of

the people ; and thankful should ministers be ,

to whom this great material for their work

is furnished and supplied.

I introduce these observations here, be

cause the remark is so often made , especially

as applied to Scotland , that the mere know

ledge of the head, as to religious truth , is

worthless . Certainly it is so, as to the per

sonal salvation of the individual , supposing

it to lead no farther — if not followed by true

devotion of heart ,—by love , added to light,--

by the Spirit's work in the heart, --leading a

man in spirit and in truth to the Lord Jesus

Christ . But speaking nationally, or speak

ing parochially, or speaking of a family,

the knowledge of the head is by no means
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worthless . Away with the thought ! If

admitted , it would paralyse at once thousands ,

and ten thousand of labourers in Christ's

vineyard. There must be some light before

there is any love ; and I am one, who believes

that, notwithstanding many grievous excep

tions , as to individuals , still as to any body of

Christian worshippers, where there is the most

light, there will also be the most love ; and

where there is the most love, there will surely

be the most holiness and true service of God .
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Aged Guide - Ancient Burial-ground - A character - Amusing

narration - The Macnabs - Loch Earn - Highland Meetings

-Dunira — Earthquakes -A Forest.

September 1. Killin to Dunira. — Before

leaving Killin this morning, we visited the

burial-place of the Macnabs, a very ancient

family of this neighbourhood, and , though

no longer the lords of the soil , still remem

bered and spoken of with those feelings of

interest, conferred by an old lineage and old

territorial possessions in every land which I

have ever visited . And at this burial- ground

we found that real rarity in these days, called

in common language - a character. I allude

to the vernacular and conversational mean

ing of the word , as denoting an individual

peculiar and original, and neither dwarfed

nor drawn out to the average stature of each
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class on the Procrustean bed of custom and

uniformity. The individual to whom I allude

is the old man who has the care of the Mac

nabs' burial ground, and acts as guide to the

visitor. But first a few words on the local

features of this most curious place.

At the opposite end of the village from

the point of entrance from Taymouth, the

river, now comparatively low, but sometimes

a vast and fierce torrent, is spanned by a

bridge. Looking up the stream from this

bridge you see a wide surface of rock

wider as a water track than I have ever seen

elsewhere-- roughly paving the bed of the

river at such a sharp angle of descent, that

at a very short distance above the bridge, it

must be almost on a level with the point ,

at which, when on the bridge, you stand . I

must be much mistaken , as to effect, if it

has not when filled by the wintry torrent, a

very grand and strange appearance, as it

sweeps down towards one, standing on the

bridge, in its broad and impetuous descent.

This river is one stream on the upper side of

the bridge, but forms two streams below it ,

in consequence of a narrow wooded island,

rising steeply from the waters, which rush
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violently on each side of it , and are re-united

below. A little wicket-gate leads, by a few

steps, down to this island from the bridge,

and on this very spot is the ancestral cemetery

of the Macnabs - certainly the most romantic

receptacle of the dead which I have ever seen

inany land whatsoever. The stone inclosure ,

in which are the graves , is situated at the

farther extremity of the island . The rushing

stream encircles it below ; then succeeds a

girdle of rocks , then a crown of dark and

funereal trees, then some turf, then the plain

square of stone wall , then the graves. Well

befitting scene ! Well- accordant precinct !

Well chosen habitation for the bones and the

dust which each dying generation leaves to

bear witness unto that which succeeds, “ Dust

thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return !"

To speak again of our guide. He was a

short old man of eighty -two, but all anima

tion and enthusiasm in his calling. I wish I

could give his Scotch ; but that I cannot

attempt . He spoke as if it was an absolute

wonder rather, an impossibility - that I

should not be thoroughly acquainted with the

history of the Macnab clan , past and present

with the deeds and lineage of the former race,
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and with all the circumstances concerning

its present representative. He maintained

that they were the oldest family in all Scot

land, or any where else . He took the keenest

interest in explaining their armorial device,

represented on the entrance and on the grave

stones ; viz : a man's head, and underneath ,

a small boat tossed by the waves, with the

motto, “ Dread nought,” of which the expla

nation according to the Guide-books is , that

some of the clan Macneish possessing a castle

in a small island on Loch Earn , attacked and

robbed some of the clan Macnab, and retreated

with their spoil to their island . On this the

chieftain Macnab dispatched a party with a

boat , recovered the spoil , cut off the leader's

head , and brought it back in triumph .

The old guide told the story in a far

more graphic and exciting manner :-how the

Macnabs were assembled at Christmas—how

their Christmas fare on its way from Perth

was stolen , and its bearers slain - how one

escaped and appeared in the midst of tke

Macnabs after night fall — how the son and

heir of the family went out in wrath, carried

a boat over the mountain alone, returned with

Macneish's head, entered his father's hall ,
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and threw down the trophy among the assem

bled guests. I ventured to ask how he could

have been strong enough to accomplish the

feat of carrying the boat over the lofty moun

tain on our right, to which he pointed with

admiring action , as his course on the night

in question. The answer was quite ready.

“ Oh ! the Macnabs were not like other

men . They were the strongest men of the

country, or of any country-yes ! Nobody

was like them .” Pointing down to the graves,

he said, " I have had to dig in these graves. I

have often seen their bones. They were giants

-yes! Their bones were like horses' bones

-yes ! I have often seen them myself. There

never was such a family. I was game-keeper

at the house myself. If any gentleman came

travelling in these parts and wished to shoot,

he didn't want a letter or a friend ; but all he

had to do was to go up and ask for a day's

shooting at the house, and the master used to

say , “ By all means, for a week , ' and used to

order me to show him the best places-yes ! ”

A true game-keeper's favour, and an exception ,

as he evidently hinted, to general practice.

“ No paying for the moors then, in the time

of the Macnabs.” Thus he went on, regard
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ing his favourite subject — the honour and

fame of the Macnabs. And he seemed so

obliged for the opportunity of an outlet to

his enthusiasm . “ I like to talk to you, Sir .

You are not in a hurry, like so many who

come to Killin ! They come in here for a

few minutes , and off again like a bird ,” suit.

ing the action to the word, with a whistle and

wave of his hand . Well,” said I, after

passing a little encomium on his talents as a

guide, “ what is your name, that I may recom

mend travellers to ask for you at Killin ? ” —

Macnab , " said he, “ I am James Macnab . "

I hope it will not be supposed that, during

our communication with a man so nigh to

his entrance on eternity, and in such a scene,

as that through which he conducted us, we

made no attempt at some conversation of a

more important kind. Wedid so, but with

out my being able to recognize any signs of

life and earnestness on such topics.

I say no more on this point ; and merely

add this short observation, in hopes that,

should he live to show the same locality to

anyone, whose eye this notice may reach ,

and who feels the preciousness of a soul, a

word of exhortation may not be forgot, in
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behalf of the aged man, whose singular bear

ing and character, from one half -hour's sitting

(as an artist would say) I have thus faintly

sketched .

Our short course this day brought us along

the border of Loch Earn, from one end to

the other of the lake. And very beautiful

was this part of our journey. A narrow but

excellent road, on a perfect level, closely

skirted the water, which flowed in towards

us under, a gentle breeze, blowing from the

opposite side, and fell, sparkling in the warm

and bright sun, on its appointed boundary.

Small scattered rocks, dark in colour, and

of varied forms, lined the margin of the

water ; and to them succeeded a gently

sloping bank of trees , shrubs, and foliage,

which here and there formed archways over

our road, as it wound hither and thither,,

according to the line of the lake.

One island alone attracted our notice, and

that a very small one . I am not sure that

we should have noticed it at all, had it not

been for the narrative at Killin . It was the

island of Macneish.

Towards the termination of our journey,

and just at the end of Loch Earn, we passed

VOL. II .
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the neat and cheerful village of St. Fillans, in

which most of the houses are ornamented

with shrubs and little gardens. Meetings are

held here for the encouragement of Highland

exercises , and amusements . These gatherings

offer a very novel and interesting scene to

the stranger, who has the opportunity of

being present on the occasion ; while those

who are connected with the country and wish

to keep up national feelings in their land , may

well take a much stronger interest in any

assemblage like this than that which results

from mere curiosity or personal amusement .

Shortly after passing St. Fillans, the

mountain ranges , between which we had

pursued our way for several miles , approached

one another, rising still more closely on each

side of us in bold and precipitous heights .

However, a considerable width of meadow

land , containing knolls and abrupt rocky

eminences , extends itself between the confines

of these opposite ranges. Here is the Park

of Dunira ; and in the midst of this park,

occupying one of the most striking and

characteristic positions which could possibly

have been chosen for a Highland home, stands

the mansion of Dunira, where we were engaged
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to pass a few days. They were to us most

agreeable, welcomed and received as we were

in the most friendly manner, surrounded by

scenes of peculiar attraction , and cheered by

the very finest weather.

As a guest, I now lay down my pen, so far

as concerns any daily record of our life and

proceedings. I have no inclination to add

to the list of travellers, who venture on

ground which I would ever hold forbidden - I

mean the private and social life of their hosts ,

and the circle into which they are received on

their way. I trust , however, that I shall

not trespass on that territory, in mentioning,

that at Dunira, I first met with that national

and official personage as attached to a Scottish

household—I mean the Highland piper, who

as we were at breakfast each morning walked

up and down the flower-garden outside the

parlour, clad in full dress, bearing a small

silk banner with the arms of the family, and

playing a succession of tunes, of which he

had previously sent in thelist, or musical bill

of fare.

One observation more . In answer to

a question of mine, addressed to Sir D— D-,

E 2
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whether the account of earthquakes in his

neighbourhood and that of Comrie , (only a

few miles distance,) as given in all the guide

books and statistical accounts of this vicinity,

was exaggerated ; he said that it was not , and

that he had himself, within the last three

weeks, experienced a very perceptible shock,

while sitting at a meeting for country business

in this immediate vicinity. On the subject

of these earthquakes 1 select two passages

from books of acknowledged authority in the

Highlands.

“ The neighbourhood of Comrie is remark

able for the frequent occurrence of small shocks

of earthquakes, by which solid bodies have

been made to vibrate, and lighter ones

sometimes overturned . They generally happen

on the wane of the moon, and are immediately

preceded by a great stillness of the atmos

phere." *

“ This parish has acquired some notoriety

from its earthquakes. These very remarkable

phenomena have undoubtedly been felt here

at intervals for nearly fifty years, but of late

have been very feeble and rare .

* Anderson's Guide to the Highlands of Scotland.
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" The writer* of this felt one earthquake

very distinctly ; and has heard of several

others during his incumbency. There has

been no plausible theory of the causes of

these local earthquakes : their centre seems

to be about the round hill above Comrie :

they have been felt at twenty miles' distance ;

but their effects have been at no time serious.

Probably there is some connexion between

the earthquakes and the numerous extinct

volcanos in this neighbourhood.” +

I saw in the Athenæum a curious account

of a phenomenon in the heavens, as lately

witnessed in this immediate neighbourhood

in the reflexion of Lord Melville's monu

ment. I walked from Dunira up to the

point on which the monument stands, and

greatly admired its position, the deep wooded

dell immediately below, the wild abrupt

mountains on one side, and on the other,

the rich and peopled valley towards Comrie

and Crieff .

* The Rev. William Mackenzie, Minister of the Parish of

Comrie.

+ Statistical account of Perthshire. Blackwood and Sons,

Edinburgh . One of a most valuable series of volumes, con

taining full, detailed , and interesting information on the

whole of Scotland.
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At no great distance from hence is the

celebrated forest, or preserve of red deer,

belonging to Lord Willoughby, and situated at

the head of Glenartney, to the south-east

of Benvorlich . The locality has a triple

renown in the annals of history, poetry, and

the chase.

:
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CHAPTER VII.

Drummond Castle - Beautiful Gardens - Archbishop Leighton

-Dress of Peasantry - Stirling Castle - Episcopal Clergy

Stirling - School-room Lecture - Dress - Sabbath Obsery

ance - Anecdotes - National Character.

September 5 . To Bridge of Allan , near

Stirling.- This morning we concluded our

most agreablee stay at Dunira, and soon after

emerged from the deep, narrow , mountain

bound valley, which forms, what may be

aptly termed the gate of entrance to, or exit

from the Highlands in this quarter. Passing

by Comrie , a cotton weaving village of con

siderable population , and Crieff, where the

large and level expanse of the Lowlands,

now richly covered with the yellow harvest,

once more appears in our sight, we drove

up to see the flower -garden of Drummond

Castle - an old baronial abode, not large ,
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but in the midst of an extensive deer park ,

and occupying a very fine position . The

garden, one immense parterre of flowers,

beautifully arranged both as to the form and

the colour of the various beds, was the most

perfect composition of the kind , which I ever

remember to have seen ; and, from the extent

of ground thus decorated by the combination

of nature and of art, the first gaze at the

scene from the terrace -wall above is one of

dazzling and surpassing beauty. We passed

half an hour in this fiorito campo, for it

really deserves that name. I may add too,

that there is something in the appearance

of the house which seems peculiarly appro

priate to the garden below. It is pictures

que , with an outline broken by trees of

delicate foliage, and so placed, as if for the

very purpose of enabling its inhabitants to

gaze down on the lovely garden below.

But above all , it is not of overpowering size,

so as to withdraw attention from the rich ,

and I should almost think unequalled floral

scene, which forms its special and distin

guishing ornament.

A little further on we passed Muthill ,

where two very handsome churches the
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Established and the Episcopal - stand close

to one another. A Free Church also has

lately been erected . It is quite extraordi

nary to observe the vast number of similar

buildings which have started up through the

country within the last few years . I should

scarcely suppose that history could produce

a parallel of such a multitude of edifices so

speedily erected , as places of Worship, in any

land, or at any known period.

At about seven miles before reaching Stir

ling, we found ourselves in Dumblane. The

character, spirit, and writings of Leighton,

immediately recurred to our minds in con

nection with this place, of which he was

Archbishop. We first visited the Cathedral,

now a roofless building, but otherwise very

fine and well-preserved. Part of it, as is the

case with almost every building of the kind

in Scotland, is used for Presbyterian worship .

At a corner of the churchyard some foun

dations are pointed out, which were formerly

part of the Archbishop's residence ; and out

side the wall a diminutive house stands on

another remnant of the same structure.

A winding stream flows in a stony channel

at the foot of the steep ridge, just below

E 3
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this dwelling, and curves away from your

sight beneath a line of overhanging trees,

which frame and fringe the clear sparkling

current. No doubt this was often a scene of

delight to that calm , thoughtful, gentle,

spiritual, holy man, to whom it was given ,

by the Spirit of God , to draw forth and

record for the use of the Church so many

blessed thoughts on God's holy word. The

library which he bequeathed to the place is

still in use , and some of the books contain

the marks which prove his study of their

contents.

We stopped for the night at a very cheerful

little town called the Bridge of Allan, where

a large assemblage of visitors is gathered

during the summer months , to drink the

waters at a Spa on the neighbouring hill .

The place abounds with small pleasant lodg

ings, and has excellent views of Stirling

Castle, as well as of other fine scenery, includ

ing mountains, woods , rocks, and richly

cultivated fields, now filled with troops of

men, women , and children engaged in the

labours of the harvest. The women usually

wear, when thus employed, a kind of loose

short cotton spencer, which is often of a gay
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colour, and adds much to the character of

their dress in the eye of a stranger. The

painter, who would represent peasantry at

fieldwork , may find , at Scotch harvesting ,

both colour and variety of costume which

nothing abroad, remembered by me, sur

passed .

We were engaged to be this day at

the house of friends in the immediate

neighbourhood of Stirling, where it was

arranged for me to take clerical duty on the

ensuing Sunday in the Episcopal Church of

that place. No reception could have been

more cordial than that which we received at

the well-named residence to which we went

to-day-a most pleasant and cheerful dwell

ing , completely surrounded by laurels and

evergreens, and yet not so thickly as to pro

duce any gloomy effect, or to exclude the

views of the surrounding corn - fields, hills ,

and valleys, nor above all that of Stirling

Castle. This is a most noble object, from

whatever point it may be viewed ; and I have

not seen it so well from any other position,

as I did from the upper windows of the house

in which I now write. You gaze on it from

hence across the top of lofty trees in the
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near foreground, and then the structure meets

your eye rising from a base of rock and

foliage, high in mid air, while towards the

right a brow of wood , descending gradually

from the topmost height, is lightly crowned

.by walls and buildings , forming a part of the

town . This latter feature adds to the general

effect, as there is not enough of the town

seen at all to interfere with the single and

pre-eminent grandeur of the castle and its

rock beneath .

Having spoken of Stirling before, I shall

confine my present observations to a few sub

jects on which I did not enter at that time of

my previous visit .

During my walk on Saturday, in which I

was kindly accompanied by the clergyman

of the Episcopal Church in the place, I was

informed by him of the nature of his charge

here, and of the variety of quarters from

whence his congregation was gathered. He

told me that it chiefly consisted of the upper

class in society ; and that many of its mem

bers came in many miles from various parts

of the surrounding country. Until recently,

when a new church has been built at Dum

blane, about seven miles off, there was no
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other Episcopal minister or congregation

within a distance of far greater extent, so that

his position was quite of an isolated character.

How strange this would seem to us, in the

midst of our abundant privileges on this

matter, as clergymen in England ; and how

thankful we should be for the friendship and

communion of clerical brethren in our land !

At Stirling I witnessed , as in so many

other places, the extreme proximity to the

site of the Established Church, which has

been chosen for that of a newly -erected Free

Church. The former stands close to the road

in one of the chief thoroughfares, and the

latter is placed just behind it :-the two

entrances to each building respectively not

being more than a few yards’ distance, I

should really think it impossible but that the

sound of preaching and psalm -singing, as

conducted with Scottish tone and energy ,

would be carried from one to the other. I

am not at present aware why this proximity

is so frequent.

Among the objects well worthy of a visit

in Stirling, is the Messrs . Drummond's

Agricultural Museum , which, I understand ,

was one of the first , if not the first, institu
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tion of the kind in the three kingdoms. It

contains much of essential value to the prac

tical agriculturist, much to interest the

scientific inquirer, and much to delight the

mere curious observer.

September 7. - I preached this morn

ing in the Episcopal Church at Stirling, and

read prayers in the afternoon . The architec

ture of the building is very graceful in its

character ; and here , as well as at every

other Church where I have officiated during

my sojourn in Scotland, the services are con

ducted exactly as with us , and with every

attention to order and propriety.

During the afternoon of Saturday, while

walking through the village , near the coun

try-house where we were staying , I asked

one of our friends in whose company

whether I might not come up for an hour in

the evening to some cottage for prayer and the

exposition of God's word; as in our own

“ Cottage Lectures,” -- those delightful and

valuable helps to English parochial ministry.

It recurred to me at the moment, that

here , as in every other locality, there would ,

in all probability, be some old and decrepid

persons unable to attend Church , as well as

I was ,
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some, who , though in health and strength ,

would, nevertheless, come with interest and

pleasure to a little assemblage of the kind.

In a few minutes, after conversation with some

of the villagers, this simple proposal had

grown into an arrangement for my attendance

on the next evening at the School-house for

the purpose above-mentioned . I heard next

morning that in all probability many would

attend , and on arriving at the place to-day,

one of the by-standers said to me :-"Ya'll

not get in. There's sa mony folk ." How.

ever, space was soon made for my friends

and myself, and I found the room , which

held about one hundred and fifty people ,

crowded in every corner to hear the stranger.

Among the number present, were the two

local ministers , one of the Established Church,

and the other of the Free. My service was

exactly on the same plan as of
my

cottage or school-room lectures in England ;

and I am thankful to say that it seemed in

some measure acceptable to the people, who

showed the most marked and earnest attention

throughout.

The dress and demeanour of the labouring

one
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class in Scotland is of that superior character,

which causes an individual unacquainted with

the country, to class them as of a position

in life different from that which they really

occupy. It was very much so with me this

evening ; and, on my remarking to our friends

after the meeting, that , so far as I observed ,

there were but few of the labouring class in

the room , and that I was surprised where so

many occupying a higher grade in society had

come from , my error was cleared up , and I

was informed that the majority of those in

attendance were , in fact, of the labouring

class . Good suits of black cloth were very

general among the men , and I have discovered

that this colour is adopted throughout the

country as the favourite apparel for the

Sabbath.

The day had been warm and beautiful

throughout, and I much enjoyed it , partly

from the peculiar and evident respect paid to

the Lord's day in Scotland . This must

impart no little pleasure to any person

having in reverence God's word and com

mand, even as the contrary state of things,

such for instance, as that witnessed in
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France, will certainly give pain . Interesting

particulars may be gathered on this subject

in Scotland, from which lessons should be

learnt for application where much needed.

I have heard in various families that the ser

vants of the establishment arrange, of their

own accord , so that the smallest amount of

ordinary occupation may engage them on that

day. One by one takes turn to stay at home .

Thus is obviated that fearful thing - habitual

and constant absence from the ordinances of

God's house -- frequently, I fear, and some

times I know, prevalent in England. Again ,

rail-road travelling is kept in much narrower

bounds than with us . And instead of Sunday

being the grand steam-boat day, as on the

Thames, although every traveller in Scotland

knows what numerous steam-boats ply on

week -days on the Clyde , as well as in the

adjoining Firth, and numerous Lochs of

Argyleshire , yet on Sunday all is quiet. We

can bear testimony to this from having passed

a Saturday and Sunday at a small inn in sight

of the pier of Dunoon, one of the chief coun

try retreats and bathing places for the inha

bitants of Glasgow . Here on the Saturday
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the boats were touching every half -hour, yet

on the Lord's day, we saw not a single

arrival of the kind .

No noisy freight of Sabbath-breakers were

poured forth - no sailors , stewards, and engi

neers proclaimed , by their avocation, on the

sacred day, that they at all events, though

having souls like other men , and needing the

Gospel and all means of grace no less than

other men, but precisely as much, could never

attend church so long as the system, by which

they were enthralled was allowed to continue.

Not only the earth, but another element ,

seeming in our day to need it no less,

enjoyed its Sabbath too. The calm sea had

rest for a while from the din and the stroke

of the furious paddle wheels. For one day

was the Æschylean calm :

ευτε ποντος εν μεσημβριναις

Κοιταις ακυμων νηνεμοις ευδοι πεσων ..

Happy contrast to the scene on some of our

Southern waters ! Happy testimony to the

national feelings and practice of the Scotch

on this matter ! l have heard many curious
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stories illustrative of that veneration , with

which the Sabbath is regarded here. Let

me mention one or two . A geologist, while

in the country, and having his pocket-ham

mer with him, took it out and was chipping

the rock on the way -side for examination .

His proceedings did not escape the quick eye

and ready tongue of an old Scotch woman .

What are you doing there, man ?”

Don't you see . I'm breaking a stone.”

“ Y'are doing mair than that : y’are break

ing the Sabbath .'

Another old woman's inquiry of one , who,

on the Sabbath day, passed her on the road ,

singing as he went, was equally characteristic .

It was very brief. “ Songs, man, or psalms ? ”

Now, I am well aware that many readers will

at once say , “ What ultra -severity ! " and will

be only able to see something absurd and

ridiculous in these sayings. Others, among

whom I readily number myself, will view them

in a light altogether different — as apt, amus

ing, and characteristic, no doubt — but as

most valuable testimonies to the strong reli

gious feeling of the people, and to that habi

tual decision with which many among them

carry out those scriptural principles, regard
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ing the observance of the Lord's Day, which

they have imbibed in their childhood , and

put into practice from Sabbath to Sabbath

during the course of their lives .

It was singular that during my short stay

here I should have had an opportunity of

private and friendly intercourse with the

ministers of the three denominations, in

whose representatives I should naturally take

the most interest. I allude to the Episcopal

clergyman , the parochial or Established minis

ter, and the minister of the Free Church .

No one desirous of making observations on

the present state of Scotland , and of ascer

taining the religious prospects and social posi

tion of the land, and surely no one, who

ventures to come forward more publicly with

any statements , connected with these sub

jects , could fail of appreciating such oppor

tunities as these . In fact, during my con

versation with all classes , my object was to

hear all that was likely to be worth hearing,

and, instead of setting up self -prejudice, and

pre-conceived opinion, to put myself, as

much as possible, in the circumstances of each

speaker, to discern good whenever possible,

and , above all , habitually to remember, that
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those with whom I spoke were of an intelli

gent, highly - educated, thoughtful, cautious,

steadfast, industrious and religious people,

whose opinions were worthy of all attention ,

whose principles were worthy of respect, and

whose conduct, on so many points — social,

moral, and religious — was, undoubtedly, wor

thy of imitation , esteem, and praise .
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CHAPTER VIII .

C- House – Our journey — Sir Walter Scott - Falls of the

Clyde --- Corra Lynn - Proposed journey - Greenock - Steam

boat .

September 8 . To Carstairs. We should

have much enjoyed passing a third day,

or, as I heard it amusingly called, a prest

day, ”" * with our valued friends at L

H were engaged to be this

evening in the neighbourhood of Lanark ,

and accordingly we traversed the intervening

country during the day. Its termination was

very agreeable, as we found ourselves before

but we

*

Alluding to that old Scotch phrase of " a rest day, a drest

day, and a prest day,” as composing a full country visit, and

conveying the truly hospitable idea of the first day being

given to repose, the second to 'meeting invited company of

the neighbourhood, and the third as being added, beyond pre

vious arrangement, at the persuasion of the host.
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night-fall in another most friendly circle ,

gathered together at C- House, near the

Falls of the Clyde ; but the journey itself

had less attractions than that of any day

which we had spent during our whole Scot

tish tour . Speaking as a traveller, and for

travellers, I may say that, with the exception

of passing the Field of Bannockburn, there

was nothing to afford us any interest what

ever during the whole journey. The land

generally seemed of a very poor description ,

bare, and neglected. No doubt a considerable

measure of industrial activity is applied to

the coal mines, with which the district

abounds ; but these, though very numerous,

are each apparently .worked on so small a

scale , that little or nothing of that grand

machinery is seen around, which renders

many similar localities in England anything

but uninteresting to the passing traveller. A

dull , dingy , smoky atmosphere prevailed for

many miles of the way, and for it there was

no compensation whatever . I have seldom

more rough and forbidding mien

than that which I witnessed, in numerous

instances, among the population employed in

seen a
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connexion with these works ; and the unfa

vourable impressions made upon me by the

general circumstances of the locality seemed

to be much shared by landed proprietors , and

all who were able to exercise a choice in the

position of their dwelling. I have seldom seen

a district so populous, but with so few resi

dences of a superior character ; and as to

country seats, they were indeed few and far

between. The towns which we passed were

equally uninviting. Welcome, therefore, was

the neat rural village of C-s, with its

trees, its verdant plots — its order, comfort,

and prosperity ; welcome was the avenue of

arching trees, the smooth turf, the cherished

shrubbery ; and welcome our reception and

repose in the fair dwelling of the venerable

owner of the place, who built the house him

self, and is now in his eighty -fourth year,

exercising here his ample and courteous hos

pitality His son and my brother had been

College friends, and hence our invitation to

this pleasant abode, where we remained three

days.

We had the pleasure , during our stay

at C--, of meeting a lady who was closely
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connected with Sir Walter Scott , and who

had passed much time with him towards the

latter end of his life . We were much inte

rested with the information and anecdotes

connected with him , which she communicated

to us.

I shall here introduce one which I remem

ber well, partly from the character of the

narrative itself, and partly from the impressive

feeling and manner with which the sad

reminiscence was detailed. It concerned the

first attack of paralysis with which Scott

was visited .

He was at that time in Edinburgh, writing

and working with the utmost assiduity

indeed an assiduity far beyond the faculties

of man with safety to sustain-in order to

clear off the large amount of pecuniary embar

rassments, in which, through the well -known

failure of his publishers , he was himself so

deeply involved

She told me how he used to sit at his table

in his parlour in Edinburgh, and would

scarcely stop writing for tea , which was

brought to him at his work , or for other

interruption of any kind whatever. These

VOL . II . F
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labours went on for some time, and were

more than usually arduous, during a period

of bad weather, which continued for three

weeks.

During this time he scarcely left his

home ; but when it was ended , he was one

day absent for some time from the house.

On his return , he was seized with an apo

plectic, or paralytic seizure , and shortly after

appeared in the drawing-room , where she

and his daughter were sitting, with a coun

tenance marked with anxiety and distress ,

such as she had never seen on those features

before. All at once he exclaimed , “ I was

speechless for ten minutes.” I believe that

was his first seizure , or stroke—the fore

runner of his other succeeding inflictions.

Not very long after, she saw him sit down

at his desk, take the manuscript in which

he was engaged , and was lying there before

him , roll it up , look on it for a while with

an expression which clearly spoke the feeling

of his heart — the sad anticipation that his

work was done—then lock it up in silence..

I know not how I have repeated the ac

count ; but this I know, that I have seldom
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heard any thing more touching than the

narrative itself, as recorded to me by one

who was the loving and sympathizing eye

witness of the scene.

During our stay here we visited the Falls

of the Clyde, which were only a few miles

distant . I was greatly delighted with them.

What a mistake it is to fancy, that because

one has seen similar, or it may be (though I

do not say it is so here) even superior wonders

and beauties elsewhere, such a scene as this

will less charm and impress ! The variety

in God's works forbids, to my mind , any

such satiety.

Well has Sir Walter Scott observed , “ that

in nature herself no two scenes were exactly

alike, and that whoever copied truly what

was before his eyes , would possess the same

variety in his descriptions, and exhibit

apparently an imagination as boundless as

the range of nature in the scenes he re

corded . ”

Now, what Scott says here of copying is

equally true , as to observing. Nor can I

understand at all why, because one may have

seen Schaffhausen and Terni , the Staubbach ,

F2
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the Reichenbach, the wonderful Baffalora, or

Horse-tail Fall , in the valley of Missocco ,

with others in divers regions of Europe, the

Falls of the Clyde should please one less than

if one had never seen a waterfall before. But

I may truly say that they are perfectly unlike

any others among kindred scenes, that they

have a character and beauty of their own , as

it struck one unexampled elsewhere . For

there are no less than three of these Falls ;

and when you have seen the Falls themselves,

only a portion of the objects for which you

come is exhausted , for the deep rock - bound

channel which connects them is in itself one

of the most striking succession of lovely spec

tacles which eye can possibly behold .

The fall of Corra Lynn presents an extraor

dinary combination of natural objects, blended

one with another in most harmonious loveli.

The stream, of which it is formed ,

flows from your left as you stand at the point

to which strangers approach for the most

favourable gaze , but is unseen in consequence

of the depth of the channel , along which it

comes , until it arrives just and directly in front

of the spectator. Then all at once the stream

ness .
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makes the most rapid curve towards you ,

constrained by the bending line of rock

which it encounters in its way. The gate,

or gap of dark rock through which the water

flows immediately upon its main descent , is

rather narrow, and on the left side the torrent

falls straightly down , bound on that side, and

limited by its perpendicular and stony barrier

But on the right a species of ledge, stretching

out on a steep but still sloping line in that

direction, admits a considerable extension of

the torrents' course to play, flash , and foam

upon it, immediately after its passage through

the gate above -mentioned , and before its final

descent. When this descent, or leap is

accomplished , the water is received into a cliff

bound circle of rock, where it rests a little in

a deep , dark pool, and then away, away again

straight to the left ! Between and under steep

rocks, which seem to approach , touch , and

each other, high above the stream ,

through the effect of countless trees bending

towards one another from each side, and over

hanging foliage of every description , stretching

and waving around in wild and free festoons.

I do not remember to have ever been

cross
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among any scenery to which the beautiful

descriptive language of Gray in his Latin

Ode , written at La Grande Chartreuse, might

have been applied with more accuracy , as we

wandered

Per invias rupes, fera per juga,

Clivosque præruptos, sonantes

Inter aquas, nemorumque noctem.

We had the advantage of seeing all these

exquisite scenes in a day of clear sunlight ,

which here and there streamed in at various

curves and bends of the river, lighting up one

and another mass of foam into the most

sparkling brilliancy, while the waters around

darkened with the black shadows of high

rocks, hissing aloft, constraining the enclosed

current, and imperiously deciding whither its

course should go.

On our return home from these most fasci

nating sights, we stopped for a few minutes to

see an apparatus for making tiles , worked by

steam . It appeared to me most ingenious

and effectual for its purpose ; and I do not

wonder that its owner takes much pleasure

and interest in an engine like this , which in a
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few minutes turns a heap of shapeless clay

into a multitude of those useful implements,

which come from the machine with such ease,

and so perfect in form .

So far as I could judge of the soil of these

parts, it appeared to me precisely of that

character, to which draining would be applied

with the most beneficial results .

Connected with this subject, I may mention

the perfection of the farmstead, attached to

the property of our host . It appears to me

that, generally speaking, both for complete

ness, compactness, and durability, of similar

out-door offices, the Scotch farmers and pro

prietors are far in advance of their agricultural

rivals in the south .

September 12. — The atmosphere now ap

peared quite settled, and both the sky, and

the barometer promised a continuance of

favourable weather for our progress in travel

ling. We accordingly determined on going

westward, planning a circuit of some length,

should similar weather continue. This was

quite essential for such an expedition, one

amidst mountains, islands , and waves . The

outline of our prospective course was, In
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verary , Obam , the Caledonian Canal, Skye ,

Inverness , Forres, the banks of the Dee,

Aberdeen , St. Andrews, and Edinburgh . This

would have been a most interesting tour in

every respect, and would have just led us in an

extensive circle northward of our whole pre

vious expedition in Perthshire . We were,

however, frequently obliged to contract our

sphere; and our more ambitious project was

reduced to very small dimensions, as will by

and by appear. But now to proceed with our

course .

As our line involved so much travelling

by water, we sent our pony -carriage to Edin

burgh, to wait our arrival there , and went by

railway to Greenock. During our journey,

a Scotch gentleman, (I beg to draw the ac

curate attention of my northern friends and

readers, to the word which I have placed in

italics,) launched out very forcibly against

the exceeding capacity of the Glasgow coal ,

towards effecting thick smoke , and offensive

smell. I must say, that when the subject was

thus brought before us , I do not think that

he was very wrong ; and I know, that all the

passengers in our carriage seemed most
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heartily to combine in the proposition of

having all the windows up, on this sole ac

count, fine as the day was - a circumstance

which I never remember in railway travelling

elsewhere.

We were recommended to pass the night

at Dunoon, on the other side of the water,

instead of remaining at Greenock, and to get

on board the steam-boat for Inverary, at that

place in the morning. Being always ready to

act according to advice received on our way ,

we followed the recommendation ; and on

arriving at Greenock , embarked on one of the

swift and taper steamers which ply on the

Clyde, and in the neighbouring arms of the

The vessel seemed expressly made for

It absolutely cut the water

like a knife ; and there was scarcely more

commotion of the bow, than might have been

made by a skiff. The water was just turned

gently over, like a furrow before a plough,

though we were advancing with very quiet

rapidity ; I was told , at the rate of fifteen or

sixteen knots an hour. The sea was perfectly

calm , and the sun set with a fine glow ; but

there was a haze in the atmosphere which

F 3

sea.

swift progress.
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prevented one seeing up the beautiful lakes

and arms of the sea, whose mouths we

crossed ; and here the unfavourable signs in

the atmosphere commenced , which only

prognosticated, with too much accuracy , a

speedy interruption in our intended course.

.
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CHAPTER IX.

Dunoon-Weather-Anecdote- Dunoon– Dr. Mackay ~ Dr.

M-'s Sermon - A young Parsee--Parsee Temple- Mis

sionary work - A discussion — The Sabbath.

September 13. — Dunoon is a marine town,

or rather a collection of villas, on one of

the southern points of the Argyleshire

coast, and is very much frequented during

the summer and autumn months by the

inhabitants of Glasgow . Nothing can be

more disadvantageou
s than its position for

land communicatio
n

, but this is quite unim

portant from the fact being so much the

contrary, as to access by water. Accord

ingly , a constant succession of steam-boats is

to be seen touching at its pier , and going in

each direction , -- some towards Rothesay ,

Inverary, and Obam, &c .; others towards

Greenock, and Glasgow.
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It rained heartily to -day from morning to

night, while a dark mist enveloped sea and

land . We thought it , under these circum

stances, most injudicious to move from

present quarters , and although very humbly

lodged , we determined to remain till Monday.

The rain prevented us from going out ; but we

were soon engaged with those means of occu

pation, to which , from some experience, we

are enabled to recur with pleasure and facility,

however short our period of stay in any

given place may be. I hear that military

men and their wives are peculiarly skilful in

conforming themselves to such circumstances,

and in looking at each resting place, in a

measure, as if it was their home , so far as their

daily employments may be concerned in

the matter. Practice is , no doubt , of some

consequence here ; but I think , that from

early life, children should be accustomed by

education , and that in maturer life we should

accustom ourselves to do without the para

phernalia of study, and to cultivate a habit of

ready application , wherever we may be. It

seems to me also , that the same principle

may well be applied to spiritual and benevolent

exertion ; and certainly no Christian on a
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journey, or staying in a friend's house , ought

to feel an hour vacant and unprofitable, while

such things exist as books , or pen and paper,

within doors , and while out of doors , there

is a needy one to visit , a sick one to comfort,

or an ignorant one to instruct . As to the

latter points , “ The poor ye have always

with you , and whensoever ye will , ye may

do them good, " is the saying of the Lord

Jesus Christ - like all his sayings, simple to

the , utmost degree , but in its simplicity

involving a truth of infinite application , and

of most accurate reality in all its bearings and

extent .

In connexion with this interesting subject ,

I wish to mention a short anecdote of that

holy and most honoured man , the late Rev. W.

Blunt. On one occasion , when he was arrang

ing for some charitable measures he requested

a lady whom he thought qualified, to undertake

some charge in District visiting , or some

kindred engagement. She answered him ,

rather declining the proposal , “ My stay here

will be probably too short for me to be of use.

I do not know that I shall be here three

months.” His answer was brief, calm , and

solemn . " I do not know that I shall be

رو
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here one." He alluded to his time and life in

this present world . She saw his meaning,

answered no more, and heartily embraced the

work offered her to do. The word of that

faithful man , though dead himself, speaketh

to us who remain , telling us , that in God's

sight, time has in reality no remnants, no

sbreds, no patches to be thrown away : and

I fully believe, that the habit of speedy and

ready application of our faculties is one of the

most important acquisitions which can possi

bly be formed .

September 14. At Dunoon, Sunday. We

attended the service in the Established Church,

at eleven o'clock , and the Free Church at -

three o'clock . We found good congregations

in both . No Episcopal service was held in the

place, or neighbourhood . The circumstances

of the parish , ministerially speaking , corres

pond with those of so many others in

Scotland at the present day . Dr. Mackay ,

late the minister of the Established Church ,

has resigned that charge, and has now become

the minister of the Free Church , lately built

here . We heard a curious anecdote of the

zeal among the adherents of the Free Church ,

exhibited here at the time of the disruption ,
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and connected with his ministry . A wooden

building for public worship was begun on the

Wednesday, and finished on the following

Saturday.

Dr. Mackay is known as an author, and as

a man of general acquisitions, among which

is a thorough knowledge of the Gaelic tongue,

of which he has published a most valuable

dictionary.

We attended his afternoon service , and

heard his third sermon this day. The first

of the services was held in English, the second

in Gaelic , and the third again in English ;

and the intervals between each were not more

than of ten minutes ' duration ! I thought his

sermon one of the most powerful, spiritual,

and generally effective discourses which I

had ever heard . The text was taken from

the 1st of Timothy ii . 5 . “ There is one

God, and one Mediator between God and

man , the man Christ Jesus.” He adhered

very closely to the point under consideration,

and gave a most full and clear statement on

the grand truths connected with the subject,

showing on the one hand how there could

be no communication between God and man ,

except through the Lord Jesus Christ ; while

رو
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on the other hand , in Him , and through Him,

there is a continual communication between

God Almighty, and every believing soul.

Every word which he uttered was weighty,

natural, and delivered with great effect,

though without one single sentence of what

I should call an ornamental character . He

reminded me much of Mr. Irvine, in the more

familiar parts of his ministrations ; and the

thorough Scotch accent , with which Mr.

Mackay spoke , somewhat increased this effect

in one, who, like myself, still bears on his

memory the thrilling tones , and mighty sen

tences of that wonderful man.

I was altogether much struck with the

ability and energy --- in a word, with the

various gifts of Dr. Mackay, of whom I had

known nothing previously. I heard subse

quently that he had an extraordinary capacity

for work of every kind, and that, in addition

to his ministerial labours, he carried on a

periodical publication in the Gaelic tongue, of

which he himself wrote a very considerable

portion . I heard also that his schools were

brought to a high state of perfection .

We were here completely unknown to any

individual of the place , and the only person
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more .

whom we had the slightest previous acquaint

ance with was a foreigner - a young Parsee ,

from Bombay, whose name I copy from his

own hand-writing in my journal -- Dhanjibhai

Nowroji. We had met him with his friend

and spiritual instructor, Dr. Wilson , the well

known Indian Missionary , when ' dining at

the house of G - S-- , Esq. , near Edin

burgh , from whom we had received much

kindness and friendly attention.

It gratified us much to meet our young

Christian brother once He kindly

accepted our invitation to pass a portion of

the evening with us at our inn , and gave

us much interesting information on the past

and present state of his own people ---- the

Parsees. He told us that they were about fifty

thousand in number, residing in the town and

neighbourhood of Bombay — that they were

followers of Zoroaster, and , accordingly,

worshippers of fire ; – that they had been

settled in their present dwelling -place since

A.D. 700— that they were originally from

Persia, and went up with Cyrus on his expe

dition , which ended in the conquest of Baby

lon—that there they met with the Jews ,

and learned Jewish rites and ceremonies ,
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which they undoubtedly practice still , in a

great measure, as received from the Jews,

though their assertion is , that their religion

was revealed from Heaven to its founder,

Zoroaster .

They have a temple at Bombay, which is

circular in its form . In the middle there is

a place which they consider “ most holy "

where a priest resides, who never quits it

during the time of his course of service .

Outside this place, considered “ most holy,”

is the Court of Worshippers, and beyond

that is another Court, resembling in its

character and estimation among them , the

“ Court of the Gentiles," as appointed in the

Jewish Temple .

He told us that they offered daily such

offerings as flour, sweetmeats, bread, &c . ,

and on certain occasions living sacrifices, as

goats and fowls .

Dhanjibhai Nowroji received his education

at the Missionary College in Bombay. He

told us that at one time there were about

three hundred Parsees and Hindoos receiving

education there, but that the number became

comparatively small , when he and two others

were converted to Christianity, the friends of
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the pupils taking alarm , lest others should

become in the like manner converts to Chris

tianity.

I believe that this pious and intelligent young

foreigner will, ere long, return to the East ,

to pursue himself those Missionary labours ,

to which he is indebted, under God , for his

own conversion to Christ, and the know

ledge of Divine truth .

This is as it should be. Let the “ joyful

sound ” of the Gospel be thus forwarded !

“ Let him that heareth say, come.” (Rev.

xxii , 17.) How much these words contain,

if rightly felt and applied. Whosoever has

heard the voice of Jesus speaking to His

own heart, should , and will call others.

“ We have found Him, of whom Moses in

the Law and the Prophets did write, Jesus

of Nazareth , the son of Joseph .” Such was

Philip's first word . What was his second ?

Come , and see.” (John I. , 44 , 46.) As

if he would have him seen . “ Come and see

His beauty, His perfection , His excellency ,

yourself.” The same tone of feeling and

expression may be marked distinctly in the

xxxıyth Psalm , v. 1 to 11 . I was much

pleased with this young man's view of the
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Gospel, with the clear and distinct utterance

in which he spoke on the subject, and , above

all , with the deep and affectionate interest in

Christianity and its blessings , with which it

seemed to me that his heart and feelings

were imbued . And , while perfectly calm in

argument , he appeared to me quick , ready ,

and apt in discussion , as proved by the

peculiar opportunity for an observer's judg

ment on the subject, which on this very

evening occurred . While he was with us

we had our evening prayers, and, according

to our usual custom, we invited the inmates

of the house. One came who seemed to have

a strong love of theological argument ; but

his statements and opinions were not of the

soundest character . On one point , instead

of arguing myself, I appealed to the young

Parsee, who immediately took up the subject

under consideration, and treated it most ably .

I noted especially the readiness with which

he showed from Scripture that man is not

what God originally made him , but a fallen

creature, and , therefore, that his sin and all

its consequences are of himself, and not of

his great, pure, and holy Creator. Again

and again should it be realized, that, after
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God had made man , it is written : - " God

saw everything that He had made, and

behold it was very good.” (Gen. 1. , 31.) No

such declaration in speaking of man , as he

became, through the Fall, is ever again found

in the whole word of God .

We had to-day a striking instance of the

fit and Scriptural manner in which the Sab

bath day is kept in Scotland ; while steam

boats yesterday were touching at the pier

head of Dunoon every quarter of an hour in

sight of our windows, to-day not one appeared.

What a contrast between the Thames and the

Clyde !
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CHAPTER X.

The Kyles of Bute-Aged passenger - Fishing village - Herring

Fishery - Mr. H. M.- Inverary - Inverary Castle -- Lord

and Lady L- , -Our Conveyance - Pauperism - Scanty

Allowances - A Countrywoman - Conversation— Return to

Edinburgh - Dalkeith — The Episcopal Church in Scotland.

This morning the sun shone forth brightly,

and we took advantage of an early boat

which goes to Rothesay , the Kyles of Bute ,

Lochgilphead, and Inverary. The weather

continued fine until we had passed Rothe

say , when rain began to pour down heavily,

and it did not cease till after night- fall. I

shall not attempt to describe the magnificent

scenery , through which the steam-boat carried

us onward this day, but only mention that

the Kyles of Bute form a long narrow curv

ing strait of the sea, (between the island of

Bute and the main-land) , girt and fenced on
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" but I suppose

each side with rocks and mountain steeps .

On emerging from these, and after an

exposure of a few minutes' duration to the

more open sea, you turn abruptly north

ward, and enter Loch Fyne-a very long

reach of the ocean , celebrated for its herring

fishery. The country on both sides is quite

the Campbell territory . While passing up

the Kyles of Bute, I asked a gentleman who

was standing near to me on the deck , as

to the owner of a handsome place in sight,

“ I don't know ,” said he,

it must be a Campbell. Who lives there ? "

he added, forwarding my question ,

Campbell,” said the sailor addressed.

We had on board of our vessel a singu

lar old woman of “ Meg Merrilies” bearing

and attire . She wore a large blue cloak,

with hood for a bonnet, and carried a

crooked stick in her hand. She was con

tinually walking about and talking freely to

one and to another, seeming to be a kind

of privileged character, as the steward came

up to me and apologised for her freedom ,

of which, by the by, there was no need

whatsoever. Seating herself by Mrs. T

she abruptly put the question : “ Now if it

6. One
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isn't too much liberty to ask , which chapter

of the Bible do you like best ?” Mrs. T

said it was a question which she could scarcely

answer, but that she very much enjoyed the

fourteenth chapter of St. John. The old

woman then began quoting different passages

and texts, with great rapidity and earnestness ,

on the " Root out of a dry ground,” “ the

Stone cut out without hands,” and so on.

She seemed to be moving about rather for

her amusement than for any other object,

and bore nothing whatsoever of the charac

ter of the mendicant. On leaving the vessel

she held out her hand to us and said , “The

Lord be with you! "

I was very much pleased with the little

fishing village, called Tarbert, and with its

curious circular harbour or port, into which

we penetrated through a very narrow strait,

between opposite rocks . I understood from

one on board of our vessel that it was con

sidered much to resemble several of the small

harbours among the Grecian islands . The

houses of the fishermen were built close to

the shore round the head of this little bay.

Multitudes of nets were hanging on all sides,

and crowds of fishermen came down to the
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vessel for the empty boxes or crates, which

are sent up, filled with herrings to Glasgow,

and returned empty to the fishermen all along

Loch Fyne . At one place they were hurled

into the water in vast numbers from the deck

of our vessel, and picked up by men in boats

--all without any stoppage on our part. The

herring -fishery has been most unfavourable

this year , but this very night there is more

expectation of success than during the whole

summer, as the porpoises are rolling and

tumbling about in considerable numbers. As

these huge fish are supposed to come up

hither in pursuit of the smaller fry, on which

they prey, their visit and appearance in these

waters are always gladly hailed. We did

not arrive at Inverary until eight o'clock, and

I should not suppose that we saw fewer than

three -hundred fishing -boats engaged on the

waters of Loch Fyne.

On a moonlight evening, and in fine wea

ther, the sight must be most interesting.

Indeed it was so to me under all disadvan

tages . This feeling was in no slight degree

awakened and enhanced by a late perusal of

a most able and graphic article in the North

British Review , on the life, habits, and cha

VOL . II . G
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racter of the fishing population of Scotland.

The writer, I believe, is Mr. H -- M

The composition and style of the article

to which I have alluded , struck me as being

remarkable for purity , force, and power..

Some of the scenes were painted with a most

masterly hand . The transition from one sub

ject to another, the light and shade — that most

important point in all composition, whether of

pages or pictures — was managed with remark

able skill , or perhaps instinctive tact .

And very striking was the conclusion

the Memoir of that apostolic fisherman, of that

aged and zealous Elder and visitor, so bold ,

fearless, and industrious in his business , and

not less bold, fearless, and industrious in his

confession of his Saviour, and in seeking

the welfare of souls .

The writer of this article had , and perhaps

has still , a strong passion and attachment for

the occupation , which he so admirably des

cribes, and must, I should think , have passed

many a night on the deep , among the fisher

men and their nets, to have written , as he

writes. The deck must have been his study,

and moonlight the lamp to his pen.

Mr. H- M-- has the honour and dis
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tinction of having raised himself to his present

capacity and intellectual attainments, from a

position comparatively humble in life . He

is certainly the “ faber ipse fortunæ suæ ,;"

and I believe that he was originally a mason ,

and subsequently engaged in a bank at Lin

lithlow ; but now with that most important

knowledge at command — I mean the know

ledge of man as developed in active life - and

with the ability to transfer and apply that

knowledge to the language of his graphic pen,

he is added , as another to the long list of

Scotland's worthy sons, who, under the same

circumstances, have, by their talent, industry,

and acquisitions, mastered and won for them

selves the same eminent success.

The gloomy and unfavourable weather con

tinued throughout the day, so that we saw

Loch Fyne and arrived at Inverary under

circumstances of the most disadvantageous

character. I should suppose that the approach

mụst present a most attractive scene under a

bright moon, lighting up the lines of moun

tain above, shining on the waters beneath ,

and giving to the eye the hundreds of fishing

boats with which the lake is dotted at night

fall.

G 2
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We arrived at Inverary about eight o'clock ,

and all was so dark and dull at the time, that

our only resource was to form imaginary

pictures of such scenes. The previous evening

had been , I understood, one of extreme love

liness .

September 16. To Loch Goil Head . - On

making inquiry in the morning from some

fishermen on the pier, I was sorry to hear,

that, notwithstanding the promising circum

stances of last evening, the " take" of the

night had been quite unproductive. Loud

complaints were made against individual

fishermen for putting in their nets at too early

an hour, which is , I believe , illegal, and is

thought unlucky.

During the morning we visited the grounds

of Inverary Castle. The interior was not to

be seen in consequence of the Duke being at

home. As a building, it has, externally , but

little claim to beauty or grandeur, and is only

one hundred years old . The scenery in sight

is fine, and the occupants of the castle have

around them a delightful circle, formed of

mountain, lake, and lofty wooded height, so

that the scenery gives effect to the castle

though the castle itself makes little return.
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It stands in the middle of a flat meadow, and

seems to shun immediate proximity to the

town, wooded height, and lake, with the

utmost impartiality.

Inverary is one of the places , relative to

which a discussion occurred at the Inverness

Assembly in regard to the ministry, on the

part of the Free Church . The Duke's only

son, the Marquis of Lorn , took at one time

an active part in the general question of the

Established and Free Church , and published his

views on the subject - one of great importance

to his country — one in a letter to Dr. Chal

mers, with whom he had some personal

communication bearing on the question. I read

his pamphlet, and thought that it showed

much ability and power of composition, toge

ther with that laudable interest in public

affairs, so suitable to one in his position , and

leading him to come forward as an author at

the very early period of life when this pamphlet

was written. We heard of Lady L - ' s kind

ness in visiting the poor, and of her being

already much beloved in the neighbourhood.

Rain, heavy clouds; and cold winds, in

fact, weather of the most unpromising des

cription had arrived , and the prospects given
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us by the fishermen and others acquainted

with the climate of Scotland , in the direction

to which our steps were bent, appeared so

extremely dispiriting, that , after some deli

beration on the matter, we thought it best

to give up , for the present, our intended

course to Obam and the Islands. At all.

events, knowing that, in case of sudden

improvement, we might speedily reach those

quarters from Glasgow, we determined on

retracing our steps in that direction once

more . Accordingly, we entered the steam

ferry -boat, which crosses the lake in the

direction of Loch Goil, hired the only vehicle

which we could meet at the inn on the

opposite side, and with it accomplished the

remaining seven miles of this day's journey..

This conveyance was nothing more than a

lofty gig, without splash-board, with shafts

straight as the poles of a sedan-chair from one

end to the other, and according to the

driver's statement, sixty years old . To this

a cart- horse, called Old Dick, was attached as

its locomotive power. However, as the day

had improved , I was quite happy to walk ,

and Mrs. T— was, as usual , perfectly ready

to show the true spirit of a traveller, and
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to acquiesce in such means for progress or

accommodation as were offered on our way.

We were unattended , and had no impedimenta

no baggage with us, except what was con

tained in two of Mr. Pratt's first-rate water

proof bags. The old vehicle was, therefore,

quite sufficient for our need. We first

ascended a hill , which gave us a beautiful

view of the end or head of Loch Fyne , and

then descended to Loch Goil, through a

very bold defile, between two lofty mountains,

which rose on each side of our way . In the

early part of our progress we passed through

the midst of one of those scattered High

land villages, which reminded me much of

a cluster of Irish cabins, and were altogether

inferior, as residences , to any thing one

meets in England. A few miles farther on ,

and nearer to Loch Goil , just as we arrived

at the foot of the hill, I saw , close to

the road, one of those sheds or cabins , of

which, previous to entrance, one feels con

siderable doubt, whether it can possibly.be

the abode of a fellow -creature, although perhaps

led to believe the fact, by smoke ascending

from the roof, or some other sign of human

tenancy appearing from without . On enter
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ing this shed or cabin, I found in it an old

man of eighty-seven years, and the history

which he gave me was, that he had been

ejected from his home, which had been in this

neighbourhood , some time ago ; but in con

sequence of his age and helplessness, and in

order to save him from the necessity of

quitting this vicinity, the neighbours, who

knew him, and were interested in his welfare,

had subscribed for him about five pounds, and

had built him this dwelling ; for which ,

humble as it was , he appeared most thankful.

He told me that his only certain provision

the only resource on which he could regularly

depend—was the sum ofthirty shillings a year

from the poor-box of the Kirk Session - an

allowance which, I believe, amounts to a

small fraction more than one penny a day !

It is really lamentable to hear of such

stinted supplies as one continually finds thus

allotted to the destitute poor of this land. I

shall take an opportunity of speaking, by and

by, more fully of this question , and only

introduce here the clever and apt remark which

I heard made by Dr. W— when the state of

the Scottish poor was the subject of con

versation at a party where I met him. He
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said that , when travelling in India , he had

heard of some devotees, of whom fame re

ported that their whole sustenance was two

raisins a day ; and it sometimes struck him

that the sums allotted for the relief and

maintenance of the poor appeared to be cal

culated on a ratio similar to that which such

a diet would need !

We were comfortably lodged for the night

in the neat little inn of Mr. Macfarlane, at

Loch Goil Head — a fine scene of lake and

mountain , with a snug village, and some

pleasant residences scattered here and there.

While Mrs. T— was visiting a few of the

cottagers in the evening, she met an elderly

Irish woman , of education , character, and

bearing, quite superior to the labouring poor

around, although she lived in a very humble

tenement-a mere thatched cottage. The

conversation began by Mrs. T— addressing

her with the offer of a tract, and observing ,"

with regret, that she seemed to walk lame .

Yes,” said she, heartily and briskly,

am lame, but I can walk a little . That's the

way - to look at our mercies."

She then spoke of the calm peace which she

enjoyed among these high mountains. She

- I
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invited Mrs. T— into her abode, which she

said she would not exchange for any grand

mansion . It was nicely furnished, having a

sofa and other objects of comfort. They con

versed together for some time. Mrs. T— was

much interested with the fervent and hearty

piety of her new acquaintance, as well as with

her thorough knowledge, close application,

and keen enjoyment of God's word. It seemed

quite natural for her to take up her Bible and

introduce passages from it into her conversa

tion . She read one short psalm with great

emphasis and enjoyment of its contents,

saying, “ It was full of riches. But where ,”

added she , “ is there one that is not beautiful,

if we will but let it speak to us. ” She said

that she had no tie to this place in particular,

nor to Scotland in general, except that she

had left her country in great distress of mind,

but as it had pleased God that she should be

brought to the knowledge of Divine truth in

this land, she thought it well to remain , and

here she lived in quiet and privacy, with none

to trouble her, or turn her thoughts from God .

Mrs. T— inquired of her as to the means

through which she had first been enlightened,

and felt the power of the Gospel. “ Oh, ”
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said she, " a friend one day prayed with me ,

and while she was praying, peace suddenly

came to my heart. I have several little things

to do for myself here, but when they are

finished , then this is my employment and

delight,” energetically laying her hand on the

Bible, which was on the table .

I was so much interested with the account,

that I went to visit her the next morning.

I found her in a most cheerful and holy frame

of mind, and enjoyed no slight gratification

in half an hour's Christian communion with

my hermit countrywoman , whom we had met

so unexpectedly in this land . She was evidently

an earnest, happy servant of Christ, and with

a poetical mind and contented spirit dwelt, if

not among her own people, at all events, as

Abraham . among strangers, with “ God for

her shield and exceeding great reward.”

Our little intercourse with one of my own

countrywomen , thus unexpectedly met on our

way, was very gratifying ; and we found it, as

usual , strengthening and encouraging to meet

one thus living by faith, and in the power of

the Gospel.

September 17. — No improvement in the

weather. It began bad, and became worse,
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weather. It began bad, and became worse ,

as the day advanced. At about eleven we got

into the steam-boat , which goes daily from

hence to Glasgow, passed through some

magnificent scenery, with little or no power

of enjoying it—the wind being high , the clouds

low , the rain unceasing - arrived at Glasgow ,

and, after a railroad journey of much rapidity

and noise, we safely reached Edinburgh

for the night. The continuance of such

weather prevented us from feeling any regret

at having relinquished our northern and

westward tour, though it was to us some

disappointment so to do .. However, we

cheered ourselves with the prospect of accom

plishing it in some future year, both of us

agreeing that Scotland has scenes to offer to

the eye, and subjects of interest to offer to the

mind, of which , from having witnessed a little,

one heartily desires to witness much more.

The next day was also wet. I called in the

morning on Dr. Chalmers , for whom I had

a letter of introduction, and whom I much

wished to see ; but , as had been the case in

many other instances during my former

sojourn in Edinburgh, found that he was

1
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absent from town . In the evening we went

to Dalkeith - thus performing a few miles ,

in order to shorten the next day's journey

for the benefit of the ponies. The Duke of

Buccleuch had arrived at Dalkeith Palace in

the afternoon, and, therefore, it was not

visible . The exterior has no attractions

whatsoever, either as to structure or position .

Just within the lodge -gate in the park , a beau

tiful Gothic edifice, built by his Grace , is just

finished as an Episcopal Church. All the

seats are open, and there is no distinction

whatsoever between those to be occupied by

the Duke and his family, and those allotted to

the congregation at large .

The next day we went to Galashiels - a

most interesting neighbourhood, in that poetic

and historic region, so well known by the

name of the Border . Here , in a private

residence , and in the company of friends,

able and willing to make our stay instructive ,

to Scottish scenes and character, and

with a delightful region around us , famed

in story and in song, we passed three days ,

of which I shall have by and by to dwell in

some detail . I say this , because two other

as
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subjects, which will occupy some chapters, now

claims my attention—I refer to the present

state of the Episcopal Church in Scotland ,

and to the present state of the law for the

relief of the poor in that country .
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CHAPTER XI.

Scotch Episcopal Church - Historical Notices -- Art of Tole

ration – Clergy, Scotch and English - Disabilities — Dis

abilities removed-Conclusions — Scotch Bishops - Diffe

rent Ordinations.

!

It will naturally be expected that I should

not omit to insert, in these pages , some few

considerations on the present state of the

Scotch Episcopal Church. In doing this I

should certainly feel some diffidence and

anxiety , even were I only to speak as an

ordinary observer of the times , and not as

a Clergyman of the Established Church of

England . For as every one at all acquainted

with the subject will at once acknowledge

there are circumstances, at the present time,

connected with the former Church , which

render observation without party feeling,

and exercised in truth and simplicity , a matter

4 .
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of some difficulty. I trust , however, that I

shall speak with all fairness and moderation

on the subject throughout the course of my

remarks ; and will now add , once for all ,

that I write for the general reader, whom

I suppose not to be acquainted with the matter

under review for those who wish to obtain

a general survey of the question , and not for

those who wish to enter upon it in ample

and full detail . I state my aim with the

double purpose of anticipating objections, and

of encouraging attention to the topic , even

on the part of those who have no thought ,

need , or desire, to master it in all its particu

lars , but still would wish to ascertain certain

facts, and apprehend their bearings in a

limited degree. And this will, I suppose, be

the case with a considerable portion of those

readers, whose eye these pages may meet.

The Scottish Episcopal Church is a body,

which, as to its connexion with the State,

and as to any thing like territorial jurisdiction

and cure, on the parts of its Bishops and

Clergy, admits of no comparison with , and

is totally distinct from the Established Church

of England and Ireland . Episcopacy, as an

Establishment, was removed to make way
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for. Presbyterianism shortly after the Settle

ment of 1688. · The abdication of James,

and the accession of his son-in-law to the

throne, introduced an order of things altoge

ther new into the Ecclesiastical affairs of

Scotland : and a long series of struggles and

disputes between Episcopacy and Presbyte

rianism was terminated by the transfer of the

sanction of Parliament to the Presbyterian

polity, which then became, and continues

still, the established religion of Scotland .

Since that time the Scotch Episcopalians

have been, according to an expression very

frequently used among themselves , a scat

tered remnant,” few in number of very

moderate resources, as to pecuniary endow

ment, and acting, as a body, from internal

organization and the requisite arrangements

made among themselves, not on any broader

national basis , or on any other code sanctioned

or recognized from without their own pale.

In some parts of the country there are a

considerable number of the poor attached to

this communion : but this is the exception,

and not the general rule. Its chief adherents

are found among the wealthier classes of

society. Of these, Edinburgh, of course,
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congregates a larger number ; and, accord

ingly, there are, I believe, in that city, seven

or eight Episcopal Churches or Chapels,

although these have been mostly of recent

institution.

I will just recal a few points of historical

interest, as connected with the subject. now

under our review . After the establishment

of the Presbyterian form of Church govern

ment in the land , the Scotch Episcopal

Church struggled on with much difficulty,

and amidst much popular opposition, exhi

bited against it at different times, and under

different circumstances. In 1712 the “ Act

of Toleration ” was passed , by which Bill

protection was granted to Episcopal Ministers

in Scotland, provided they would pray for the

Queen and Royal Family .

At that time there were, in addition to the

Clergy ordained by the Scottish Bishops

themselves, a certain number of Clergy ,

officiating in Scotland, who had been ordained

by English and Irish Bishops , and who

fulfilled their ministrations independent of the

Scottish Bishops .

The number thus circumstanced is a matter

of discussion ; but, that there were some ,
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is an admitted fact of history. I only intro

duce this statement by the way, as being of

importance, in connexion with a question of

keen debate and pressing interest, as evinced

by much ' controversial writing of the day.

The Act is denominated “ an 'Act to prevent

the disturbing those of the Episcopal Com

munion, in that part of Great Britain , called

Scotland, in the exercise of their religious

worship , and in the use of the Liturgy of the

Church of England ;" — and it is observable

that an express provision seems to have been

made in this Act for comprehending all duly

ordained Episcopal Clergy under the protec

tion thereby secured . For instead of referring

only and exclusively to the Clergy ordained

by Scottish Bishops , it declares that it shall

be free and lawful for all Episcopalians in

Scotland to " assemble for the exercise of

Divine worship, to be performed after their

own manner, by Pastors ordained by a Pro

testant Bishop .”

This is a matter of considerable importance ,

as bearing on the legal and constitutional

position of some of the Episcopal Clergy

in Scotland at the present moment, and ,

perhaps, on that of others , who may resort
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thither in the exercise of their ministry among

congregations ,which may hereafter be formed .

Only let this observation be carried onward

as drawn from the Act , which I have just

quoted-I mean the observation, that every

Episcopal Clergyman is protected by law in

Scotland, and his ministry is sanctioned by

law in Scotland, not on the ground of his

having been ordained by a Scotch Bishop, or

of his being now under a Scotch Bishop, but

on the specific ground of his having been duly

“ ordained by a Protestant Bishop. ” It will

hereafter be seen that this distinction is of the

utmost importance.

On the accession of the House of Hanover,

the Scotch Bishops and Clergy showed them

selves muchº indisposed towards the new

dynasty established in these realms, and were

believed to continue in close communication

with the Stuart family.

Subsequent overt conduct on their part

led to the Act of 1719 , containing some

penalties, as directed against those Ministers

of the Episcopal Church, who refused to take

the oaths prescribed in the Act of Queen

Anne, and to pray for the family on the

throne .
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an

On the occurrence of the transactions

of 1745, and, in consequence of the part which

the Nonjuring Episcopal Ministers were con

sidered to have taken in those transactions ,

Act passed in 1746 , of a far more

stringent and severe character, than any to

which they had previously been subjected.

And now the Scotch Episcopal Clergy seemed

to have been reduced to the very lowest

condition to which , short of expulsion from

the land, the State could possibly bring them.

To such a degree were they held , as a body

in restraint, and such vigorous measures

continued to be exercised against any growth

of their influence and weight, that in 1748

an Act was passed of such a decisive charac

ter , as to make it the law “ that from and

after the 1st of September, no letters of

orders of any Episcopal Minister in Scotland

shall be admitted to be registered, but such

as have been given by some Bishop of the

Church of England or of Ireland ; and , in

case any others shall be registered , such

registration shall be void .”

Thus it appears beyond all contradiction

and doubt, that , according to the law of the

land for several years , from 1748 inclusive,
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a special ban was placed on the clergy

ordained by a Scotch Bishop, and the origi

nal Act of Toleration , the 10th of Queen

Anne, continued available only for those

Episcopal Clergy who were not originally

dependent for their ordination on the Scotch

Bishops . To realize these ecclesiastical

facts, may be a matter of some difficulty

to those unacquainted with Scotch history,

as connected with the Church ; but such are

the facts - facts, too, of comparatively re

cent times, which cannot be forgotten, or

shrouded in any fabricated mystery, as mat

ters out of date.

We may now proceed to the year 1788 ,

when an event took place of considerable

magnitude, as viewed in regard to the state

and prospects oftheScotch Episcopal Church .

In that year died the Count of Albany, eldest

grandson of King James the Seventh of Scot

land, and Second of England and Ireland , and

the acknowledged heir male of the House

of Stuart. In consequence of this event,

the Scotch Episcopal Church being freed,

as a body, from the ties regarding allegiance,

by which they held that they were previously

bound , presented, through the Bishops in the
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more

year 1789, a statement of its case to the

Government , in which the Church expressed

its willingness to give in its full and loyal

adherence to the reigning family. This state

ment was graciously received by his Majesty,

and an Act of Parliament was passed of a

character most favourable to the Scotch Epis

copalians , and effectually relieving them from

the disabilities under which they had pre

viously laboured.

This Act, however, did no than

remove disabilities , and made no fundamen

tal change in the constitution of Episcopacy

as existing in Scotland . The only subsequent

Act bearing on the subject in any way

whatsoever, was passed in the year 1840,

by which a permission is given to clergymen

ordained by. Scotch Bishops which they did

not previously possess , viz . , that of minister

ing in England for one or two Sundays

at most. But even this permission is given

under certain strict conditions , specified, and

defined by the Act itself.

From these successive historical records,

it will be clearly seen :

First. That from the abolition of Episco

pacy, as the established form of religion in
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Scotland , there have been Episcopal Clergy

of the Scotch Church , and Episcopal Clergy

of the English or Irish Church officiating in

that country .

Secondly. That these two distinct classes

of the Protestant Episcopal Church have

been constantly recognised in the Acts of

Parliament relative to Scotch Ecclesiastical

matters .

Thirdly. That the Scotch Episcopal Clergy

in the land were, during a long continued

period, subject to restraints, disabilities, and

penalties, from which the English or Irish

Episcopal Clergy there were free, and

Lastly. That, by the Law and Constitution

of Great Britain , any Clergyman who is

able to produce his orders from an English

or Irish Bishop, is thereby - observe not

merely as an unrecognized Dissenter, but

thereby - fully and entirelyentirely qualified to

officiate , as an Episcopalian in Scotland,

without needing the authority, sanction, or

permission of any individual or any body of

men, lay, civil, or ecclesiastical.

It is very necessary to keep these facts

in mind at the present day , when claims to a

jurisdiction over all the Clergy, ministering
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in Scotland, have been set up by some of

the Scotch Bishops on very untenable grounds ,

and—which is perhaps still more to be

regretted — when these claims have been

supported by some of the highest authorities

in the English Church.

Connexion with the Scotch Church is a

purely voluntary thing on the part of English

or Irish Episcopal ministers and their Con

gregations in Scotland. The connexion may

be formed , or may not be formed , just as

it is considered most expedient or desirable ;

and it may be dissevered at any time, when

circumstances point out such a measure,

as tending to the benefit of any respective

Church . I do not here enter on the question

as to the merits or demerits of a system

like this . I do not here speak of its advan

tages or of its disadvantages, as this must

depend on circumstances, to which I shall

refer in their proper place ; but I merely state

a fact, proving the untenable character of

certain claims made of late years , with high

assumptions of authority, but in themselves

so invalid , that they will assuredly end ere

long in complete failure and discomfiture.

It will at once be seen how closely the

VOL . II . н
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lack of any territorial or diocesan division

of the country , as legally or constitutionally

established, is connected with the subject,

now under our notice . The Scotch Bishops

are certainly denominated Bishops of various

towns or counties , as for instance , Bishop

of Edinburgh , Bishop of Moray , Bishop of

Glasgow, Bishop of Aberdeen, &c. , but this is

merely the result of a compact and arrange

ment made among the Scotch Bishops them

selves , and that so recently as during the

last century . At the commencement of the

last century this territorial division did not

even nominally exist ; and the Church was

governed at large by a college of Bishops,

who exercised , individually and respectively,

no diocesan authority whatsoever. The only

question , as to a division of Sees, was one,

on which there was a long continued and

severe contest in the Church itself ; and

though finally the diocesan arrangement was

made , still , at the very time of its being

so made, an express declaration was signed

by all the Scotch Episcopal Bishops , affirming

that , ' “ by the aforesaid division of districts

we do not pretend to claim any legal title to

diocese. ” An affirmation, by the by, of
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which it seems to me there was but little

need , as it scarcely seems possible to guess

or surmise any quarter whatsoever, whence

such a title could proceed , or to imagine the

possibility of that measure being any thing

more than a mutual compact made among

themselves . However I may observe that

disclaimers of this character were not unfre

quent at the time - I suppose with the view

of obviating alarm , and thus of disarming

opposition at a time, when the Bishops were

unable to encounter any such opposition or

unpopularity without imminent danger to their

welfare, if not to their very existence, as

rulers of the Church .

It is thus perfectly evident, not only that

Episcopal Clergymen, of English or Irish

ordination are recognized and qualified by

the Law of the realm , as such - I mean as

Episcopal Clergymen, and not as Dissenters

—to officiate in Scotland independently of

any jurisdiction on the part of the Scotch

Bishops -- that union with them , is merely a

matter of mutual agreement - and that any

claim to exercise jurisdiction , except over

the members of their own body, has until

very lately, been openly, and strongly, and

H 2
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frequently disclaimed on the part of the

Scotch Episcopal authorities. Let this be

diligently kept in mind, as a subject of our

future consideration, in close connection with

those statements, which I have already made.
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CHAPTER XII.

Church Government- Variations in the Canons - Mr. Drum

mond - Alarming measure - Communion Service.

BEFORE I enter on those cases and cir

cumstances which may justify an English

ordained minister for separating from the

Scotch Episcopal Communion, if not posi

tively call upon him, from his adherence to

sound doctrine and godly practice, so to do, I

shall introduce a brief sketch of the consti

tution of the Episcopal Church - of its mode

of exercising authority, &c. This is, of

course, a distinct matter from its position in

the land, of which I have already spoken.

There in the Scotch Church six

Bishops, one of whom is called Primus, each

with a diocese attached. These dioceses are

not, as in England, legal divisions, which

are
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would be quite inconsistent with the paro

chial arrangements of the Presbyterian or

Established Church . They are merely dis

tricts of arbitrary extent , arranged for conve

nience by the Church itself, and adopted

during the last century. There are six

Deans, eighty-three Presbyters , and ninety

three congregations.

The Church affairs are regulated and admi

nistered in the following manner :

There are three Church Courts .

The first is the Diocesan Synod , of a local

and subordinate character, and is merely con

cerned with the district to which it belongs .

The Bishop, or Dean, by the Bishop's

authority, may summon this Court whenever

he may think it desirable so to do . It is

composed of the Bishop, Dean, and clergy

men holding charges in the locality. Its

usual duty is that of considering the state of

the diocese in question , according to reports

sent in from the different clergy for inspec

tion.

The second Church Court is that of the

General Synod , which , if one may use an

explanatory comparison , is formed of an

upper and lower house of Bishops only as
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composing the upper, and of Presbyters only

as composing the lower. The lower body is ,

to a certain degree, representative, being

formed of the Deans, and of one clerical

member - appointed from each diocese respec

tively , and elected by the clergy at the Dio

cesan Synod . This General Synod appears

to have , according to the Canons , a very

extensive, if not unlimited, authority in

matters concerning the Church .

The third Court is that of the Episcopal

Synod, which is formed exclusively of Bishops,

and is held once in every year. It is a kind

of Court of Appeal, which pronounces final

and declaratory sentences , and from which

there is no subsequent appeal open to any

minister of the Scotch Episcopal Church , in

any quarter or direction whatsoever, eccle

siastical or civil , of which I am aware .

It may be observed, that the Laws and

Canons of the Scottish Episcopal Church pre

sent, in the matter of permanence and stabi

lity, a most notable contrast to those of the

Church of England and Ireland. The Laws

and Canons of this last-mentioned establish

ment are fixed and defined on a basis which

is virtually almost unchangeable — at least it
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may be said that, as a general rule, change

and alteration are rare exceptions, as applied

to the body politic of its system. On the con

trary , in the Scottish Episcopal Church,

changes as to its Laws, Canons, and general

mode of administration are continually going

on up to the present time. Changes of great

importance have been made no less than

three times within the present century, and a

detailed and authoritative revision of the

Canons took place no longer ago than the

year 1839.

It is also somewhat singular and observ

able that a peculiar provision and prepa

ration for farther changes and adaptations

seems continually and studiously made

throughout these documents, in a manner

rather extending beyond , than held within,

the usual course of legislation on such sub

jects .

It will at once be evident to every thought

ful and reasoning mind that this studied

capacity of development proportionally causes

the necessity of watchfulness, as to the pro

ceedings of the legislative body in the Church ,

on the part of all those interested in its welfare

-and specially, of course, as to matters
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which vitally affect sound doctrine and godli

ness of practice, so far as these are subject

to the influence of Laws, Canons, and other

measures of ecclesiastical enactment.

I am about to mention a very remarkable

instance of such changes , which has been

brought into special notice in the well -known

and very important case of the Rev. D. T. K.

Drummond , the Minister of St. Thomas '

Episcopal Chapel, in Edinburgh, and with

which his Secession from all communion

with the Scotch Episcopal body was, in fact,

most intimately connected .

Mr. Drummond joined the Scottish Church

in the year 1832. During several years of

his subsequent ministry he was in the habit

of holding weekly meetings in Edinburgh, at

which the Liturgy was not employed as is the

case in numerous meetings of a similar kind ,

and at cottage lectures , &c . , in England ,

where so many of the Clergy hold that, while

the Liturgy, in all its fullness and accuracy ,

must, of course, be used in the Church, and

“ great congregation , ” they are perfectly at

liberty to use it partially , or to use othe

prayers in any meetings or assemblies of

H 3
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their people, which partake of a different

character.

Towards the close of 1842 , the Bishop

of Edinburgh, suddenly and without warning

interfered, with a view of stopping these

proceedings on the part of Mr. Drummond,

and endeavoured to establish his authority so

to do on the 28th Canon , as declaring , “ that ,

if any clergyman shall officiate or preach in

any place publicly , without using the Liturgy

at all , he shall, for the first offence, be admo

nished by his Bishop.” Mr. Drummond con

ceived and maintained that this referred to

the services of public worship in the sanc

tuary ; but the Bishop interpreted the Canon

otherwise, and expressed his resolution to

enforce it . In consequence of this , Mr. D.

retired from his charge, and now officiates as

an English - ordained Clergyman, unconnected

with the Scotch Episcopal Church .

But the point, for which I chiefly intro

duce the subject is to follow , as illustrative

of the uncertain and unstable character of

these Laws and Canons .

The clause under which the Bishop of

Edinburgh declaratively acted in 1842, and
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which he applied to Mr. Drummond , does

not appear at all in the code of 1828. It

was added in 1838 , anterior to which , Mr.

D. had been long accustomed to hold those

meetings which were forbidden in 1842 ; and

that which previously to 1838 unquestion

ably referred to Church -worship alone , was

there so extended and modified, as to enable

one in authority to act upon it , as above

stated.

Another lamentable and most alarming

measure took place at the revision of the

Canons in 1838—specially when viewed in

connexion with the present times, and with

the dangerous tendencies to Rome—not to

say the fearful apostacies in that direction

-frightening from day to day the public Pro

testant mind of our countrymen .

The fact to which I allude is this , that

the word “ Protestant,” which occurs no less

than seventeen times in the Canons of 1828 ,

was considered so objectionable in 1838 that

it was utterly “ cast out as evil,” and does

not appear once in the Canons of that later

date !!!

As a last example of these changes, also

showing a tenacious , or rather an increas
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ing attachment to the un-protestant formu

lary of the Scotch Community Office, while

by the Canons of 1828 it was only required

to be used at the consecration of Bishops ;

by the new Canons of 1838 it was decreed

that it should be used at the opening of all

general Synods !

No subject, in connexion with the Scotch

Episcopal Church , is of such importance as

that of the Communion Office, which is quite

different and distinct from our own. Recent

controversies on this subject between those

who wish that it should be discarded alto

gether, and those who wish that it should

be still retained , have excited the utmost

ferment among the members of that body,

to which I now refer. Many who were for

merly members of it have already quitted

its pale , solely on account of the Communion

Office ; and many more will probably follow

their example, should it still continue as an

authorised formulary of the Church . And

circumstances closely connected with this

subject have led to the interchange of letters

between high ecclesiastical dignitaries, which ,

like every thing else of the kind in these

days, have been promulgated through the
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country by means of the columns of the

ordinary daily press . I have, for instance ,

before me two episcopal letters , which every

one acquainted with the subject in review ,

will admit, as originating mainly from the

existence of the present Scotch Communion

Office . The letters to which I specially allude

are one from the Bishop of Cashel to the

Bishop of Moray, in answer to one of his,

and the other is from the Bishop of Edin

burgh to the Bishop of Cashel .

However, without noticing any extrinsic, or

accidental circumstances connected with the

subject, I may as well state at once that the

grand matter of contention-in Scotland , as a

matter of actual , personal, and ministerial

responsibility — in England, as a matter of

sympathy and interest in sound doctrine and

scriptural practice, is this—whether the Scotch

Communion Office or that of the Church of

England should be used in the ministrations

of the Episcopal Church. It is perfectly

well known that a considerable portion of

Scotch Episcopalians are strongly attached to

the former office — that the particular section

in the Church , which, in its doctrine and

practice, is identified with the Tractarian
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party in England , (whether to their full

extent , or whether in a modified , though still

very dangerous shape , ) approves of, loves,

and clings with tenacity to this office ; and

that , on the other hand , the service is so

obnoxious to many Protestants , who most

thoroughly concur and rejoice in our own

office, that they would utterly refuse to par

take of the ordinance, if accompanied by a

form of words so unsound , so Popish , so

unscriptural, and so evidently advocating

and retaining that very doctrine, against

which our Reformers mainly struggled, and

rather than confess which , they bled or were

burned in far greater numbers than for any

other cause whatever.

I think it right to proceed at once to a

simple examination of the Scotch Commu

nion Office, as compared with our own , and

shall leave my Protestant readers to judge for

themselves on the matter. Instead , however,

of going through the whole service, I shall

only introduce the Prayer of Consecration ,

as in that prayer the chief amount of unwar

rantable doctrine is found. I think it will

appear plainly enough to any man of sound,

spiritual discrimination that, in this portion
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of the office alone, abundant reason is found

to call for its abandonment instanter, and to

make it evident that none, to whom sound

doctrine on this momentous subject is dear,

should sanction such a form when once its

unscriptural character is placed before their

view .

SCOTCH PRAYER OF CONSECRATION .

“ All glory be to thee , Almighty God, our

heavenly Father, for that thou , of thy tender

mercy, didst give thy only Son Jesus Christ

to suffer death upon the Cross for our re

demption ; who (by his own oblation of him

self once offered ), made a full, perfect, and

efficient sacrifice, oblation, and satisfaction ,

for the sins of the whole world, and did insti

tute, and in his holy Gospel command us to

continue, a perpetual memorial of that his

precious death and sacrifice until his coming

again. For, in the night that he was betrayed

he took bread ; and when he had given thanks ,

he brake it , and gave it to his disciples , say

ing, Take, eat , this is my Body, which is

given for you : Do this in remembrance of

Likewise, after supper, he took theme .
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cup ; and when he had given thanks , he

gave it to them , saying, Drink ye all of this ,

for this is my Blood of the New Testament,

which is shed for you and for many for the

remission of sins : Do this , as oft as ye shall

drink it , in remembrance of me.

“ Wherefore, O Lord and (the Oblation)

Heavenly Father, according to the institution

of thy dearly beloved Son, our Saviour

Jesus Christ , we , thy humble servants , do

celebrate and make here before thy Divine

Majesty, with these thy holy gifts, which we

now offer unto thee , the memorial thy Son

hath commanded us to make ; having in re

membrance his blessed passion, and precious

death , his mighty resurrection, and glorious

ascension ; rendering unto thee most hearty

thanks for the innumerable benefits procured

unto us by the same . And we most humbly

beseech thee , O (the Invocation) merciful

Father , to hear us, and of thy Almighty

goodness vouchsafe to bless and sanctify,

with thy Word and Holy Spirit , these thy gifts

and creatures of bread and wine, that they

may become the body and blood of thy

most dearly beloved Son ."
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The prayer continues at some length, but

it is not needful to introduce the remainder .

ENGLISH PRAYER OF CONSECRATION .

Almighty God, our heavenly Father, who ,

of thy tender mercy, didst give thine only

Son Jesus Christ to suffer death upon the

cross for our redemption , who made there

(by his one oblation of himself once offered)

a full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice,

oblation , and satisfaction , for the sins of

the whole world , and did institute , and in

his holy Gospel command us to continue , a

perpetual memory of that his precious death ,

until his coming again : Hear us, O merciful

Father, we most humbly beseech thee ; and

grant that we , receiving these thy creatures

of bread and wine, according to thy Son

our Saviour Jesus Christ's holy institution ,

in remembrance of his death and passion , may

be partakers of his most blessed body and

blood : who, in the same night that he was

betrayed , took bread ; and when he had

given thanks, he brake it , and gave it to his

disciples, saying, Take, eat, this is my body

which is given for you ; do this in remem

B
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brance of me. Likewise, after supper , he

took the cup ; and , when he had given

thanks , he gave it them , saying, Drink ye

all of this ; for this is my blood of the New

Testament, which is shed for you and for

many for the remission of sins : Do this as

oft as ye shall drink it in remembrance

of me.”

Now let the prayer of the Scotch service

be diligently examined in juxta-position with

the prayer in our own Liturgy, occupying the

same solemn and important place-a place ,

indeed, precisely that where, if comparison

is in these matters admissible , the most

scrupulous avoidance of all which bears any

similitude to Popery should be evident , and

has been laboured for in our Church ; and

I am convinced that just in proportion as

my readers are qualified, by their knowledge

of Scripture, by their acquaintance with the

great controversy with Rome, and by their

interest in spiritual things , to form a right

and decisive opinion on this question , will

they see the dangerous character of the one

as contrasted with the sound scriptural truth

of the other.

Now, although every person , qualified, in
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a very moderate degree to form any due

estimate of the question - for instance, many

a well-taught child in a Sunday school, where

proper attention has been paid to the incul

cation of sound religious doctrine--would

be able, on once reading each document, to

see not only the glaring difference which

exists between them , but also the character

of those tenets , which the one eschews , and

the other sanctions therein respectively , I

shall nevertheless make three brief remarks ,

on three distinct passages .

First of all, we had “ own” for “ one ” in

that critical and most important sentence in

regard to " Christ's oblation of himself.”

Secondly, we find the insertion of this

rubical or indicial word in Italics, “ The

oblation,” just at the exact part of the prayer,

where a most dangerous proposition is sanc

tioned thereby, not to mention that in order

to draw more precise attention to the doctrine

thereby sanctioned , the words " which we now

offer unto Thee,” are absolutely put in capital

letters .

And lastly , we find an address of supplica

tion to God, praying to Him " that these thy

gifts and creatures of bread and wine, may

most
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become the body and blood of thy most dearly

beloved Son ."

Never was there placed a more unscriptural

petition in our Protestant ritual.

Some will say that the Scottish formulary

is not used or enforced, and that they have

often partaken of the Sacramental ordinance

in Scotland, according to the form of the

Church of England. This, however, has

nothing to do with the question . In esti

mating the doctrines and tenets of any

Church , we are always to consider that

which is authorized and sanctioned in its code

and creed. A temporary, partial, or acci

dental withdrawal, or disuse of an objection

able doctrine or formulary, in some part of the

country , is a matter of no consequence or

weight whatsoever with those who act on

principle , and not on mere transient expe

diency , or love of false and hollow peace.

But in fact, the Scotch Communion Office,

of which I have just spoken, is by no means

obsolete, disused, withdrawn, or reprehended

in the Scotch Episcopal Church. As I am

speaking on a principle, it is not necessary to

go into details on this matter ; but I believe

it is positively ordained throughout the coun
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preserving and witnessing to the great truths

connected with the Lord's Supper “ more fully

and consistently than the present English

Office ,” and denying that any “ faithful son ”

of the Scottish Church will wish to shrink

from “ these doctrines or to explain them

away ;” and the very clergyman, who thus

declared his sentiments in 1843, was called

upon to preach before the Synod in 1844,

and was requested by the Bishop and Clergy

to publish his sermon, in which , as well as

in the notes and appendix thereto attached ,

the same animus, and the same principles are
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displayed , and of these statements no autho

ritative disapproval has appeared. And as a

fact, which will perhaps more strongly impress

those who are made acquainted with it , and

can view it in its various bearings , and by

the light of these extraordinary times (speak

ing religiously and controversially) I will just

mention , that on an occasion of much noto

riety in the Scotch Church-I mean the Con

secration of the Episcopal Chapel at Jed

burgh-when much ecclesiastical parade was

exhibited , and many of those measures were

introduced , which are especially the badges of

those holding the opinions, for which I know

no better name than “ Tractarian " --when

Mr. Keble, Mr. Dodsworth, Dr. Hook, and

Archdeacon R. I. Wilberforce, with a large

body of Clergy holding similar opinions had

come from long distances to attend, and to

give the additional weight and sanction of

their presence to the ceremony, and when

four out of the six Scotch Bishops gave

their sanction to a course of proceedings,

which they well knew would be of much

notoriety throughout the whole land, the

Scotch Communion Office was used .

I have just given these few samples of
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present and existing facts, in order to obviate

any current notion that the Scotch Commu

nion Office is a thing in disfavour, disuse , or

likely , of itself, to drop into oblivion. Some

persons will probably say that these especial

statements were not requisite ; but really at

the present time , such a multitude of subjects

press on many minds , that nothing but spe

cific instances seem to lay hold of their

memory, or to exercise any influence ,

arguments , bearing on their views and con

duct .

as
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CHAPTER XIII .

Cause of Secessions-Sir W. Dunbar - His Case - Observations

-Rev. Mr. Miles - His Case - Episcopal Letters.

The sundry Secessions from communion

with the Scotch Church, which have of late

taken place, and which have given rise to

much excitement in the North, and also to

considerable attention on the part of many

members of the Church of England and

Ireland — as has been evinced by numerous

articles in the public prints , by letters, &c . ,

and even by the interchange of Episcopal

communications on different sides of the

question - are, as may be supposed, much

and mainly connected with the retention and

use of that unsound formulary, on which I

have made a few brief remarks.

In proof of this , I shall first bring forward
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the case of Sir W. Dunbar, which I believe

to be this .

Sir William quitted the Diocese of London

to undertake the charge of St. Paul's Chapel

in Aberdeen , in the year 1842 , on the invita

tion of the members of that Chapel, in whose

hands the power of presentation was vested .

The congregation , of which Sir William

undertook the ministry , had existed as an

Episcopal congregation, altogether indepen

dent of the Scotch Church , during a period

of one hundred and twenty years , until

the year 1841 .

In 1841 , by a “ deed of union ,” contain

ing certain additions , to be strictly observed

on both sides, this Chapel was united to the

Scotch Episcopal Church . It was declared

in this deed that any infringement of these

conditions, among which was the security of

all rights and privileges enjoyed by the minister

and congregation, as English Episcopalians

before the union , should be considered as a

dissolution of the compact then formed.

Acting on this compact , Sir W. Dunbar

refused to be present at the administration

of the Lord's Supper, after the Scotch form ,

and claimed that the children of his flock

VOL . II . I
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should be confirmed according to the Scotch

rite . For the first mentioned refusal, the

Bishop of Aberdeen threatened Sir William

with ecclesiastical censure ; and on the pres

sure of the second claim , he refused to con

firm the children in St. Paul's Chapel at all .

In consequence of these and other circum

stances, in which Sir W. Dunbar and his

congregation held that ecclesiastical censure

was unduly threatened, he, during the year

1843 , withdrew himself altogether from the

jurisdiction of the Bishop .

Sir W. Dunbar remained at Aberdeen ,

preaching and officiating as an English ordained

minister, although independent of and apart

from the Scotch Episcopal Church. But

before long , the following strange document

was issued , and not only issued , but accom

panied by a command that it should be read

from the altar of every Chapel in the diocese

on the Lord's day. And in order to give

the document,which certainly answers, in

form and spirit , very much to our preconceived

notions of a bull , anathema, or excommunica

tion , although far gentler names have been

given to it — the utmost publicity among

those whom , by its Ecclesiastical character,
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it most concerned , copies thereof were for

warded officially to the Archbishop of Can

terbury and to the presiding Bishop of the

Protestant Church in America. Moreover,

in order that the declaration should have

more weight still , within a month after its

promulgation, the Bishop of Aberdeen wrote

thus concerning it : “ The Episcopal Synod

yesterday fully approved of all that I had

done in regard to Sir William Dunbar, and

authorised and directed me to communicate

my declaration to the Archbishop of Canter

bury, and the presiding Bishop of the Church

in America, that the matter might be fully

known to all the Prelates of both Churches."

But now to introduce the document itself.

I am sure that readers will peruse

it with absolute astonishment ; and perhaps

to some will recur the words of the Prophet

Daniel , when describing the Roman-papal

voice and mien , with its “ mouth that spake

very great things, whose look was

stout than his fellows.* "

many
of my

“ In the name of God. Amen . Whereas

the Rev. Sir William Dunbar, Baronet , late

niore

* Dan . VII. 20.
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Minister of St. Paul's Chapel , Aberdeen , and

a Presbyter of this Diocese, received by

letters dismissory from the Lord Bishop of

London, forgetting his duty as a Priest of

the Catholic Church, did , on the 12th of May

last , in a letter addressed to us, William

Skinner, Doctor in Divinity, Bishop of Aber

deen , wilfully renounce his canonical obe

dience to us, his proper Ordinary, and with

drew himself, as he pretended , from the

jurisdiction of the Scotch Episcopal Church ;

and notwithstanding our earnest and affec

tionate remonstrances repeatedly addressed

to him , did obstinately persist in that his

most undutiful and wicked act, contrary to

his ordination vows and his solemn promise

of canonical obedience, whereby the said Sir

William Dunbar hath violated every principle

of duty , which the laws of the Catholic

Church have recognized , as binding on her

Priests , and hath placed himself in a state of

open schism ; and whereas the said Sir Wil

liam Dunbar hath moreover continued to

officiate in defiance of our authority. There

fore, we , William Skinner, Doctor of Divinity,

Bishop of Aberdeen aforesaid, sitting with

our Clergy in Synod, this tenth day of
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August, in the year of our Lord , 1843, and

acting under the provisions of Canon 41 , do

declare that the said Sir William Dunbar hath

ceased to be a Presbyter of this Church ,

and that all his ministerial acts are with

out authority, as being performed apart from

Christ's mystical body, wherein the one spirit

is ; and we do most earnestly and solemnly

warn all faithful people to avoid all commu

nion with the said Sir William Dunbar in

prayers and sacraments , or in any way giving

countenance to him in his present irregular

and sinful course of life, lest they be par

takers with him in his sin , and thereby expose

themselves to the threatening, denounced

against those , who cause divisions in the

Church ; from which danger we most heartily

pray that God, of His great mercy, would

keep all the faithful people committed to

our charge, through Jesus Christ our Lord .

Amen .

“ Extracted from the Minutes of the Synod

of the diocese of Aberdeen , holden at Aber

deen, on the 9th and 10th days of this present

month of August, 1843, by me, Arthur

Ranken , M.A. , Synod Clerk . ”

On the form and spirit of this demonstration
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I shall abstain to dwell, except to say, that I

am perfectly sure it must meet the disappro

bation of every individual, whose mind has

not been imbued with the most unwarrantable

views as to the true nature of Church autho

rity and discipline. And I am fully convinced

that no language, approaching to that here

used , would have proceeded from any one

holding ecclesiastical authority in Great

Britain , had it not been for the mischievous

and overbearing doctrines put forth of late

years , regarding the mutual relationships of

the Bishops , the Clergy, and the Laity, by

some well known persons, who, by the by,

have shown very little disposition to abide by

these doctrines themselves .

Such appears to me the best excuse , or

palliation for many individual acts and pro

ceedings emanating at the present day from

some who occupy high ecclesiastical positions .

If they sometimes seem to act on the princi

ple, “ Sic volo ! sic jubeo ; stet pro ratione

voluntas,” we too must remember the external

circumstances, quite of a new character, in

which they have found themselves placed ;

and , while vigorously opposing all undue

encroachment , and all exercise of unwarrant
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able power, we must, in a great measure, lay

the blame in that quarter whence this mis

chievous spirit took its rise ; and whence it

was almost forced on some men, who, by

their own kindly nature, and according to

their own former principles , would have

shunned and rejected that very course of

priestly usurpation, that haughtiness ofdiction,

and those assumptions of the most dangerous

character to the freedom and welfare of the

Church at large, into which they have been

led with most unhappy results.

It is much to be regretted that the declara

tion , or decree, of the Bishop of Aberdeen ,

was palliated and defended by the Bishop of

Glasgow, in a published address on the subject

under review.

The transaction which I have just described

led to another separation of an English Clergy

man from the Scotch Episcopal Church, on the

part of the Rev. M. Miles, of Glasgow. He

had undertaken the charge of St. Jude's

Chapel , in that city, in the year 1843. Mr.

Miles openly and fearlessly condemned the

whole proceedings of the Scotch ecclesiastical

authorities in connexion with the case of Sir

W. Dunbar, and considered it his conscien
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manner.

tious duty to give evidence of his convictions

in the most open and decided

Accordingly, in 1844, he went to Aberdeen ,

and preached there twice for Sir W. Dunbar,

in St. Paul's Chapel.

This led to a correspondence between the

Bishop of Glasgow, and Mr. Miles . The

Bishop interdicted his preaching in Sir W.

Dunbar's pulpit. On this , Mr. Miles withdrew

himself from the jurisdiction of the Bishop,

and resigned his charge as Minister of St.

Jude's . The Bishop opened an address to

the managers and congregation of that Chapel ,

and forwarded a copy to the Bishop of Lon

don, which elicited from him a letter in return,

dated Noy. the 21st, 1844, which has been

already before the public eye. In it , the

Bishop expresses his hope that the address

may “ make the parties, to whom it is directed ,

sensible of the schismatical nature of their

proceedings , ” and continues thus— “ My opi-.

nion as to the obligation which binds

English Clergyman, desirous of officiating in

Scotland , to seek for authority to do so at the

hands of the Bishop within whose diocese

he is to officiate, and to pay him canonical

obedience , has long been made known in that

an
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country. I retain that opinion unchanged .”

The Bishop then absolutely disclaims all

jurisdiction " over English Clergymen residing

in Scotland,” but thus continues to express

his opinion : “ If I possessed any authority

over Mr. Miles , or Sir William Dunbar , I

should exert it for the purpose of ordering

them to return to the allegiance, which they

owe, while in Scotland, to the Fathers of the

Church in that country .”

In another letter referring to Sir William

Dunbar, the Bishop of London expresses his

opinion very plainly, although with the pre

vious admission that he did not " even under

stand what his difficulties were , nor upon what

grounds he thought himself at liberty to re

nounce his canonical obedience.” The Bishop's

declaration on the matter is :

“ I need not assure you how strongly I

disapprove and condemn his proceeding ."

I may observe, in connection with this latter

statement, that when the Bishop of London

wrote to the Bishop of Glasgow , declaring

his opinion in the case of Mr. Miles , and

the managers and congregation of St. Jude's ,

Glasgow , it does not appear that his Lordship

had had any opportunity of hearing what

1 3
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these latter parties in the question had to say

in their justification or defence.

Laying, however, these considerations aside,

it must be observed that the Bishop of London

makes no reference to any code , and speaks

in nowise as one having authority to give

an Episcopal decision , but merely gives his

opinion : an opinion , which , as coming from

his Lordship, merits, of course, respectful

consideration , but must be judged like that

of any other fallible authority ; and many

consider it altogether erroneous , whether as

regarded in a view purely legal, or purely

ecclesiastical, or in a combination of these

two distinct lights . I may conclude this part

of the subject by mentioning that the Arch

bishop of Canterbury , the Bishop of Exeter,

and the Bishop of Cashel, have all taken a

part in this question.

It would, however, occupy too much time

to follow up the controversy in these pages ,

interesting as the subject is , and proved to

be interesting to the Church and public at

large by the large space which the matter has

occupied , during the last year, in all the

religious publications of the day, and also in

the columns of the daily press .
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Connected with the present position of the

Scotch Episcopal Church, I may just mention

the singular circumstances in which English

clergymen are now placed, when travelling in

Scotland . To their astonishment , they find

that some Episcopalians are urgent that they

should officiate exclusively for the Scotch Epis

copal clergy ; and that others are equally

urgent, that they should officiate exclusively

for the English clergy, who, with their con

gregations have seceded from that body. Any

thing like an impartial line on the question,

any thing like a professed readiness to act in

each respective quarter, as calls may arise,

seems an almost untenable position, almost

an inconsistency in the eyes of those respec

tively interested in the questions pending

on each side.

I was not myself exactly brought into these

circumstances ; but humble as my position in

the Church is, and comparatively unknown as

my ministrations are , I no sooner mixed in

society, than I discovered what I was totally

unprepared for before — I mean , an endeavour,

founded on conscientious views, on the part

of my Episcopalian friends and acquaintances
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to impress me, as the subject arose , with the

fitness and necessity of that exclusive minis

tration to which I have just referred, accord

ing to their distinct and separate conviction

on the matter, as leading to such remarks.
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CHAPTER XIV .

Ecclesiastical Matters - Question considered-Question dis

cussed-Question resolved — The Alternative-Church Com.

munion-A Precedent.

I must add a few statements as to the

present position of those Episcopal ministers ,

and members of Episcopal congregations in

Scotland , who, through late circumstances,

are now disconnected with any Episcopal

authority, so far as regards any special Bishop

of their own . The question is of considera

ble importance , as it not only concerns them ,

but also any others , who may at any time

secede ; or any ministers of English or Irish

ordination , who may be led to undertake the

charge of any chapel , or flock in Scotland,

placed in the same condition as those chapels

or flocks to which I now refer.
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A thought which will actually occur regard

ing all similarly circumstanced, is this

“ How can they, as Episcopalians continue

without any Episcopal superintendance ? How

can they obtain those rites and privileges of

the Church, which can alone, according to

their form of government which they possess ,

be exercised by a Bishop ?” These questions

have often crossed the minds of inquirers , to

whom the subject has been one of real and

practical interest ; and they are certainly ques

tions bearing with them such an apparent

weight , that we cannot be surprised at their

having been reiterated by those, from whose

authority the late Secessions have been made.

Accordingly, in Bishop Russell's address , he

asks in reference to the Seceders , and through

them , in reference to all who might occupy

a similar post , — “ In whose diocese are English

Ministers in Scotland ? What English Bishop

recognizes them ? Whose visitation do they

attend ? Who holds confirmations in their

chapels ? Whose licenses do they hold ?”

Now the right answer to all this is , that

neither the Ministers in question, nor their

flocks are the persons, who, if right in the

other articles of these proceedings, are res
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ponsible for that situation , in which they at

present stand ; but on the contrary , those by

whose proceedings they are reduced to an

alternative, which they only embrace as the

least of two evils , and not as in itself satis

factory, or eligible . They consider it far

better to exist without any special , or diocesan

superior, than to be in voluntary communion

with, or in voluntary submission to any dio

cesan superior, holding and enforcing doc

trines to which they cannot assent, * on, per

haps, the most important question, doctrin

ally speaking, which can affect any Church.

I introduce and mark the word voluntary ,

because in their case, all connexion with the

Scotch Church is as I have stated again and

again , a purely voluntary thing, and presents

* Admitting a possibility of the kind, and alluding to the

course, which then ought to be pursued, the Bishop of Cashel,

in a letter to the Rev. David Lowe, Bishop of Moray, dated

Nov. 25th, of this present year, says, “ If my own Episcopal

Church should turn away from the truth , should declare the

doctrine of her communion service to be uncatholic, and

should introduce a service that speaks more like transubstan

tiation than ever was spoken by any Church, but the Church

of Rome, I should feel myself bound to protest against her

heresy, and to separate from her communion, though that

separation should involve the undesirable absence of Episcopal

superintendance and control. ”
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in this respect, a total contrast to the con

nexion of any English Episcopal Church,

with the Bishop of the diocese in which it is

placed. Those Episcopalians , to whom I refer

now , neither deny, nor palliate, nor disregard

the ineligible and unsatisfactory nature of

those circumstances , in which , at all events

for a season , they are placed. They look

forward with true and legitimate anticipation

to a more favourable state of things , as to

Church government among them . They do

not despair nor doubt of seeing it ere long

realized . But in the mean time, they will

not admit that their position , though defect

ive , is untenable, nor that their case , though

confessedly one of anomalous character, is

one which cuts them off in doctrine, practice,

or communion from the body of Christ's visi

ble Church . They go on in faith, that “ God

is with them of a truth ,” — that His blessing

is among them ,—that their post must not be

surrendered , but watched and defended with

energy, watchfulness, and zeal . Nay , farther,

they believe themselves to be acting legally,

constitutionally, and in a manner to secure

the prayers, and the sympathy of multitudes
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among Christ's faithful people , who prize and

value the truth as it is in Jesus, free from

Popish tendencies , and all the base alloy , with

which , alas ! in these latter days , the pure

gold of Protestant and Scriptural truth has

been so unexpectedly, and so insidiously

defiled. I , for one, do not believe that they

will long be lacking either in Episcopal sanc

tion, or in Episcopal aid .

I believe that one of the following circum

stances will before long take place . Either

those, who still retain objectionable formu

laries will be led to abandon them , on the

exposure of their unsound character, and will

accordingly come forward in the Christian

spirit of reparation , and of love , to recal in

their communion those whom they have now

cast out as evil, ” and thus proceeding on

right principle, they will in this succeed , and

become a united body in spirit and in truth,

not partially and in form alone; or, if this is

not to be, if the disruption is to continue and

extend (as I doubt not, if it continue, that

it will) then, as in former times , under cir

cumstances somewhat parallel in kind , there

will not be wanting in the Church some who
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will supply the need of their brethren

bishops , who if not of geographical and dio

cesan proximity , will notwithstanding , act in

their behalf, and fearlessly take up their cause,

as the cause of truth and righteousness , --

the cause of the Gospel ,—the cause of the

Lord , and His faithful people .

The matter now under our consideration, is

of the most important character.
It must

not be laid down as an axiom , it must not

be dogmatically asserted , it must not be

triumphantly carried , that, because any branch

or portion of a sound Episcopal Church is for

a season without a Bishop of its own , to

whom it has to look for Episcopal superin

tendence, and those Episcopal administra

tions , which, under the ordinary course of

circumstances in the Church , so rightly apper:

tain to one, and one only Bishop ; it must

not , I say, be concluded , as if this were itself,

ipso facto, a proof of those thus circumstanced

being in the wrong. Far less should any

refuse to hold communion with ministers and

congregations occupying that peculiar posi

tion , to which we are led to direct our pre

sent attention .
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Let it be carefully and honestly observed ,

that I do not in the least deny the unsatisfac

tory and undesirable nature of the case , nor

would they so act, to whom it has seemed a

duty and necessity to allow it to be theirs .

I do not in the least deny that those who are

thus situated ought , as sound members of the

great Episcopal body in the Church, earnestly

to pray, desire, and exert themselves that

they might obtain Episcopal superintendence

of the usual character, as soon as they possi

bly can , without surrender of any godly prin

ciple or practice . And they, I have no doubt ,

would cordially respond to such a view as

this . But all I maintain , and all which they

would maintain , is , that in all matters of ab

solute necessity towards connexion with the

great body of Episcopalian Christians , no

flaw exists disqualifying them from the privi

leges of that body ; that their existence as a

branch of the visible Episcopal Church in

these realms is by no means compromised ;

that they are not to be treated as spiritual

aliens, and excommunicated , as void of the

characteristics * which must inseparably

* No law of the State, no Canon of the Church, treats
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mark that division of the great Christian com

monwealth .

They may

ministers or congregations as ipso facto separated from the

great Episcopal body of Christians, because they are not

especially assigned to any one bishop, because they do not

acknowledge any one Diocesan as peculiarly their own . Several

examples might be brought forward to prove this. I only

introduce one, as being sufficient in a matter of precedent.

In one of the midland districts in England, there are no

less than seven Parishes, forming one Royal Peculiar. The

names of these Parishes are , St. Mary's and St. Leonard's, in

Bridgenorth, Quatford, Alveley, Claverley, Erdington , and

Bovington . In these Parishes no Bishop or Archbishop has

any authority whatsoever. The Clergy, who minister in these

parishes, may be examined and licensed by any Bishop to

whom they desire to apply, and who is willing to act for them .

invite any Bishop whom they please, to administer

confirmation to the children of their respective parishes ; and

this right of self-administration , this liberty in the selection of

authority, when needful to be exercised in regard to the

Peculiar, is really and effectively carried out, in order to

maintain its ancient independence and position. No proximity

of Episcopal authority produces in that quarter any nominal or

virtual sway in the affairs of these parishes ; and I will justmen

tion two or three instances in proof of what I state . Two

Curates, who have very recently entered upon duty in the

Peculiar, have had recourse to two different Bishops of their

own selection for examination . A marriage licence granted

by the Archbishop of Canterbury was declared to be quite

null and void, as a matter of title and right, when presented

to the clergyman of one of the churches ; and not very many

years since, on the spontaneous offer, or expressed intention
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on the part of a neighbouring Bishop to visit the Peculiar in the

exercise of his functions, this offer or expressed intention

was respectfully declined ; and it was suggested, that the

invitation must proceed from those in whom the rights of

the Peculiar were, by law , vested. The authority over these

parishes is in the hands of a Lay Dean and a principal

official.
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CHAPTER XV.

Scotch Poor-Inquiries—Recent Enactments — Lord Advo

cate's Speech- Relief hitherto inadequate Poor Law

Acts - Funds for relief - Administrators - Kirk Session

-State of the Poor - Remedial Measures – Central Board

Appeals-- Parochial Boards — Assessments — Bill brought in

- Bill examined · Act quoted — Right of the Poor- The

right enforced - England and Ireland - Right of Appeal.

Next to the state of Religion in any coun

try which the traveller may visit , there is

nothing which appears to me of such high

and arresting interest as the condition of the

Poor.

I am well assured that every inquiry and

every investigation made upon that subject,,

whether among those of the upper class, qua

lified to give information on the subject, or in

the abodes of the poor — whether in the rural

high-ways and by-ways, or among the streets
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and lanes of crowded cities—is well and

leservedly bestowed . Immediate means of

making any practical application of what is

thereby learned may not be before you ; but

sooner or later the information thus gained

will undoubtedly prove of value. The subject

itself is most suited to a Christian, and spe

cially to a Christian minister.

Actuated by these convictions I did not

omit, at the proper season , and in society,

where I had the least hope of gaining in

formation , to bring forward the above-men

tioned subject; and I was favoured, on many

occasions, by meeting with persons highly

qualified by their office, their tastes , their

pursuits, and their studies , to give me the

most valuable assistance towards attaining

some accurate knowledge of the real con

dition of the Scotch poor, and towards form

ing à right judgment, as to the measures of

an available and valuable character, towards

its real and permanent amelioration . In addi

tion to this, our peculiar mode of travelling,

frequent stoppages on the way, at moments

when we felt disposed , and with adequate

time for observation ; also visits to any of

the poorer dwellings which we passed, con
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versation with their occupants , or those whom

we met , under various circumstances, and

calls on the neighbouring poor, in any dis

trict , where we were making our short

sojourns at the residences of those friends

who kindly invited us to their homes—these

advantages , added to a certain degree of at

tention to the state of the poor, as treated

of in books , and to a constant intercourse

with them , as a clergyman desirous to do

some little good on his way, led me, I trust

not altogether without reason , to suppose

that, as a personal eye-witness , I might be

able to investigate the subject with a due

expectation of seeing the truth , and deriv .

ing some profit thereby .

to me , that a certain acquaintance with the

state of the Irish poor, derived from a resi

dence in that country some years ago , may

not have been altogether useless in aiding

me to form a right conclusion as to many

questions connected with the subject now

under consideration. I say this , because so

far as I have observed , the Scotch poor,

touching their physical comfort — for in

stance , their dwellings , their food, & c.

occupy a kind of middle position between

It also appears
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the English and the Irish poor. By way of

illustration , and referring of course to those

in the poorest condition of each country res

pectively, I may allude to the first great

article of physical comfort - food. Oatmeal

occupies, as it were, the middle position

between wheaten bread, the food of the

poorest labourers in England, and potatoes ,

holding a similar place in the scale of human

sustenance among the Irish poor..

Referring to my conversations with those

individuals to whom I have alluded above,

as met by me in various parts of the country ,

representing various shades of opinion , and

being in themselves of those various charac

ters and dispositions, which, as we well know,

more or less affect in all lands and times ,

the formation of opinion and judgment in

such matters , I may say truly and with all

confidence, that , so far as I could learn , one

unanimous view prevailed as to the great

leading fact on which I shall now dwell.

This great and leading fact was , that ,

taking the country as a whole , (including the

Highlands and the most distant rural dis

tricts, with the large, populous, and manu

facturing towns, the relief afforded even to

VOL . II . K
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that class of poor, held in Scotland , as the

due objects of such aid , has hitherto neither

been sufficient in amount, nor administered

on a plan of adequate regularity , system ,

and security to the poor. I repeat the words,

even to that class of poor held in Scotland

as the due objects of such aid , because I

wish at the present moment to keep their case

in particular, entirely distinct from that of the

able -bodied . I now only speak of the pro

vision made for the infirm and impotent poor ;

for persons — as clearly defined by the Lord

Advocate in his celebrated speech on the

introduction of the Scottish Poor Law Bill

_ " labouring under bodily infirmity in con

sequence of age ; or in consequence of non

age , or in consequence of disease or accident,”

all of whom, being unable to support them

selves , were entitled to relief, as enforced by

law, in Scotland for the last two hundred and

fifty years. I mean, of course, since the

statute on the subject passed in the reign

of James VI . of Scotland in 1579 , and

enforced by two proclamations of the Privy

Council in the reign of William and Mary.

This inadequacy, together with this irre

gularity of relief, has been brought of late
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years into prominent notice . It has been

the subject of various publications. It has

been a topic of general conversation . In

some instances the poor themselves have

come forward in a manner hitherto unexampled

in the country, to demand that relief through

the Courts of Law which they could not

otherwise obtain ; and in some cases, by

these means, they have established their

claim in this open and legal manner.

Under these various circumstances , the

public feeling on the subject has arisen to

such a height, that the General Assembly of

the Church , and various other public bodies

in Scotland , particularly the municipal autho

rities in most of the large towns , have made

the strongest representations concerning the

state of the poor to Her Majesty's Govern

ment : and from this has resulted an exten

sive official inquiry, through Commis

sioners , into the practical administration of

the existing law.

The report subsequently issued by those

Commissioners appointed for that purpose ,

has been for some time before the public eye.

Her Majesty's Government having determined

to act on the recommendations contained in

K 2
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that Report , the Lord Advocate, as the

appropriate official personage , and acting in

the name of the Ministry, rose in the House

of Commons on the 2nd of April, 1845 , to

move for leave to bring in a bill for the

amendment and better administration of the

laws relating to the poor in Scotland ; and leave

being obtained, the Bill was then read for

the first time, and speedily carried through

the Houses of Parliament. That Bill is now

before me, dated the 4th of August, 1845 .

The speech of the Lord Advocate was so

comprehensive in its character, so luminous

in its arrangement , and so instructive for all,

who would wish to form an acquaintance

with the Poor Law, in reference to Scotland,

either in a retrospective or prospective light ,

that I am convinced that many of my readers

will feel indebted to me for calling attention

to his Lordship’s address on this important

subject.

In answer to my question as to the best

source for obtaining a succinct view of the

condition of the Scotch poor in general, I

have more than once had this speech recom

mended to my notice. A careful perusal has

made me feel its value in this light . And
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whether as means of giving information, not

hitherto possessed , or of refreshing the

memory of the reader, a brief examination

of that document will not , I think, be unwel

come.

His Lordship commenced by saying, that

public attention had been for some time past

much directed to the state of the poor in

Scotland ; and spoke of a general impression ,

that even under the ordinary circumstances

of each passing year, their condition was not

that which it ought to be .

He then stated that in 1838 the General

Assembly of the Church of Scotland had

appointed a Committee to make inquiry,

and to report on the subject ; and that a

great deal of valuable matter was presented

to the House of Commons in a Report

proceeding from that Committee . In 1842 ,

returns as to the state of the poor in all the

parishes in Scotland were moved for. These

were printed in 1843 ; and at the commence

ment of that year a Commission of Inquiry was

appointed . That Commission laboured for

nearly a year ; and in May, 1844 , made its

Report, to which the Speaker assigned much

praise . It was founded on evidence collected
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in every district throughout Scotland. The

Lord Advocate stated it as his opinion , that

this Report, " and the evidence upon which

it was based, established, he thought, beyond

all doubt, that the state of feeling which

had previously obtained as to the condi

tion of the poor in many parts of Scotland ,

was not without cause ;" that in some

of the large towns , as well as in some of

the rural districts , a great deal of poverty

and misery existed . He quoted the very

words of the Commissioners, which were :

“ That the funds raised for the relief of

the poor, and the provision made for them

out of the funds raised for their relief is ,

in many parishes throughout Scotland insuf

ficient ; " that there is, “ undoubtedly ,

abundant evidence to prove that the allowances

are often inadequate both in town and country

parishes, and that the amount of relief given

is frequently altogether insufficient to provide

even the commonest necessaries of life.

Throughout the Highland districts , and in

some parts of the Lowlands also , where the

funds consist solely of what may be raised by

the Church collections , the amount is often

inconsiderable. In many of these places it
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will be seen that the quantum of relief given

is not measured by the necessities of the

pauper, but by the sum which the . Kirk

Session may happen to have in hand for

distribution." Again : - " In adverting to

the inadequacy of the allowances , we must

not, however, be understood to confine our

statements to those parishes only in which no

fund , except Church collections, is raised for

the poor, either by voluntary contributions,

or legal assessment, as there are many of

the assessed parishes to which the same

remarks are almost equally applicable . We

cannot cite a stronger instance than that of

the City of Edinburgh , in which the Town

Council have for years declined to increase

the rate of assessment, notwithstanding ap

plications made by the managers of the

poor, and their representations that the

necessities of the poor were increasing, and

the funds raised insufficient. "

The Lord Advocate having quoted these

statements of the Commissioners, said , " that

he was bound to come to the same con

clusions with them ; and, though well aware

that by quoting individual cases of distress

he might excite the feelings of his hearers in
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no slight degree, yet he would decline this

course, and proceed to show the reason why

he would ask the House to interfere in the

matter .”

He then said , “ that it did not seem fully

or generally known that there already existed

a complete system of Poor Law for Scotland ,

viz . : that contained in the statute of James

VI . of Scotland passed in 1579, and in two

proclamations of the Privy Council , in the

reign of William and Mary. There was the

Poor Law for Scotland , in a small compass,

and easily understood . He would explain

the purport of the statute and proclamations,

as connected with explanatory decisions of the

Court, and the consequent usage.

The objects of this legislative care were ,

as his Lordship stated , the infirm and impotent

poor - whether totally or partially disabled,

and incapable of obtaining a livelihood. The

amount towards their assistance was to

depend on their total or partial incapacity to

work . Their claim for relief lay against the

parish of their settlement, and settlement in

Scotland was gained in four ways : -- by

birth, parentage , residence , or marriage .

The funds for the maintenance of the poor
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a

consisted of collections at parish churches

other voluntary contributions made on

scale settled by the inhabitants themselves

of any particular districts—in some instances

of sums " mortified ,” or bequeathed for the

use of the poor, and the fund raised by legal

assessment. By the statute of 1579 , there

was power given to “ parochial authorities

to assess for the maintenance of the poor,

and that without any other limit to the

amount than the necessities of the case. "

The administrators of this law were then

spoken of. In towns “ the administration

of the law devolved nominally on the magis

trates, who were responsible ; but practically,

it rested , in a great measure, with the Kirk

Sessions ,* that was, with the Ministers and

.

* The Kirk Session is an Ecclesiastical Court, having

private jurisdiction within the Parish , to which it belongs. It

consists of the Minister, or Ministers, and of a body of

ordained office -bearers of the Church , denominated Elders,

who generally consist of some of the most respectable resi

dents within the Parish .' The number of Elders is not

limited, and depends on the size and population of the Parish ,

and other circumstances ; but it seldom exceeds ten or twelve,

and rarely amounts to so many. In every Kirk Session, there

must not be fewer than two elders, as it requires two, along

with the minister, to form a quorum of the Session. When

a vacancy occurs, the place is generally filled up by a new

K 3
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Elders of the Parish. In landward Parishes ,

the administration was with the proprietors

election made by the Kirk Session. Deacons may also be

appointed, whose special duty it will be to superintend the

management of the poor. But this appointment seldom

takes place, and the whole charge has, in the parishes of Scot

land, with very few exceptions, been committed to the Elders

and Ministers. The Elders act gratuitously. They hold their

appointment for life, unless when particular circumstances lead

to their resignation , or removal of any of them ; and thus they

are continued in office, when their experience and particularly

the knowledge which they have gained of the situation and

wants of the poor of the Parish, fit them for being of essential

service .

It has been already mentioned, that to the Kirk Session,

the Heritors are joined in the jurisdiction, created by statute ,

for the management of the poor. The only general question

which ever occurred on this subject was set at rest by a

judgment of the Court of Session in 1751 , which declared

that the heritors have a joint right and power with the Kirk

Session, in the administration , management, and distribution

of all and every the funds belonging to the poor of the Parish,

as well collections as sums mortified for the use of the poor,

and stocked out upon interest ; and have a right to be present,

and join with the Session in this administration, distribution,

and employment of such sums, without prejudice to the Kirk

Session, to proceed on their ordinary acts of administration

and application of these collections to the ordinary and inci

dental charities, though the heritors be not present, or

attend."

In practice, “ the ordinary acts of administration, referred

to in the above recited judgment, are almost uniformly left to

the management of the Kirk Session , without interference on

the part of the heritors . The Kirk Session and heritors
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or heritors, and the Kirk Sessions.' The

amount of relief depended on the administra

tors . In case a poor person was denied relief,

the sheriff of the county, if applied to , might

compel the Parish to consider the case . If

the Parish refused so to do, or should award

an insufficient amount, by an application to

the Supreme Court, the Parish might be com

pelled not only to administer relief, but also,

(as his Lordship expresses it) “ to do their

duty honestly and faithfully.”

His Lordship then made a short summary

of the law, as in reality existing,-compared

it with the Poor Law in England, and pro

ceeded to show why the practical results were

so entirely different in each country respec

tively .

In the first place, he pointed out, that“ the

act as a Parliamentary Board , and as a Court, having legal

jurisdiction in the several matters connected with the affairs

of the poor, which are committed to them ; none of the ordinary

Civil Courts can interfere with them in the first instance, in

imposing an assessment, or fixing its amount ; in placing

paupers in the Parish roll, or in determining the rate of

aliment ; and it has been finally decided, that in these, and

other matters, an appeal from their judgments cannot be taken

to any of the inferior Civil Courts, but must be carried at once

to the Court of Session ."
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law of Scotland , in so far as regarded its com

pulsory enactments , was limited to cases of in

firm poor, whetherpermanently, or occasionally

so , and did not embrace the case of the able

bodied .”
And, secondly , that the voluntary

contributions in different parishes, had vir

tually been chiefly depended on , and that

" the power of the law had only been called

in to aid those contributions , where they

proved insufficient.” And whatsoever the

reasons had been , the idea of an English

Poor Law was very unpopular in the country .

Adverting to the evils described in the

Report of the Commissioners, as existing in

Scotland, his Lordship attributed them to

such circumstances as the emigration of the

poor into towns from the country, and to the

want of observation directed to their wants

in this new position — to the alteration in the

system of managing land, and to the complete

annihilation of the kelp manufacture in many

districts along the coast . But the question

was, what was to be the remedy of the ex

isting state of things , which he considered

as attributable, not to the law, but to various

circumstances.

Certainly in many parishes the poor did not
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receive sufficient relief, although that suffi

ciency was of course to be judged by the cir

cumstances of the country , and not by any

other standard . The existence of this evil

could not be denied .

His Lordship said, that two things were to

be chiefly sought. First, to facilitate the

claim to relief, in behalf of any party entitled

thereto ; and secondly, to facilitate its due

acquisition, on the admission of the claim, as

being good . He proposed to effect the pau

pers' speedy admission as a claimant of relief,

by an alteration of the law of Settlement, and

by giving him a right to assistance in any

parish, where he might be resident, at the

period of his need ,-also that the local Judge ,

-the Sheriff of the county, should , on the

pauper's appeal, order him relief in case of

its being refused wrongly ; at all events pro

visionally, as it would remain in the power of

the parish to appeal to a higher tribunal, in

case of disputing the decision of the local

Judge.

Having secured attention to the pauper's

case, the next duty incumbent on the legis

lature would be to secure for him adequate

relief. He proposed, that this should be
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done ,—first, through the appointment in every

parish “ of a person, whose duty it would be

to attend to the condition of the poor, to

keep a list of the persons entitled to relief,

and to distribute the amount awarded to

them ; ” and secondly, “ the appointment of a

Central Authority , to which the local autho

rities in each parish should make regular

Reports of their proceedings, and which

should exercise a general supervision over

all the parishes in the country.

And now succeeds the question , what was

to be done in order to secure, and compel

redress for the poor man , in case of the local

authorities withholding from him adequate

relief. At present, the only remedy was, that

of a suit in the Supreme Court, brought by

the sufferer in formd pauperis.

On this point, acting on the suggestion of

the Commissioners , and considering that the

present system of appeal to the Court of

Session was liable to serious objections,

as regarded the interests both of the pauper

and the parish ,” he would propose the estab

lishment of a Board of Supervision in

Edinburgh , as preferable to any other means ,

which appeared at all available . This Central
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authority was to be a substitute for the Court

of Session , as an ultimate appeal.

This Central Board was to consist of nine

persons . “ Of these his Lordship proposed

that three should be appointed by the Crown,

one of them to be paid , who, together with

the Secretary, should give constant attendance

to the duties." The other two should be

persons likely to take an interest in the

management and welfare of the poor .”

Besides these there were to be " six ex -officio

members of the Board, viz :--the Lord Provost

of Edinburgh, the Lord Provost of Glasgow,

and the Solicitor-General, each respectively

for the time being, with the three sheriffs of

Perthshire, Ross , and Renfrewshire, who

were all resident in Edinburgh . Such was

to be the constitution of the Board of Super

vision .

It was expected, by those who advocated

these measures , that, by the means of this

Board of Supervision , those evils would be

remedied , which, at present, were connected

with the appeal to the Court of Session .

His Lordship proposed that, “ if the parochial

authorities should have given to a poor

person an amount of aliment , which he
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considered insufficient, that he should be

empowered to make his complaint to the

Board of Supervision .” If this appeal from

the Parochial Board should appear to the

Central Board of an ill - founded nature , and

it should seem that “ justice had been done,”

then “ the judgment of the Board of Supervi.

sion , confirming the judgment of the Parochial

authorities should be conclusive in the matter. "

But if, on the contrary , the Board of Super

vision should consider that the pauper was

wronged , it was to declare its opinion accord

ingly , and the declaration of this opinion

should be sufficient to entitle the sufferer to

maintain an action in the Court of Session ,

and a reasonable amount of relief should

be ordered by the Board of Supervision until

the ultimate decision of that Court should

be known. And , finally, with regard to this

Board of Supervision , his Lordship proposed

that it should have the power of inquiring

and investigating , generally, into all matters

connected with the administration of the

Poor Laws “ in all the districts of Scot

land.”

As to the Local or Parochial Boards , it

was proposed , that in landward , or country
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parishes, where an assessment was resolved ,

certain number of representatives chosen

by the rate- payers ” should be associated with

the heritors and kirk session in the manage

ment of the poor. In town parishes* it was

proposed that “ an administrative body or local

board should be constituted, partly of mem

bers of the kirk sessions , and partly of per

sons elected by the rate-payers.” Another

important charge was , that all the parishes

of a town should be combined " and consi.

dered as one ;" and that in order to prevent

“ an inconvenient accumulation of pauperism

in towns , the period sufficient for the attain

ment of a settlement therein should be ex

tended from three to seven years.

It was not intended that it should be com .

pulsory on all parishes to propose an assess

ment. It was desired that the mode of raising

the necessary funds should be left as much as

possible to the discretion and circumstances

of eachi parish . Where an assessment should

* The Lord Advocate mentioned some circumstances of a

legal and parochial nature yith regard to parishes partly land

ward and partly burghal ; but this was merely as leading on

to a statement, that henceforth all such, on the Poor Law

question, would be regarded as town parishes.
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be resolved upon , it was proposed to " give

the authorities power to classify property for

that purpose, and to allow them to im

pose different rates of assessment on the

different classes of property, provided that

all property of the same class should be

assessed at the same rate.” His Lordship

expressed his hope that the provisions of this

Bill, as now set before the House, would

compel a particular and constant attention

to the condition of the poor, and would afford

to the pauper, in cases of injustice, a speedy

and efficient redress against wrongful refusal

of relief - and would compel relief to the pau

per from the parish in which relief first

became necessary , without putting the appli

cant to unreasonable and unnecessary ex

pense.

The remainder of the parliamentary discus

sion was occupied with certain questions put

to the Lord Advocate , with his answers, and

observations of other members of the House,

for the most part highly laudatory, both of the

speech and of the measure therein proposed.

Perhaps, however, I should be more accu

rate in saying , that after noticing a few

points connected with the removal of paupers ,
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and with intended measures in behalf of luna

tics , his Lordship concluded his speech with

a summary of those measures, which he had

proposed, and of those benefits which he had

reason to expect as attending their adoption.

No opposition of any moment was made

to the. Bill. Sir James Graham wound up

the discussion with the decided expression of

ministerial approbation.

“ He was persuaded that his learned friend

(the Lord Advocate, ) who well knew the

habits and feelings of his country, by giving

his aid to the Government, and his talents in

preparing this measure , had rendered a valua

ble service to the people of that country , of

whose bar he was a distinguished ornament ;

and that no measure could be introduced

upon any authority to which the people of

Scotland , without distinction of party, would

give a more favourable consideration .”

The Bill was then read a first time , and in

its main features became shortly after the

law of the land. The printed copy of the

Bill which I have now before me , is entitled

8 and 9 Victoria, cap . 83 , and of August,

1845.

The speech , however, of which I have just
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presented a sketch , (omitting, as I hope, no

matter whatsoever of any real consequence

to the general reader, desirous of obtaining

an insight into the question ,) was so compre

hensive in its character, as well as so lucid in

its arrangement and details that I find in the

Bill itself scarcely any additional subjects of

note or comment here. I will , however, just

mention, that the 32nd clause makes provi

sion for the annual formation of a roll , con

taining the names of poor persons claiming

and entitled to relief in each separate locality,

for the appointment of inspectors and for

forwarding a report of these and other kin

dred local proceedings to the Board of Super

vision , and all to be done on a certain fixed

day. Also that the 73rd , 74th , 75th clauses

are worthy of the most close attention , as

pointing out the specific measures, which it

is enacted that the poor applicants may

adopt , in case of that relief being inadequate

to their wants of " sustentation. "

I have introduced these three clauses in

a note,* as the permanent and general supply

LXXIII. And be it enacted, That if Relief shall be refused

to any poor person who shall have made application for

Relief, it shall and may be lawful for such poor Person
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of aid and relief to the poor, must of course

hinge on their due use and application in the

to apply to the Sheriff of the County in which the Parish or

Combination from which such poor person has claimed Relief,

or any portion of such Parish or Combination , is situate, and

the said Sheriff shall forthwith , if he be of opinion that such

poorPerson is, upon the Facts stated , legally entitled to Relief,

make an Order upon the Inspector of the Poor, or other

Officer of such Parish or . Combination, directing him to

afford Relief to such poor Person in the meantime until such

Inspector or other Officer shall, on or before a Day to be

appointed by the said Sheriff, and to be intimated in the same

Order, give in a Statement in Writing showing the Reasons

why the Application of such poor Person for Relief was

refused, which Statement the said Sheriff shall afterwards ap

point to be answered, and shall, if required, nominate an Agent

to appear and answer on behalf of such poor Person, and

shall further, if necessary, direct a Record to be made up,

and a Proof to be led by both Parties ; and it shall be lawful

for the Sheriff, if he shall see fit, to direct the interim Support

to such poor Person, to be continued until a final Judgment

shall have been pronounced on the Merits of the Case : Provided

always, that nothing herein contained shall be constructed to

enable the said Sheriff to determine on the Adequacy of

the Relief which may be afforded, or to interfere in respect to

the Amount of Relief to be given in any individual case .

And it shall be enacted, that in every Case in

which any poor Person shall consider the Relief granted him to

be inadequate, such poor Person shall lodge or cause to be

lodged a Complaint with the Board of Supervision , which

Board shall and is hereby required without Delay, to inves

tigate the Nature and Grounds of the Complaint ; and if,

upon Inquiry, it shall appear that the Grounds of such Com

plaint are well founded , and if the same shall not be removed,

LXXIV.
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country at large . A law without a sanction ,

without due and ready means for enforcing

its enactments is quite ineffectual ; and I , for

one , am , and have long been thoroughly

convinced that nothing short of legal com

pulsion can be depended upon, permanently

and generally, as ensuring due assistance

to the poor, under the various circumstances

of distress to which they are exposed by their

condition of life .

then the said Board shall by a Minute declare that in the

Opinion of the Board, such poor Person has a just Cause of

Action against the Parish or Combination from which he claims

Relief ; and a Copy of such Minute, certified and signified by

the Secretary, shall, if required , be delivered to such poor

Person, and upon the Production or Exhibition of such

Minute or certified Copy thereof such poor Person, shall forth

with, and without any further Proceedings, be entitled to the

Benefit of the Poor's Roll in the Court of Session ; and it shall

be lawful for the Board of Supervision, after any Action has

actually been commenced by or on behalf of such poor Person,

to award to him such interim Aliment as to the said Board

shall seem just during the Dependency of such Action, which

award the Parochial Board of every such Parish or Combina

tion shall be bound to obey.

Provided always, and be it enacted, That it shall

not be competent for any Court of Law to entertain or decide

any Action relative to the Amount of Relief granted by

Parochial Boards, unless the Board of Supervision shall pre

viously have declared that there is a just Cause of Action

as herein before provided .

LXXV.
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These clauses too ought to be well known

generally, so that, if adequate to their pur

pose , they may be employed with facility ; or,

if not , that they may be made more strin

gent , more easy of application , and more

adapted to their evident, admitted aim ;-i.e.,

that of enforcing the right of the poor, when

questioned, disregarded , or denied.

I close this chapter with one statement

leading to a few remarks , allied to the sub

ject now under consideration : which state

ment is , that throughout, while we survey

the whole course of these Parliamentary pro

ceedings on the Poor Law Question, applied

to Scotland , we must carefully bear in mind

that power to do a thing is not an obligation to

do a thing. When his Lordship speaks of a

complete system of Poor Law, as existing in

Scotland,” and of “ full power to assess for

the maintenance of the poor ;” and when one

finds this dwelt upon as a great and im

portant fact, in behalf of the poor, in the

speeches , writings, and conversation of all

those persons who consider that a system ,

whether built totally or partially on this

principle, goes far enough ; and that the

grand principle of the English Poor Law
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The Right To RELIEF ON THE PART OF THE

DISTRESSED-goes too far; when I say, this

is noticed , there is one most essential truth ,

which ought to be kept in mind . The truth

to which I allude is this : that to empower

the class of money-payers to assess them

selves for a certain sum to be paid to

money -receivers is , on the long run, a com

paratively nugatory system—a comparatively,

if not a complete fallacy, as to its affording

permanent and adequate help to the poor in

all generations , and through the length and

breadth of the land. I say, on the long run ,

because I exclude times of passing excite

ment, public outcry, and such like occasions .

Queen Elizabeth and our ancestors knew

human nature , when they established the

right of the poor to demand relief, and did

not merely empower the rate-payers to meet ,

collect, and assess for such aid to the poor

as they might think needful and desirable.

Had they merely gone thus far, I believe

that our country would never have arrived

at that prosperity which it now enjoys , and

which I believe to be greatly owing to the

existence of a mutual enforced, interest ,

existing for centuries in every parish of the
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land — and to a certain degree existing still ,

though, to a certain degree broken up , and

interfered with by the new Poor Law .

I fully believe , that if Ireland had had a

Poor Law, similar to that prevailing in Eng

land , since the days of Elizabeth , we should

have had resident proprietors, and only sạch

a population as the soil and other resources

of the country would have adequately main

tained . As it has been, rents have not varied

much, whether an estate has had upon it only

a fit number of occupants, or whether it has

had upon it ten times the number. What

was , therefore, to compel the attention of the

proprietor ? And why might he not reside

just where he fancied, instead of on his

own estate ? If each property had been as

all English property is held-in a certain

degree , with the right of the poor, as the

first lien or charge upon the same-surely

the owners of that property would have made

it their constant aim to see that the popula

tion only increased in due proportion to the

resources of the neighbourhood.

This has been from time immemorial going

on all over England, as every one acquainted in

the least degree with rural matters must know.

VOL . II . L
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The system is , in reality, not less politic than it

is humane,-not less beneficial to the poor

than it is to the rich ,—and I am convinced

that, taking the country at large, and in the

view of successive centuries, we owe the well

ordered condition of estates in England mainly

to the Poor Law.

Had the English system.existed in Ireland,

I see no reason why the Irish poor, phy

sically speaking, should not have been in

comparably better off than they are at pre

sent , nor why Irish estates should have been

burdened with any population, larger than

that suitable to its resources and extent.

I have only one more remark to make rela

tive to the late Scotch measure as to the Relief

of the Poor.

A due attention to the Bill , as introduced

by the Lord Advocate, will show that almost

throughout all its provisions, it will be advan

tageous to the interests of the poor. I do not

say sufficiently advantageous ,* but advanta

geous in comparison with the practical opera

tions of the Poor Law, as heretofore adminis

tered in Scotland. But it must not be con

cealed that, as to one matter , viz . , the Right of

• See Appendix.
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Appeal, which, by the old law, was directed in

one channel, and is now by the new law di

rected in another — it is questioned by some in

Scotland whether the transfer of jurisdiction

will not prove disadvantageous to the poor..

I do not presume to give any opinion on the

subject, because I do not consider myself

qualified to do so ; but I only state that there

is an idea in some minds that the “ control

over the power of appeal” to the Court of

Session , hereafter to be exercised by the Cen

tral Board of Supervision, may prove preju

dicial to the interest of the poor and distressed.

And so strong a view did some with whom I

conversed take upon this very subject, as to

say that the poor had just discovered their

rights — had just begun to appeal, in cases of

neglect or hardship, to the Court of Session ,

for its interference in their cause ; and, though

for a long time their claims had lain dormant,

would , ere long, through this new discovery,

and through their resort to the proper quarter

for redress, have been in a better condition

than they will now be under this Bill , admi.

nistered under a Board of Supervision, acting

on the principles now in vogue regarding the

poor , rather than on the old and defined law

L 2
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of the land . As I suggested before, I should

think it assumption to go farther than merely

to state an objection, question , or doubt ,

raised in some quarters ; specially as it is one

which , touching the point of reference or

arbitration , claims the most careful attention .
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CHAPTER XVI .

Dr. Johnson-His visit to Scotland - His course -Johnson's

Prejudices - Johnson v . Scotch Trees - Johnson's Journey.

EVERY one, who visits Scotland , at all ac

quainted with Dr. Johnson's life and opinions,

will naturally have that remarkable man

brought occasionally to his mind, as a former

traveller here. Indeed, he is most deservedly

considered by the inhabitants of the country

to have had such prejudices against them , and

in various particulars to have mis -represented

them in such an inexcusable way , that his

statements, relative to Scotland and the Scotch .

are subjects of no very rare occurrence in

general conversation, even in the present

day.

To give one instance of the feeling which

exists concerning Dr. Johnson among the
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.

inferior classes of society, and of the observa

tions current , in regard to him, in books

written by authors holding a respectable class

of society . While at Inverary, I was conversing

with one of the labouring class , and all at

once, on some allusion , I believe, to the fine

trees in sight from the side of the lake, he

brought in, or rather forced in (as I should

more accurately say) the subject of Dr. John

son and his well-known statements as to the

want of trees in Scotland ; and then, stirring

himself up to a lively fit of indignation at the

libel on his country, he said , “ No wonder the

man couldn't see a tree ; he did not like to

see one ; his grandfather was hanged on a

Scotch tree !” But I should have most pro

bably forgotten this explanation of the matter,

or set it down as a mere sort of national joke,

which in some minds had formed itself into a

conviction, or as a common hit against any

stranger from the south, had I not subse

quently found a very similar declaration , em

bodied in print, in the Rev. Donald M‘Nicol's

“ Remarks on Dr. Johnson's Journey to the

Hebrides, " published about six years after

the appearance of that work . The passage,

to which I refer, is as follows : " Whatever
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the Doctor may insinuate about the present

scarcity of trees in Scotland, we are much de

ceived by fame if a very near ancestor of his,

who was a native of that country , did not

find to his cost that a tree was not such a

rarity in his days."

A few particulars about Dr. Johnson's visit

to Scotland, and the publication which fol

lowed, may not be without interest ; indeed ,

cannot be without interest to those acquainted ,

even in a slight degree, with his character

and times . As may be expected, I shall only

notice those topics which arise from his visit

to this country

One may say with truth that there are two

records of his journey , and both of them given

with considerable details , one by himself

called “ A Tour to the Hebrides ,” the other

in Boswell's Diary. Directly Boswell's name

is mentioned, details in copious array are by

its notice ensured .

Dr. Johnson had long wished to visit the He

brides , cherishing a strong desire, ( in his case

rather unaccountable,) of investigating a mode

of life exactly contrary to that metropolitan

existence, to which he was so strongly attached ,
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but more, I should suppose,
in consequence of

the vivid impression made upon his mind,

when young, by Martin's account of those

islands . The question relating to Ossian's

poems was not unconnected with the expedi

tion , neither should we suppose that Boswell's

conversation , and natural interest in the coun

try of his birth would have been without

its weight on his aged friend, to whom he

devoted such an extraordinary share of his

interest, devotion, admiration , and time.

Dr. Johnson accomplished his object in the

year 1773, and arrived in Edinburgh on the

14th of August. He did not set out on his

journey until the 18th of the month ; certainly

too late in the year for the most favourable

prospects as to weather in that part of the

country to which he went, viz . : the Islands

and Highlands , which were the special objects

of his aim and curiosity. He was at this time

in his 64th year.

Dr. Johnson , in his written Tour, takes no

notice of Edinburgh, except at the beginning,

to say that “ it is a city too well known to

admit description, ” and to mention at the end

of his Journal as an object of interest, “ which
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1

I

1

no other city has to show, ” * “ a College of

the Deaf and Dumb, who are taught to speak,

to read, to write, and to practise arithmetic ,

by a gentleman, whose name is Braidwood.”

He makes some additional and interesting

remarks on this institution ; but singularly

enough, at their termination he forces in one

of those side-strokes, which certainly could

never have been , by any stretch of the ima

gination , expected from any writer, while

on such a topic as this ,— “ After having seen

the deaf taught arithmetic, who would be

afraid to cultivate the Hebrides ?."

Dr. Johnson's course was as follows at

all events his narrative pursues this line ,

as in consequence of his sudden apparition

in Edinburgh, (where Boswell received him ,

and of his making scarcely any mention of

his journey to that place ,) it is from hence

that he is first to be traced.

He and Boswell went northward , and the

following places were among the localities of

chief distinction which they visited during the

course of their journey. St. Andrews, Mon

trose, Aberdeen, Inverness, (where their eques

1

1

1

Happy is the change in these days as to the number of

such institutions !

L 3
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trian proceedings commenced) down Loch

Ness to Fort Augustus , to Skye, to various

western islands, including Raasy, Col, Ulva,

Inch Kenneth , (where he gives the very pleas

ing account of his reception by Sir Allan

Maclean, and his family ,) Iona, Mull, Inve

rary , by Pass of Glencroe, Loch Lomond,

Glasgow, and Edinburgh once more. Here

the narrative ends.

The following are among the heavy charges

brought against him by Scotch writers . I

copy another passage from the work of the

Rev. D. M'Nicol, already quoted.

“ The objects of any moment, which have

been chiefly distinguished by that odium

which Dr. Johnson bears to every thing that

is Scotch , seem to be the poems of Ossian ;

the whole Gaelic language ; our seminaries of

learning ; the Reformation ; and the veracity

of all Scotch, particularly Highland narra

tion . "

Into this wide sea of controversy, thus open

before us , I have no thought of entering, and

will confine myself to one subject, not men

tioned here, although the above calendar of

offences seems long and serious enough. The

topic to which I allude, is the celebrated
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grievance inflicted by the Doctor on the

Scotch , in his observations on the lack of

trees in the land .

The Doctor's statements are certainly put

in somewhat an exasperating manner ; and ,

as to their being the mis-statements and ex

aggerations of his pen, under moments of

prejudice and determined closure of the me

mory, I have myself no doubts whatsoever.

He might not have deliberately intended to

mistate, or exaggerate,—but prejudice was too

strong for him , and under the feelings dic

tated by that prejudice, he surely must have

wrote. I quote here a few passages from his

Tour.

6. From the bank of the Tweed to St.

Andrew's , I had never seen a single tree ,

which I did not believe to have grown up far

within the present century. Now and then ,

about a gentleman's house, stands a small

plantation, which in Scotland is called , a

policy, but of these there are very few , and

these few are very young. The variety of

sun and shade is here utterly unknown . There

is no tree for either shelter, or timber. The oak

and the thorn is equally a stranger, and the

whole country is extended in uniform naked
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ness, except that in the road between Kirkaldy

and Cowpar, I passed for afew yards between

two hedges. A tree might be a show in Scot

land, as a horse in Venice . At St. Andrew's ,

Mr. Boswell found only one, and recommended

it to my notice ; I told him that it was rough

and low, and looked as if I thought so .

* This, ' said he, ' is nothing to another, a

few miles off . I was still less delighted to

hear that another tree was not to be seen

nearer . ' Nay, ' said a gentleman that stood

by, ' I know but of this and that tree in the

county .

In speaking of one of the islands , the

Doctor remarks, "Perhaps , on the whole

island, nothing has ever grown to the height

of a table .”

Boswell, with his usual feelings of defer

ence and regard towards Dr. Johnson, and all

that came from his lips or pen, calls his

“ Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland ,'

an “ admirable work,” and expresses much

astonishment at the disapprobation with

which it was received by his countrymen. I

certainly cannot at all share in that surprise :

nor can I say, that to me the book is by any
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means of an interesting character, though I

have read it twice,once many years ago,

and once since my visit to Scotland , and am

not at all hard to please, or hyper-critical on

such works. I always feel obliged to the

authors for narrating what they have seen ,

and have scarcely ever taken up a book of

the kind , without obtaining information and

entertainment from the narrative of their

course and observations, as travellers . In

Dr. Johnson's Journal, there appears to me

such a want of sympathy with the inhabitants

of the country which he visited , and such an

incapacity of appreciating the noble features

of the land , that his book gives me little or

no pleasure. It is very sententious , as may

be expected . As a book of information , it

has some other deficiencies, which would have

been less expected from the writer . Subjects

of great interest are sometimes passed over

without any comment at all, while on other

occasions, -wby or wherefore, it is quite iin

possible to tell-matters not at all more strik

ing and attractive than those, elsewhere

omitted altogether, are treated with the most

accurate detail . Boswell's own account of
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great and

the same journey is , to my mind , far more

interesting

In Mr. Croker's edition of Johnson's Life,

where this journal was first incorporated into

that work , I find it entitled, “ in some respects

the most interesting part of Boswell's whole

record.” That is no slight praise . In one of

his notes, Mr. Croker observes, that “ Dr.

Johnson having read this journal, gives it a

very peculiar interest ; and we must

not withhold from Mr. Boswell the merit of

candour and courage in writing so freely about

his great friend .?!

I cannot help concluding these few obser

vations on Dr. Johnson and his Tour, without

mentioning that the circumstance of his visit

ing Scotland at all, at least these parts of it , to

which his aim was peculiarly directed, must,

had it not been actually accomplished, have

seemed one of the most improbable excur

sions which could have been conceived . He

was thoroughly metropolitan in his tastes ; but

instead of going to Paris , or Rome, we find him

going to wild mountains, and among sea-beat

isles. He is known to have had a peculiar

prejudice against Scotland, and its inhabitants
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from the earliest time of his life, at which we

know of his opinions, and absolutely to have

sought and made opportunities of giving vent

to this feeling ; yet we find him , although one

who travelled very little indeed , selecting this

very land for an extended journey, such as he

never undertook either before, or afterwards,

during his whole life ; and , (which is , perhaps,

the most singular point of all) he made

this journey at an advanced period of life,

when most men , unless with a natural

taste for roughing (as it is called) and

adventure, or used to it all their days, would

have certainly shunned any expedition of the

kind . I must say, that considering he was

at one time tossed about in boats, and at other

times had long days of riding (to which he

was quite unaccustomed,) among mountains

and moors, he did not fail to act well the part

of a traveller ; and his misrepresentation and

depreciation of the country certainly does not

appear to me to have arisen from any mo

mentary petulance, or feelings springing up

from the unusual circumstances in which he

was placed. I have no doubt, that they re

sulted from that deep-rooted and habitual
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prejudice against the country altogether, which

is as well known as it is unaccountable .

Attempts to account for it have been made

in various ways, but I have never yet seen

any explanation of the matter, which , taken

in conjunction with Johnson's known charac

ter and feelings on other matters , can explain

this prejudice in any way whatever, which

commends itself to me as an adequate

cause .
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CHAPTER XVII.

Diary resumed - Poetical remembrances - Galashiels - Mr.C— .

-Plaid Manufactory - Scotch enterprize - Mr. Pringle

Maynooth - Abbotsford - Characters - Sir Walter Scott

Anecdotes of Him – J- 0.- Anecdote Churches at

Galashiels - Mr. C-'s Sermon - Beautiful Illustration

Need of Charity - Abbotsford— Sir Walter Scott's Study

The Tweed - Salmon Fishery - Mr. Scrope's Book - Descrip

tion by Mr. Scrope.

I NOTICED a few chapters ago our departure

from Edinburgh , and arrival at Dalkeith , and

also our progress southward on the ensuing

day to pay a visit in the immediate neigh

bourhood of Galashiels .

The town of Galashiels is built on each

side of the river Gala, shortly above its junc

tion with the waters of the Tweed. Till

lately it was but a small place, but has now

considerably increased , is very populous, and

displays much manufacturing activity - chiefly
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in woollen cloths of various colour and des

cription . It stands in the centre of a district ,

than which few have been more celebrated

in local history and in poetry, as well as for

the general atmosphere of attraction , spread

around any locality, in which a man of first

rate genius and celebrity has fixed his dwell

ing-place . On the first point, I will only

mention that it lies on the very line of the

Border. On the second , that the rivers

Tweed , Ettrick , Gala, and Yarrow * -each of

them , when named , awakening remembrances

of Scott, Wordsworth , and the minstrel shep

herd , Hogg - unite, at no very great distance

from hence, seem to roll down with their

streams the sounds and echoes of poetic song,

and are here continually spoken of as local

* The three poems of Wordsworth - Yarrow unvisited ,

Yarrow visited , and Yarrow revisited — are known so widely

and must be so cherished in the memory of all true lovers of

poetry, that to name the name of Yarrow will, I doubt not,

be enough to bring to remembrance many a melodious stanza ,

such as that which I now transcribe :

“ But thou that dids't appear so fair

To fond imagination,

Dost rival in the light of day

Her delicate creation :

Meek loveliness is round thee spread,

A softness still and holy ;

of forest charms decayed,

And pastoral melancholy .” _ YARROW VISITED .

The grace
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and familiar names. On the third , that

Abbotsford is within one mile of the town.

Allan Cunningham , speaking of this region,

has very beautifully noticed its character .

“ The whole land is alive with song and

story ; almost every stone, that stands above

the ground is the record of some skirmish ,

or single combat, and every stream , although

its waters be so inconsiderable, as scarcely to

moisten the earth, through which they run, is

renowned in song and ballad. “ I can stand , "

said Sir Walter Scott one day, “ on the Eilden

Hill, and point out forty -three places famous

in war and verse." Those whoThose who can refer

to. Lockhart's Life of Sir Walter Scott, will

find a beautiful little map of the surrounding

district in the title page of the third volume

of that work, in which Galashiels, just to the

North of Selkirk , will be seen to occupy a

very central spot. The country is of a most

attractive character for permanent habitation ,

not absolutely wild or rugged like the High

lands, but very bold and very verdant at

the same time. There are mountains and

moors aloft--steep hanging woods between

them and the plains — below , rich meadows

and broad sweeping streams. Yet notwith

standing all this, I understood that a large
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proportion of the neighbouring proprietors are

non -resident.

To us this happened to be an advantageous

circumstance, as the place of our reception

here was at the residence of an English

gentleman , a cotemporary of my own at Ox

ford, and who had hired a place of considerable

extent in the immediate neighbourhood of

Galashiels, (with a right of fishing in the

Tweed) chiefly for the sake of the field - sports,

in which he is a zealous, practised , and first

rate adept, carrying them on in a true old

English spirit , and with that manliness of

character, in which he is surpassed by none

whom I have ever met. Indeed , in this very

neighbourhood, he gave an instance of this

characteristic, on the remarkable occasion of

taking prisoners some assailants, in a manner

which for humanity, as well as for spirit and

courage, obtained for him much credit, and

praise.

Galashiels is the most celebrated place in

Scotland for the fabrication of Scotch plaid ,

tartan , or - according to a name derived from

the celebrated river of this immediate vicinity

-tweed ,

We visited the chief manufactory of the

place, and were much indebted to the pro
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prietor, Mr. Lees, for the kindness and

patient attention with which he showed us

through every department of his works. The

requisite machinery is turned by the water

of the Gala, conducted into a deep narrow

channel, and thus supplying the necessary

power. We saw a vast number of patterns

for shawls, tartan dresses , and plaids of every

description . Among others we saw the pat

tern especially chosen by the Queen for her

own dress. We were told that an immense

quantity of the same article had been sold

in various quarters in consequence of Her

Majesty's selection. The weaving is done

by hand , not by machinery — the necessity of

constantly shifting the colours hitherto pre

senting, as I understood, an insupportable

difficulty to the use of machinery in striped

work of the kind . I was told that twenty

five shillings a week would be earned , at

weaving, by an expert workman .

curious to see the shuttles, each containing a

new colour, so rapidly and constantly changed .

Among others engaged at the establish

ment, I saw an interesting old man , who had

long been of most essential service in the

place. His work was one of considerable

delicacy and importance, and , so far as I could

It was
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enter into it , his engagement was that of

forming the long skeins into a certain given

pattern , for the weavers to work
up

into

piece accordingly. I heard that he sometimes

earned as much as fifty shillings a week in this

manner. Among other particulars which I

heard of him from his employer, was that

he had two sons in the ministry of the Scotch

Church. The mode in which they obtained

the requisite instruction for that object does

credit to their father, themselves, and the

enterprizing character of the Scotch people

in general, towards the acquisition of know

ledge and attainments of a high and supe

rior sort . In early life they used to work

diligently in this very establishment for a

part of the year, and spend a part of the

year in Edinburgh, where they received that

full and complete course of education , by

which they have been fitted for their present

honourable office .

I regretted that the old man was so deaf,

that it was difficult for a stranger to carry

on any communication with him . However

his countenance and whole bearing gave the

impression of intelligence , assiduity, and

likelihood of success in any avocation to

which he might apply his faculties .
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On another occasion we had a delightful

drive up the banks of the Tweed to Yair,

the residence of Mr. Pringle, whose name I

mention as being a public character, and one

for whom I entertain such a feeling of res

pect, (in common with a vast body of his

countrymen) , for his manly and disinterested

conduct in resigning office on the question

of the Grant to Maynooth. His house is

admirably placed, with wood and foliage,

and steep heights immediately in the back

ground ; while in front, the clear flashing

waters of the Tweed curve toward his door,

as if to do homage to the representative

of that ancient clan , to which its owner

belongs. I am glad to say that we found

Mr. P- at home, and he kindly conducted

me through a lofty and extensive grove,

quite matted and carpeted with evergreens,

up to the steep hanging, terraced gardens

above, from which we had a glorious view of

the whole surrounding vicinity.

We had a conversation of some length on

the subject of Maynooth, in which he evinced

much good feeling towards Sir Robert Peel.

I was much struck with his mode of speak

ing on the subject, and, considering his own

personal loss of office and emolument, I
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thought it an apt illustration of the fact, that

the principals in any contest are much more

tender towards one another than their respec

tive advocates and adherents . I then asked

him a few questions on subjects connected

with the relief of the poor, and with the new

measures legally enacted , and shortly to be in

force. Of these measures he approved gene

rally, but added , that these would not effect

much difference regarding the administration

of relief in this immediate neighbourhood, in

asmuch as the system now adopted here, (though

not the matter of legal authority, which it would

be henceforth ) had been for some time very

similar in its character to that, which was

now to be legally and generally enforced .

He mentioned that he expected considerable

benefit from the measure in its application to

the Highlands, and various parts of Scotland,

where the assistance given was more scanty

and less systematically distributed than in

this neighbourhood .

On our return home we passed Abbotsford ,

situated at a very short distance from us, but

upon the other side of the Tweed. A little lower

down we came to the Ford itself, from whence

was drawn the well chosen title of Sir Walter
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Scott's residence. This was the usual line of

crossing to his abode, and might suit very

well those who could derive their courage from

habitual knowledge and experience of the

place EE ETIO Tnpens — asAristotle would define it ;

but to a stranger viewing the line of transit ,

for the first time, it seemed as little like a

ford as any spot which I had ever witnessed .

The river was not high , but there had been a

slight flood the previous night, and the broad ,

black, rapid stream appeared to flow on with

out the smallest indication that at a particular

part there was any diminution in its depth.

Had a passage been requisite, I suppose that

I should have gone onward in faith ; but I

must say that there was no very tempting

invitation in the look of the water towards

the experiment, on the part of a stranger.

Nevertheless across this ford lies the regular

communication between Abbotsford and

Galashiels, or Edinburgh, and if it was not

passed, or passable, it is necessary to make a

circuit of at least five miles .

During our stay here we met two or three

very peculiar characters, and perhaps the very

fact of our friends being English, and not

Scotch , especially qualified them for observing

VOL . II . M
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and pointing out to our notice those peculiari

ties of habit or conversation , which would , in

all likelihood , have escaped the notice of

persons , to whom , as residents in the country

and among the people from their early life,

such matters would be more familiar. Cer

tainly in no house where we had been , did

we learn more of the native habits, character,

spirit , and religious tone of mind, prevalent

here among the people at large .

Among others with whom we were made

acquainted , was a most intelligent man , who

was game-keeper and fisherman in the service

of a neighbouring proprietor, and as celebrated

for his store of local and legendary knowledge,

as for his acquirements by means of reading,

and for his ability in conversation . On

having the advantage of a short interview

with J— 0–, I speedily acquiesced in the

accuracy of all the accounts which had been

given to me concerning him. I give a proof

of his general knowledge . Directly it was

told him I had been in the Pyrenees, he

alluded to them and to the neighbouring

country, as the scene of combat between

Wellington and Soult, evidently showing

himself to be thoroughly acquainted with
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6. That

the whole subject, as detailed in the conclud

ing part of Alison's History of the French

Revolution . Noticing the final struggle at

Toulouse, he exclaimed solemnly :

battle should never have been fought.” He

then gave his reasons for holding this opinion .

They were the very best that could be given

on his side of the question, and were most

clearly put.

The character of John Knox then came

under discussion . One of those present spoke

in considerable admiration of his Life, as

written by M'Crie . * Yes,” said he, " it is

a fine book, but I think that Montrose's

Memoirs should also be read , so that you

should see the two sides of the question , and

so form an impartial judgment."

Like so many others in this neighbourhood ,

he had much information at command, from

personal observation , on the character and

habits of Sir Walter Scott . One story, which

he told, illustrated his gentleness and kind

liness of spirit. Another his energy, courage,

and determination . I insert them both , be

* Mr. Hallam says of M'Crie that he writes “ with an

intenseness of sympathy that enhances our interest, though it

may not always command our approbation .” — Ch. XVII.

M 2
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lieving them original, so far as print is

concerned .

The first was , that one day when Sir Walter

went into Selkirk , as Sheriff, with a new and

highly varnished carriage, he had no sooner

descended , and gone out of sight, than a

crowd of children gathered around, and some

of them began to rub the panels of the door

with their fingers, by way of clearing away

the dust, but certainly in a manner likely to

prove of serious detriment to the brightness

and beauty of the equipage. Sir Walter, on

returning from his business, came up to them

while thus employed ; and , instead of scold

ing them , kindly told them to listen to him ;

said , “ he was very glad that they should see

his fine carriage, that he hoped to come into

town again with it , and that they might all

come and look at it as long as they liked ; but

if they rubbed the panels and spoiled them , it

would not be near so pretty , and he hoped

none of them would ever touch it again , as

they would be very sorry to see it scratched

and spoilt.” J -- 0 -- added in the

most feeling manner :- " That was always

his way : so kind , so familiar, and , if the

carriage had stood in the street till now, not a

bairn would have touched it again."
> >
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The second story was one which illustrated

Sir Walter's boldness and energetic presence

of mind, when the display of such characteris

tics was requisite. At a time when he was

advancing in age, and weak from ill health,

he was one day sitting in Court as Sheriff,

trying several poachers : - “ and you knew ,

Sir, ” said J - 0- (turning round to

me with a “ canny” look , and showing the

mtos of the game-keeper), “ what desperate

characters those poachers are!” All the officers

in attendance had gone out of Court, each

taking an offender away, as each case was

adjudged. Still, however, there was

prisoner remaining, a very strong and deter

mined fellow . This man, seeing that there

was nobody left to watch or guard him , all at

once said, " I shall go away;" and , suiting

the action to the word , strode fiercely and

rapidly towards the door. Sir Walter imme

diately arose from his seat of justice, hastened

to the place of exit , which was nearer to him ,

intercepted the man's progress, and, clenching

his hand, said : - “ No ! If you leave this

room , it shall be over the body of your old

Sheriff.” The man was abashed, turned about,

and went quietly back to his appointed place .

one
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These two anecdotes were admirably nar

rated , with suitable tones and gesture . One

served to temper the other ; and I could not

help thinking that the graphic and impressive

transition from one anecdote portraying the

utmost gentleness, to another portraying the

utmost resolution , was almost worthy of him

in whose praise they were told.

Sir Walter used at one time to take long

rides in the Border district, and to gather

stories in aid of his various compositions,

from the farmers and other old established

dwellers in that neighbourhood. Wherever

he went he was most friendly, most welcome,

and thoroughly satisfied with the simplest

accommodation and fare . An old tradesman

of Galashiels , who worked for a long time at

Abbotsford, told me that, whenever the

building or internal arrangements were in

progress ,* Sir Walter liked to be there every

* Sir Walter Scott's position, when building in the summer

of 1812, is thus graphically described by one, the most

qualified to write on the subject : - “ This was one of the

busiest summers of Scott's busy life.” He writes to Mr. Morritt

from Abbotsford on the 14th of May. “ As for the house, and

the poem (Rokeby) there are twelve masons hammering at the

one, and one poor noodle at the other-so they are both in pro

'gress"--and his literary labours throughout the long vacation

were continued under the same sort of disadvantage. That
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day, ay, every hour, “ hirpling about, and

talking to the men .” I believe that in this

expression “ hirpling ," he alluded to a halt

or lameness with which Sir Walter was

affected .

I should have mentioned above, that J

0 , of whose attainments and power of

narration I havejust spoken , and who gave us

the above anecdotes , is in the prime of life

and activity, so that his acquisitions and

readings have not been the result of the

enforced leisure of old age, but rather evidences

of the keen taste for study and intellectual

pursuits, felt and realized by him in the midst

of daily labour, and performance of the active

duties , suiting his time of life and vocation.

How striking, free, and original are many

autumn he had, in fact, no room at all. The only parlour

which had been hammered into any thing like habitable condi

tion, served at once for dining-room, drawing -room , school

room, and study. A window looking to the river was kept

sacred to his desk ; an old bed- curtain was nailed up across the

room close behind his chair, and there , whenever the spade , the

dibble, or the chisel, ( for he took his full share in all the

work on hand) was laid aside, he pursued his poetical tasks,

apparently undisturbed and unannoyed by the surrounding

confusion of masons and carpenters, to say nothing of the

lady's small talk, the children's babble among themselves, or

their repetition of their lessons.” — (Lockhart's Life of Sir

Walter Scott, vol . iv . , p . 7 , Second Edition .)
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66 It's a

man.

among the remarks uttered in this land ! I

am hearing them continually, and only wish

that I could retain more of them in my

memory. Lord seeing an old gardener

of his establishment, with a very old and

patched , though not ragged coat , made some

passing remark on its condition .

varry gude coat,” deliberately said the old

“ I can't agree with you there,” said

his Lordship, or made some equivalent remark .

Ay, it's just a varry gude coat. It covers

a contented spirit , and a body that owes no

man any thing ; and that's mair than monny

can say of their coat.” Not knowing any

thing of his Lordship’s state of mind or habits ,

I can say nothing as to the effect of the old

man's rejoinder.

Another man of his neighbourhood had

some office connected with the river Tweed,

in which the favour of a well known nobleman

of this country , strongly opposed to the Free

Church, was of no slight consideration to him .

“ What Church do you belong to ?” was an

inquiry made of him . “ I'm just a Free Kirk

man, ' was the answer. " What will the

Duke say to that , I wonder ? ” “ I dinna ken.

I must think of the day of judgment, and act
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according to my conscience . The Duke will

na up wi' him on that day, and answer for

me."

Sometimes their sayings seem rather abrupt

and unceremonious. However, no one ac

?

will conceive that they mean any thing disres

pectful. A gentleman told me, that he said

in the presence of his keeper, that he was

going to take a certain manor, at a certain

rent. With true Scotch desire for his mas

ter's interest, and regard to the purse, he

exclaimed , “ Mair fule you,” and then gave

his reasons.

The state of the Church at Galashiels at the

present moment is as follows, so far as I was

enabled to ascertain it . There are two esta.

blished Churches, and a Secession* Church

of long standing. In addition to these, there

are two Free Churches of the recent Secession .

One of the above mentioned established

churches was a chapel of ease, just built , but

* In Scotland, at the present time, one frequently hears of

individuals as members of the old Secession Church. This

alludes to that body, of which Ebenezer Erskine was the

founder during the last century.

M 3
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This was

now relinquished by the great body of those

who had joined towards its erection , as they

have now become members of the Free

Church . One of the Free Churches is as yet

unsupplied by a regular minister. There is

no Episcopal Church in the neighbourhood .

I believe that one has been lately opened at

Jedburgh , where Dr. Hook, and some other

clergyman from England , sharing his opinions,

were present at its consecration .

conducted after the usual system of eccle

siastical pomp and parade, which seems so

congenial to their taste . To adopt such

measures in England is objectionable enough.

To introduce them in Scotland is still more

mischievous , as a country where the feelings

and opinions are so exceedingly sensitive and

keen as to any display of the kind . In the

eyes of the Scottish people such ceremonies

are inseparably and invariably connected with

Popish superstition , in a manner far more

strongly than even is the case in England,

and they excite the strongest feelings of oppo

sition and alarm .

During the day we heard a Sermon from

Mr. Campbell of Melrose , on the passage in
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the Epistle to the Colossians , “ It pleased the

Father that in him should all fulness dwell,”

and certainly we never heard the fulness and

excellency, and glory of our Lord Jesus

Christ , more abundantly and clearly dis

played.

Mr. C— has considerable reputation as

a preacher, in this vicinity ; and undoubtedly,

both for matter and language , the sermon ,

which we heard, would justify the highest

appreciation , which could be formed of his

ability and gifts, but above all of the grace

given to him from above for the edification

of the Church . There was much power of

intellect , and much power of utterance, com

bined with persuasiveness , gentleness, and a

tenderness of spirit . As may be supposed

from these qualifications, his address was

most impressive. He first described how the

text was fulfilled in the case of every convert

from heathenism , brought to a due under

standing of the Person and work of the Lord

Jesus Christ, in whom alone there is “ all

fulness ;" for while the Heathen needed and

imagined innumerable Gods of his own , in

order to render them equivalent to the innu
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merable wants, and feelings of man , he

would on conversion to Christ, find in Christ

all the fulness of the Godhead , and an infinite

supply for all his need , even in Him whom

he now would know as his God, Saviour ,

and Almighty friend. I remember also that

in speaking of the fall of heathenism , before

the “ light of the glorious Gospel of Christ,”

shining into the dark places of the world ,

he beautifully illustrated his subject by an

evident allusion to that short, but most

remarkable and arresting passage , * in Mrs.

H. Gray's Sepulchres of Etruria, in which

* The passage is so striking and applicable that, having the

book before me, I insert it here, both on its own account, and

for its application to divine truth , which I heard so effectively

made . Precious, indeed, do such gems become, when taken

by some master-hand from books of science, poetry, travels, or

any other kindred source, and when by him so set and so pre

sented to the eye of faith , in the service of divine truth, that

they become the mental property of thousands, and add a new

jewel to the circlet of holy thought!

THE CRUMBLING WARRIOR OF THE ETRUSCAN TOMB .

“ We also heard a most marvellous tale of a warrior, who

had been found in his tomb clothed in a full suit of armour,

and crowned with gold, during an excavation which had been

conducted some time ago, by Signor Carlo Avolta Gonfa
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she describes the discovery of a Lucumo,

Tuscan chief, (who had been magnificently

buried ages ago ), sitting crowned in his tomb

-but with the utmost rapidity, on the admis

sion of the air and the light ; and before the

discoverer could do more than have amomen

tary gaze on the figure through the first rent

of excavation, it crumbled away into dust.

So fell the lifeless body of heathenism , when

the Holy Spirit breathed His influence -- when

the ray of the Sun of righteousness shone

into its dark “ chambers of imagery.

He then described how in Christ there was

“ all fulness ” for the Jew, whose legal ordi

nances, types , and ceremonies (all summed

up and fulfilled in Christ) would , on his ap

pearance in the world , be comparatively as

loniere of Corneto, in company with the late Lord Kinnaird .

As Avolta eagerly gazed through a crevice above the door,

upon this mysterious chief of the ancient world , he saw the

body agitated with a sort of trembling heaving motion (which

lasted a few minutes ) and then quickly disappear, dissolved by

contact with the air ; and when at length he penetrated into

the Sepulchre, all that he found on the stone couch of the

Lucumo, was a handful of dust, a few fragments of his

armour, his sword, and his golden crown . ” — From Mrs. H.

Gray's Sepulchres of Etruria, p. 145, 2d Edition .

!
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nothing - glorious indeed once, but now as

nothing in comparison with the “ glory which

excelleth .” Then he showed how in Christ

Jesus, viewed by us , and as our Mediator and

Advocate, there was the fulness of the God.

head , all meeting in Him. Such was the

pleasure of the Father, for “ it pleased Him,

that in Christ should all fulness dwell.” No

secret of importance to us is reserved in the

bosom of Deity. All is manifested in Christ,

therefore when we are “ in Christ,” we are

and must be safe for ever . The Father cannot

condemn . The Spirit cannot condemn . No !

“ For it pleased the Father that in Him (in

Jesus) should all fulness dwell,” and He Him

self is ours . He concluded with an earnest

and affecting invitation to come to such a

Saviour, if we were yet standing aloof ; and

if we were already " partakers of His grace,”

to love , prize, and esteem Him more heartily

and fervently than ever.

Beautiful, gifted , and holy was the discourse

throughout ! One of my feelings was to

thank God for endowing one of His minis

tering servants with such gifts and grace ,

towards the glory of our Saviour, and towards

the salvation of souls .
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How we sometimes need the exercise

of charity (@yann) in little matters, where

national habits or feelings occasionally jar on

ourown !

Here many members of the congregation

come into Church with hats on , and replace

them in their pews, on rising to depart .
To

them it conveys no idea whatsoever of dis

respect to Almighty God , while in one of

our English congregators, such a proceeding

would excite and disturb the feelings of a

whole congregation.

Our visit to Abbotsford was, of course , very

interesting, and gave rise to many thoughts

and feelings of various kinds ; but

cription by me of a place so well described

by print and picture seems perfectly need

less .

It may, however, not be uninteresting to my

readers to find here set before them two

accounts of the place — the first concerning

it, when taken by its late renowned owner,

and containing both Sir Walter's and his son

in-law , Mr. Lockhart's, description of the

place as it wasthen ; the second, a delineation

of the house and scene , as it is at present ,

any des
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extracted from that admirable Guide-Book ,

Black's Scottish Tourist. I may mention that

this is my first extract from that work ; and

my best return, compliment, or excuse for

inserting it in my pages , is to express how

often any writer upon Scottish scenes must

be tempted to commit similar acts of depreda

tion and trespass , and how much credit for

resistance is due.

Sir W. Scott's description of his property at.

Abbotsford at the time of purchase, 1811 .

“ As my lease of the place, Ashestiel, is out ,

I have bought, for about £4000, a property in

the neighbourhood , extending along the river

Tweed for about a half a mile. It is very

bleak at present, having little to recommend it

but the vicinity of the river ; but as the ground

is well adapted by nature to grow wood, and

is considerably various in form and appear

ance , I have no doubt that by judicious

plantations, it may be rendered a very pleasant

spot ; and it is at present my great amusement

to plan the various lines which may be neces
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sary for that purpose. The farm comprehends

about one hundred acres, of which I shall

keep fifty in pasture and tillage, and plant all

the rest , which will be a very valuable posses

sion in a few years , as wood bears a high price

among us.”

To describe the scene in Mr. Lockhart's own

language , « The farm consisted of a rich

meadow or haugh along the banks of the

river, and about one hundred acres of undu

lated ground behind , all in a neglected state ,

undrained, wretchedly enclosed , much of it

covered with nothing better than the native

heath . The farm- house itself was small and

poor, with a common kail -yard on one flank,

and a storing-barn of the Doctor's* erection on

the other, while in front appeared a filthy pond

covered with ducks and duck-Weed , from

which the whole tenement had derived the

unharmonious designation of Cartley Hole.

But the Tweed was every thing to him-a

beautiful river, flowing broad and bright over

a bed of milk white pebbles, unless here and

there , where it darkened into a deep pool ,

overhung as yet only by the birches and alders

Dr. Douglas, the previous owner .
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which had survived the statelier growth of

the primitive forest; and the first hour that

he took possession , he claimed for his farm

the name of the adjoining ford , situated just

above the influx of the classical tributary

Gala . " *

Such was the commencement of Abbotsford .

Its present state is now to be described .

Abbotsford, the elegant 'mansion of Sir

Walter Scott, Bart . , appears amidst planta

tions of oak , brick , mountain ash , and pine ,

with a profusion of laburnum , lilac, and

shrubbery, which give a pleasing variety to

the whole . The house, garden, pleasure

grounds, and woods, were the creation of the

immortal proprietor, and thousands of the

trees were planted by his own hands . Sir

Walter says in his Diary, ' My heart clings

to the place I have created ; there is scarcely

a tree in it that does not owe its being to me. '

In the year 1820 , writing to a much valued

friend, ' A Lady in Austria ,' he says ,

of the most pleasant sights which you would

see in Scotland , as it now stands, would be

one

* Lockhart's Life of Sir W. Scott, vol. 111. 2nd. Edit.
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your brother George in possession of the most

beautiful and romantic place in Clydesdale ,

(Corehouse) . I have promised often to go

out with him , and assist him with my deep

experience as a planter and landscape gardener.

I promise you my oaks will outlive my laurels ,

and I pique myself more upon my composi

tions for manure than on any other composi

tions whatever to which I was ever accessory. '

Sir Walter Scott purchased the ground about

twenty-seven years ago, when it only had a

small onstead , called Cartley Hole . It is

really wonderful that so much should have

been accomplished by one individual , in the

midst of other important avocations, in so

short a period of time , and it is no small

gratification to be able to state , that the

mansion , and the property connected with it ,

have descended to the family of this illustrious

man .

“ The banks of the Tweed in the neighbour

hood are graced for miles with ranges of

forest trees ; and one may wander many a

long day among the countless charms of

Abbotsford's serpentine walks. Sir Walter

says in his Diary : ' To day I drove to Huntly
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Burn, and walked home by one of the one

hundred-and-one pleasing paths which I have

made through the woods I have planted . '

The house is seated in a sweeping amphitheatre

of wood ; and ravines , water -falls, bowers ,

and benches , mountain lakes and the mean

dering Tweed, are included as attractions for

the Tourist at this bewitching spot. He

will be gratified by a walk in the garden

previous to entering the mansion house , which

has an imposing effect, ' borrowing outlines

and ornaments from every part of Scotland . '

The hall, round the cornice of which runs a

line of shields richly blazoned , is filled with

massive armour of all descriptions , and other

memorials of ancient times, well calculated to

prepare the tourist's mind for farther inspec

tion . The floor is of black and white marble

from the Hebrides . Passing through the

hall , he enters a narrow arched room , stretch

ing quite across the building, having a painted

window at each end . It is filled with all

kinds of small armour ; and here it may be

observed that every weapon has its watch

word and anecdote of interest. These relics

are arranged with great taste and elegance .
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From this apartment are communications

with the dining-room on the one side , and the

drawing-room on the other. The dining

room is very handsome , with a roof of black

oak , richly carved . In this room are some

pictures : the most curious, and, perhaps , not

the least interesting, is the head of Queen

Mary on a charger, by Amias Canrood ,

painted the day after her decapitation at

Fotheringay. Its authenticity is indisputable.

The furniture of this room is Gothic . The

breakfast-parlour, or Miss Scott's room , as it

was called , is elegant , with windows towards

the Tweed . It contains a select library of

novels , romances , poetry, and other light

reading, with a collection of beautiful draw

ings by Turner , and others ; one or two

capital paintings , and some curious cabinets .

The drawing -room is the most lofty of any in

this abode of enchantment ; its ebony antique

furniture , hangings , cabinets, mirrors, por

traits , &c. are all particularly splendid and

appropriate. The library , in dimensions the

largest chamber of the whole , is of an

irregular form . The roof is very finely carved ,

after models from Melrose and Roslyn ; the

bookcases are also of richly carved oak .
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They contain about twenty thousand volumes ,

many of them gems of the most precious

description in literature , and the whole in

fine order. A catalogue was made, prepara

tory to completing the entail . Beyond the

library is the study, or sanctum sanctorum ,

from which have emanated those splendid

efforts of genius that command the admira

tion of mankind. There is little furniture

here ; it contains a few pictures, cabinets ,

shields , old claymores, bookcases with old

tomes in abundance . A small gallery of

tracery -work runs nearly round the room ,

which has but one window, giving a sombre

cast to the whole. There are other apart

mentsworth examination ; but it is impossible

to describe this place . It must be seen to be

known : It is a romance in stone and lime. '

Sir Walter writing to Lord Montague , says :

* It is worth while to come (to Abbotsford)

were it but to see what a romance of a house

I am making .'

I was not myself very much attracted by

the local position of Abbotsford , though the

immediate proximity of the Tweed must be

299*

* Black's Scottish Tourist.
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in itself an almost satisfying charm . This

noble river flows along the border of the mea

dow just below the house . The collection of

antiquities* is curious , and the sight of the

room (small, but as a study most complete)

in which he wrote and worked , is of an im

pressive character. How marvellous it is to

think that sitting here, and usually writing

with rapidity , quick as hand could act , he

swayed the feelings of men in all civilized

lands ! Oh , for such a display of genius ,

mental power and mastery over the minds of

men in behalf of Divine truth , according to

the Gospel of Christ ! Such was the thought

which passed over my mind ere I quitted the

place . But was it scriptural ? I believe not.

The “ kingdom of God cometh not with obser

vation ” —but is still , like its master in the

day of his humiliation, a “ tender plant” -a

“ root out of a dry ground ” —not the result of

* Sir Walter compared his collection of antiques to that

described in the following lines of Burns

“ A fouth of old nick - nackets,

Rusty airn caps and jingling jackets,

Wad haud the Lothians three in tackets .

A towmont gude,

And parritch -pats and auld Saut-backets,

Before the flude."
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human skill , power, attainment or attractive

ness-tending to the glory of God, and not of

any man - making, and to make its progress

by humble and obscure means , and not by

such as those which dazzle and arrest univer

sal attention in one day—the day of a novel's

birth into the world from the pen of Sir Waletr

Scott .

The Tweed , which forms such a grand and

distinctive feature in this neighbourhood ,

and I may indeed say during its whole subse

quent course to the sea, is celebrated for

the size and abundance of the salmon ,

which frequent its waters . The tenure of

this property is peculiar. I believe that

the right of capturing other fish , by

the line, is general, but that the exclusive

right to the salmon is invested in different

proprietors, though not always in those whose

property is on the bank of the water. Each

salmon -proprietor has , as his own , a certain

reach or portion of the river, on which he

exercises , in this matter, absolute dominion .

Another means of preserving the fish , and

giving them a free passage up the stream, so

far as they like to ascend , is the legal enact

ment that every fixed net , basket, or similar
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device must be removed every Saturday night,

and not replaced until after Sunday.

My host was a practised and accomplished

salmon - fisher. One day he caught in this

river three fish, weighing respectively 16, 18,

and 22 pounds . He was well acquainted with

the West Coast of Ireland, and other favourite

haunts of that most prized and valuable food

for man, which seems as it were instinctively

to come from the deep into his precincts, for

capture and use .

Mr. Scrope, who is so well known as an

artist and author, in addition to his other

tastes, has very fully, very graphically, and

( though in prose) very poetically described

the scenery of this vicinity in his well known

work , “Days and Nights of Salmon Fishing."

He occupied , for some time, the Pavilion

a beautiful place, belonging to Lord S

in the immediate neighbourhood of Gala

shiels .

I introduce here a passage from his work ,

as illustrating his power of description , and

the character of those fair scenes amidst

which I write :

My first visit to the Tweed was before

VOL . II .

>

N
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the Minstrel of the North had sung those

strains which enchanted the world , and at

tracted people of all ranks to this land of

romance. The scenery therefore at that time,

unassisted by story, lost its chief interest ;

yet was it all lovely in its native charms .

What stranger just emerging from the angu

lar enclosures of the South, scored and sub

dued by tillage, would not feel his heart ex

pand at the first sight of the heathery moun

tains , swelling out into vast proportions , over

which man has had no dominion ? At the

dawn of day he sees, perhaps , the mist as

cending slowly up the dusky river, taking its

departure to some distant undefined region ;

below the mountain range his sight rests upon

a deep and narrow glen , gloomy with woods,

shelving down to its centre. What lies hid

in that mysterious mass the eye may not

visit ! but a sound comes down from afar, as

of the rushing and din of waters . It is the

voice of the Tweed, as it bursts from the

melancholy hills , and comes rejoicing down the

sunny vale, taking its free course through the

haugh, and glittering among sylvan bowers,

swelling out at times fair and ample, and again
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contracted into gorges and sounding cataracts,

-lost for a space in its mazes behind a jut

ting brae , and reappearing in dashes of light

through bolls of trees opposed to it in sha

dow .

“ Thus it holds its fitful course . The

stranger might wander in the quiet vale , and ,

far below the blue summits , he might see the

shaggy flock grouped upon some sunny knoll,

or straggling among the scattered birch -trees ;

and , lower down on the haugh , his eye per

chance might rest awhile on some cattle

standing on a tongue of land by the margin

of the river, with their dark and rich brown

forms opposed to the brightness of the waters.

All these outward pictures he might see and

feel ; but he could see no farther : the lore

had not spread its witchery over the scene, -

the legends slept in oblivion . The stark

moss- trooper, and the clanking stride of the

warrior had not again started into life ; nor

had the light blazed gloriously in the sepulchre

the wizard with the mighty book. The

slogan swelled not anew upon the gale, re

sounding through the glens, and over the

mistymountains ; nor had the minstrel's harp

N 2
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made music in the stately vales of Newark ;*

or beside the lonely braes of Yarrow .” +

* The Tower of Newark, stands near Bowhill.

+ Days and Nights of Salmon fishing in the Tweed, by

W. Scrope, Esq.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

Journey resumed– Melrose and Dryburgh - Sir Walter's

Grave - Kelso - Reminiscences of Scotland- Northumber .

land - Cheviot Hills — The Snow Shroud - The Frozen Child

-Homeward Course - Conclusion .

Sept. 23. — This morning, we proceeded on

our journey southward to Kelso ; and during

our journey of the day visited the two cele

brated ruins of Melrose, and Dryburgh Abbey.

Our line led us through a most delightful

country, and on our arriving at a spot which

appeared to us the loftiest point of our course,

the river Tweed appeared deeply below us,

enclosing in its loop of water a verdant hill,

or knoll, and admitting a view of its course

far back up the valley along which it flows.

This was a choice locality to which Sir Walter

Scott often brought his friends.

I heard the following circumstance in the

neighbourhood, as having happened on the

day of his burial, at this very point ; and
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afterwards found it narrated in his life, by

Lockhart , whence I transcribe it :

Some accident, it was observed , had

caused the hearse to halt for several minutes

on the summit of the hill, at Bemerside ;

exactly where a prospect of remarkable rich

ness opens, and where Sir Walter Scott had

always been accustomed to rein up his

horse."

Melrose Abbey itself is a fine ruin ; but it

wants the accompaniment of trees and foliage,

and is in too close proximity to town build

ings of an ordinary kind , but with no claim

to antiquity , and has no beauty of position

at all comparable to that of many Abbeys.

On these points Dryburgh Abbey has every

thing which Melrose Abbey wants ; standing

as it does in solitary grandeur, apart from

other edifices, among ancient trees and waving

foliage.

In one of the ancient side aisles of that

ruin, which was once the Chapel — the aisle

itself not being dilapidated , though strongly

marked by the finger of time- lie Scott's

mortal remains. It is well known how much

he was attached to all remembrances of clan

and family, so that an ancient inscription,
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which I copied on the spot, will at once ex

plain why he lies buried here.

Hunc locum sepulturæ

D. Seneschallus Buchanæ comes

Gualtero Thomæ et Roberto Scott

Haliburtoni nepotibus concessit .

A.D. MDCCXCI.

As

A large heap of mould lies over his grave.

yet , no tomb-stone or monument has been

erected upon it . In front of the arch, beneath

which he is buried , some old honey -suckles

spread their tendrils in large and curling

festoons. A heap of matted foliage covered

the adjoining bank to the right, and close at

hand a large dark mass of ivy met the eye

with its gloomy, but appropriate form . Be

hind the arch arose lofty trees .

The Abbey is in the middle of Lord Bu

chan's pleasure grounds, and the arch , of which

I have spoken , having only an iron railing in

front, is open to the eye of all visitors, as

well as to the light and the air. · Never was

a more poetic spot assigned as a poet's

grave .

It is singular enough, that Dryburgh Abbey

lies about half way between Smailhome, the

scene of Scott's early years, and Abbotsford ,

the home of his maturity and fame.
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As we approached Kelso the country pre

sented new features, and all of much attrac

tion . At one spot , just in front of the Duke

of Roxburgh's magnificent abode, we drove

onward along a ridge, between the rivers

Tweed and Teviot, with a lofty knoll and

crowning ruin close on our left hand. A most

striking and peculiar scene ! Grandly too do

those rivers meet, and grandly do they sweep

on in broad and united streams, yet curving

to their channel, obedient as a rivulet, and

circling the town just at the point of approach

with fresh and flashing waves.

September 24.-In our first stage, which

the pleasantness of the morning induced us to

make before breakfast, we finally crossed the

Tweed, at a point where it forms a very wide

and magnificent river, and were again in

England.

Much have we enjoyed the country which

we have just quitted . Much kindness have

we received in Scotland. Much have we

admired the intelligence, the information, and

the industry of her sons. As I suppose, from

not having had previously any connection

whatever with Scotland, I had not cherished

any very earnest desire of visiting it in past
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times, and Edinburgh had to me been the

chief attraction — but now, I must say, the

attractions have been abundantly multiplied ;

and I look forward with no slight gratification

to some future day , when I shall again , if it

please God, re- cross, in a northerly direction ,

the fair waters of the Tweed .

We stopped at a pleasant inn , about a mile

on the English side of the border. The cha

racter of the old village church told us , in a

moment, where we were. I had seen nothing

of a similar appearance throughout all Scot

land .

Advancing forward we found a nice country

inn at Wooller Cottage, and another after

wards at the Bridge of Aln, where we re

mained for the night. During the day we

had been chiefly travelling through a corn

country of much celebrity for its agriculture,

and , in consequence of the late continuance

of wet weather, thousands and tens of thou

sands of acres, along which we passed, pre

sented the extraordinary appearance of fields

with all the corn cut and standing in sheaves,

to give it a prospect of drying and ripening

in that state. In these fields not a single

labourer was to be observed . Several other

N 3
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fields, where it was out of the question to put

a sickle into the corn from its unripeness,

stood , at this late season, in moist and melan

choly verdure . The farmers and labourers in

general, with whom we conversed , spoke

most despondingly on the subject, and seemed

to think it beyond any human expectation

that any weather should come, of a service

able nature to the crops . However, it pleased

God, of His rich and peculiar goodness , to

send , just in time, though at a period of the

year singularly late for such a blessing, several

weeks of weather almost unparalleled at such

a season, for its dry and settled character.

Where I was staying, the change commenced

about ten days after my writing the above.

The change was not so decided in the northern

counties of England , and of course the harvest

has not proved of a superior character ; yet

there was a harvest, and much corn saved in

a tolerable condition. Had the bad weather

continued, or rather had not the change , in a

contrary direction, been of an unexpected cha

racter, I believe that there would have been,

literally , no wheat housed in any tolerable

condition for man's use.

These districts are celebrated for the excel.
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lence of their agriculture, and the tenants have .

sometimes very large holdings . The only farmer

with whom I conversed on this subject to-day,

told me that he rented a farm of 500 acres ,

and , including rent and tithe, paid for it fifty

five shillings an acre.

The Cheviot Hills were in sight during part

of our journey to-day. They present bold

and lofty slopes of pasture land, and form a

fine feature in the scenery around. Wildly

must the mountain blast of the winter sweep

along these treeless and exposed regions—and

sad are some of the " moving accidents ” with

which some of their denizens are visited ,

when storms and snows prevail in the land.

The inn , where I now write, is not many miles

from some property of a valued friend of

mine, under whose roof, near Newcastle, we

hope to be to -morrow ; and not far from his

place in this neighbourhood occurred the sad

calamity, on which was founded the touching

ballad, well known in this country, called, " The

Snow Shroud ; or, the Lost Bairn of Biddle

stone Edge.” by the Rev. R. C. Cox, Vicar of

Newcastle. It describes the death of " little

Edward Mennim, the son of a shepherd in the

southern range of the Cheviot . ” He was six

years old , and was sent by his mother on
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some needful message to his father a short

distance, during a fair interval between the

wild, boisterous , and snowy visitations, for

which the month of December, 1837 , became,

from this sad event, only too notorious in

these parts. I use the language of the reve

rend poet in the preface to his elegy.

“ Almost immediately after his (the child's)

departure, the storm , which had only paused

to fetch breath , as the seaman's phrase is ,

came down upon him with redoubled fury,

bringing with it those two most awful visi

tations, a dense fog and scudding snow - visi

tations under which the stoutest quail, when

occurring either on the ocean or among the

hills. What our poor little laddie endured is

known only to Him, who can temper the wind

to the shorn lamb . But that his sufferings,

mental and bodily, must have been great, is

too certain . His corpse was found on the

8th of the following month , at Hockley Dean

Law, six miles from his home across a rugged

and difficult country ; yet with a smile on the

lip , and colour on the cheek , as though he

had ' made his grave a bed .' ”

I shall select a few stanzas, to give my

readers an idea of these northern rhymes

of this “ ow'r true tale ."
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The father, in the evening, is returning to

the cottage, but without his child .

Why comes na’ the gudeman hame frae the Ha' ,

And where is my hinnie gane ?"

Hist ! heardst thou the tapping ? Throw wide the door,

And welcome the gudeman - alane !

Loud shriek'd the mother- " Mybairn ! my bairn !

Where left ye my own sweet Ned ?”

Why, safe at hame wi' his ain mither,

Nae harm can have him bested .”

'The child is now represented as dying, frozen,

and alone :

A calm came over his bursting heart,

A sweet and saintly calm ;

And sleep stole over his weariness

With more than its wonted balm .

Yet still he thought of his dear daddie,

His mither - his cottage bed ;

And smiled as though the blessings he heard,

Which they poured o'er his pillowed head.

And as shrouded round in the snow he lay,

To his failing sense were given

Sweet soothing sounds - was't the sough o'thewind

Or the golden harps of Heav'n !

And the last stanza is :

But that happy bairn still lives, gude folk !

And this would his warning be

“ Your weary life is a winter's night

God help you to follow me!”
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I must now draw my journal to a close ,

as we have crossed the border, and are once

more on English ground . In all probability, I

should have added a few notices, as to the

impressions made upon us by the various

interesting objects, which the north of En

gland presents on this side as well on the

other side of the country ; but our journey

was rendered unfavourable by constant rain

and gloom in the atmosphere . There was

also another cause . Having passed a week

at the house of a valued friend of both

early and present days, near Newcastle , we

continued our course through Durham , and

Yorkshire, and reached Derby, where it pleased

God to convey to us the sad intelligence that

one , very near and dear to us , had been

suddenly removed from this present world .

Such a family bereavement would scarcely

be a subject for introduction in these pages

as part of my current Diary . Yet I have

no inclination to commence, or continue any

other at the present time . Had not the

event happened, I might have brought my

book to a more regular and systematic con

clusion , as a Diary. But , as it is , I shall

end with one observation - viz : that I shall

feel truly gratified if these volumes meet with
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the same favour, and testimonies to their use

fulness, as those which my kindred publica

tion of last year received, and for which I feel

myself much indebted to critics , friends,

acquaintances, and the public in general .
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The Report from her Majesty's Commissioners for

Inquiring into the Administration and Practical Operation

of the Poor Laws in Scotland is of considerable length, and

was published in 1844 , together with the voluminous

evidence taken in all parts of the country on the subject. It

is signed - Melville, Belhaven , &c . , H. Home Drummond,

James Campbell, Patrick McFarlane, and James Robertson .

To this is appended a short but most interesting docu

ment, entitled “ Reasons of Dissent from the foregoing

Account , " and signed Edward Twisleton, that gentleman ,

who is now entrusted with the highly responsible office of

superintending the administration of the Poor Law in Ireland,

having been one of the Scotch Commissioners . I introduce

this document as not too long for perusal here, and having

much weight on a question , suggested by the words in

the body of the work, which leads to its insertion .

I. Because the proposed alterations in the Scotch Poor
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Law are, I am afraid , insufficient to remedy the defects

which are admitted to exist in their administration .

II . Because, while it is admitted that the provision at

present made for the Relief of the aged and infirm poor

is in many parishes of Scotland inadequate, the main

reliance for the supply of this deficiency seems to be placed

on a proposed Board of Supervision , or Standing Commis

sion of Inquiry, with ample powers of inspection, but with

no administrative control or direct authority. But it

appears to me, that the striking inadequacy of the allow

ances at present made to the aged and infirm poor in a

large proportion of the unassessed rural parishes of Scotland ,

arises, not so much from ignorance of facts as from want of

funds, which again is owing, in no small degree, to theories

respecting the effect of any provision for the poor, even

when it is restricted to the relief of the aged and the infirm .

And any statements made annually in Reports, tending to

show that this class of poor are in a destitute condition ,

will be met by the usual answer , that the only cure for such

evils is in the moral and religious education of the young ;

and that a provision for the poor creates much of the misery

which it relieves, but does not relieve all the misery which it

creates .

III . Because no proposal is made for requiring the

Managers of the Poor in unassessed rural parishes to assess

themselves for the relief of the destitute aged and infirm

poor ;-using these terms in the most comprehensive sense ,

as including all those who are entitled to relief under the

present law. It appears to me that the mischiefs which

have been attributed to assessments for this class of poor

have been remarkably exaggerated, even although they may
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not be altogether visionary. On the other hand , this mode

of providing for the aged and the infirm is the most equitable

which can be adopted ; its general tendency, as distin

guished from its invariable result, is to ensure an ampler

supply of funds than can be raised by voluntary contribu

tions ; and it reaches non -resident heritors, and others who

may give either nothing, or comparatively little, in aid of the

church collections.

IV . Because it is not proposed to render it compulsory

on the Managers of the Poor to provide medical attendance

for Paupers. The arrangements for medical relief, and the

power of fixing the scale of remuneration to medical practi

tioners, are to be left exclusively to the local authorities,

who may deem that they have a direct pecuniary interest in

fixing the scale of remuneration as low as possible, or in

throwing altogether upon medical practitioners, as is very

frequently the case at present, the burden of attending the

sick poor gratuitously.

V. Because it is not proposed to authorise, or to render

it compulsory upon the Managers of the Poor in large towns

to provide Houses of Refuge, or Poorhouses with Wards for

Able -bodied Persons. But establishments of this kind,

which are, in fact, identical with English workhouses,

appear to me essential to the proper management of the

poor in large towns ; and without them I do not see how the

begging, which prevails to such a great extent in the chief

towns of Scotland, can be suppressed, consistently with

humanity, or in accordance with public feeling.

VI . Because, while in reference to towns with a popu

lation above 5000 inhabitants, the advantages of Poorhouses

for the reception of certain classes of poor, entitled to assist
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ance under the present Scotch Poor Law , are clearly pointed

out , as subsidiary to out- door relief ; yet the erection of

such Poorhouses is proposed to be left entirely to the

discretion of the local authorities. But while I admit that

the arrangement of various details may be safely vested in

the Managers of the Poor in each particular town , it is my

opinion that the principles of dealing with a subject so

difficult as that of administering relief, should be settled by

the more enlarged wisdom of Parliament. And a matter of

such importance as the erection of Poorhouses ought not to

depend either on the honest judgment, or possible caprice,

partial knowledge, or narrow views of accidental majorities

in particular localities.

VII . Because no proposition is made for dealing with the

case of large towns, when , during seasons of depression of

trade, large bodies of operatives are thrown out of employ

ment, and become dependent for subsistence upon public

charity It seems to me desirable , that in all large towns

which have a Poorhouse with Wards for Able -bodied Men,

the Managers of the Poor should have a discretionary power,

with consent of a Board of Supervision , to assess the

inhabitants, for the purpose of setting to work destitute

unemployed persons, without requiring them to enter such

Poorhouse. The aid of a Poorhouse with Wards for Able

bodied Persons, materially facilitates the operations of those

who, in periods of depression of trade, undertake the duty

giving out -door relief to a certain number of that class.

VIII . Because no alteration is proposed in the Scotch

Law of Rating, which is peculiarly anomalous and defective,

The usual mode of levying the Rate on what is called

means and substance,” is similar in its main features to
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the Income Tax, but is unaccompanied by those safeguards

with which the levying of the Income Tax has been sur

rounded by the wisdom of Parliament . Either, therefore,

safeguards should be introduced for the purpose of ensuring

secrecy and fairness, or the attempt to assess supposed

means and substance should be abandoned , and the mode

of levying Poor Rates in Scotland should be assimilated

with that which is in operation in all other parts of the

United Kingdom .

EDWARD TWISLETON.

END .
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